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IUCN - The World Conservation Union

Founded in 1948, The World Conservation Union brings together States, government agencies
and a diverse range of non - governmental organizations in a unique world partnership: over 842

members in all, spread across some 132 countries.
As a Union, IUCN seeks to influence, encourage and assist societies throughout the world to
conserve the integrity and diversity of nature and to ensure that any use of natural resources is
equitable and ecologically sustainable. A central secretariat coordinates the IUCN Programme and
serves the Union membership , representing their views on the world stage and providing them

with the strategies, services, scientific knowledge and technical support they need to achieve their
goals. Through its six Commissions, IUCN draws together over 6000 expert volunteers in project

teams and action groups, focusing in particular on species and biodiversity conservation and the
management of habitats and natural resources. The Union has helped many countries to prepare
National Conservation Strategies, and demonstrates the application of its knowledge through the

field projects it supervises. Operations are increasingly decentralized and are carried forward by
an expanding network ofregional and country offices, located principally in developing countries.
The World Conservation Union builds on the strengths of its members, networks and partners
to enhance their capacity and to support global alliances to safeguard natural resources at local,
regional and global levels.
SCAR - The Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research

SCAR is a committee ofICSU, the International Council ofScientific Unions, and is charged with

the initiation, promotion and co -ordination of scientific research in Antarctica.
It is the single multinational, multidisciplinary, non -governmental organization which draws on
the experience and expertise of an international mix of specialists across the complete scientific
spectrum to offer advice on a wide range of scientific questions and problems. Since its estab
lishment in 1957 SCAR has provided such advice to the Antarctic Treaty System and made
numerous recommendations on a diversity of matters, most of which have been incorporated into
Antarctic Treaty instruments. Foremost among these has been advice for the many instruments
concerning protection of the biota and environment of Antarctica.
Membership of SCAR comprises the National Committees of those national scientific acade

mies which are adhering bodies to ICSU and which are , or plan to be active in Antarctic research,
together with the relevant Scientific Unions of ICSU. SCAR meets every two years to conduct its
administrative business at the SCAR Delegates Meeting. The scientific business of SCAR is
conducted by its Working Groups and Groups of Specialists. These represent the scientific

disciplines active in Antarctic research. The Group of Specialists on Environmental Affairs and

Conservation (GOSEAC) is the multidisciplinary group most closely associated with providing
advice to the Antarctic Treaty and was the SCAR co -sponsor with IUCN ofthe present Workshop.
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Foreword
Education and training are very important elements in most areas of human activity. Indeed, for
manyjobs training is now a legal requirement for health and safety reasons while, in an increasingly
changing and complex world, continuing education is becoming essential to keep up to date.
Antarctic activities are no exception to this and the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the
Antarctic Treaty (Madrid Protocol) has provided a very timely focus for a review of theseactivities.
In setting out the terms of reference of this Workshop, SCAR and IUCN were mindful of the
fact that there had never been discussion of either education or training at an ATCM. Now the

Treaty Parties face an important new challenge in this respect, and it was felt that examining the
subject at a Workshop might be a means of providing both useful background and initiatives for
future activities.
We drew our objectives widely to allow the workshop to address education and training in the

widest senses. It is clear that members of the public in many countries want to know more about
Antarctica and equally clear that some of the information they are currently given is misleading
or incomplete. Both SCAR and IUCN have a continuing interest in educating the public more

effectively about Antarctica in general. So, in examining education , we wanted to consider not
only what was required to make the Protocol more widely known and understandable but also

how a wide range oftools could be used to disseminate all Antarctic information more widely and
effectively. The emphasis in the past has been on more traditional mediums such as books and
films, but what could we learn from new publishing forms and from modern museums and visitor

centres, for example ? In the more organised field of education courses, what is available, where
is it located and how accessible is it to students ?

Training has always been undertaken for scientists and support staff working in Antarctica.
However, the form and timing of the training, the content of manuals, and the assessment of

effectiveness appear never to have been discussed and compared. In many respects this field of
activity is more generally regarded as within the role of the Council of Managers of National
Antarctic Programmes (COMNAP), but there seemed never to have been an international
discussion of the way in which it is organised through national programmes. The Protocol

requirements make training in various activities essential if environmental monitoring, waste
management and the prevention of marine pollution are to be undertaken effectively, and this

workshop seemed a good place to initiate discussion on these matters.
Our summary objectives were to examine the educational and training needs arising from the
Madrid Protocol and other relevant legal instruments, to observe what education and training is
currently undertaken by national programmes, and, by considering the range oftools available, to
identify initiatives for improving the environmental education of scientists, support staff and
tourists to the Antarctic. An obvious outcome of such a discussion would be identification of
opportunities for raising public awareness and understanding of Antarctica and better access to
information .

We recognised at the outset that this workshop could only be seen as an initial step. Despite

gathering together experts in Antarctic science, conservation, education , training and communi
cation, we could not achieve in a few days and with few people the detailed documentation that
this field clearly needs. What we hope we have achieved is to identify the principal problems,
vii
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Most tourist cruises go through the Lemaire Channel, one of the most photogenic areas of the
Antarctic Peninsula.
Photo : D. W. H. Walton
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consider some existing solutions and propose new initiatives to take all the Antarctic community
and the interested public forward, in the spirit and letter of the Protocol's call to " promote
co -operative programmes of scientific, technical and educational value concerning the protection
of the Antarctic and dependent and associated ecosystems”.
P.R. Dingwall, IUCN
D.W.H. Walton , SCAR
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Summary of Discussion and Recommendations
1.

Legal and Policy Issues

1.1

Antarctica

This session began with discussion of the obligations for environmental education and
training required by the Antarctic Treaty System . It included an assessment of how
effective the dissemination ofinformation and training have been. It was noted that, while
the Madrid Protocol includes requirements for information exchange among Treaty

Parties and for making information available to a wider audience, the Protocol does not
identify in a focused way the needs for education and training that are essential for its
effective implementation.

Accordingly the Workshop recommended :
1.1.1

That the Treaty Parties, drawing upon the advice of SCAR, collaborate in the

publication of a lay guide on the environmental protection obligations of the
Protocol, and that they subsequently promote and distribute that guide to their

Antarctic operators and to all who might visit the Antarctic.
1.1.2

That the Treaty Parties elaborate a comprehensive training programme to assist
in the effective implementation of the Protocol, and that they include in the

functions of the Committee for Environmental Protection advice on
environmental education and training.

1.2

Subantarctic Region
The session reviewed environmental education policies and practices in place at

Subantarctic islands, under national jurisdictions. It was noted that, despite the different
juridical situations, some lessons from the Subantarctic islands may be valuable for the
Antarctic. The usefulness ofmanagement plans as a tool for translating laws and policies

into practical management objectives and actions was highlighted, as well as the further
step of producing a guidebook to explain the objectives of management and their
implications to visitors to the islands.
Accordingly, the Workshop recommended:
1.2.1

That a comprehensive bibliographic listing of all Subantarctic island
management plans and related documents ( entry permits, policy statements, etc.)
be prepared as part of the Workshop proceedings.

1.2.2

That a list containing a representative selection of island educational and
publicity materials including books, maps and films and their location and
availability be included in the Workshop proceedings, if possible.
xi
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1.2.3

2.

That all appropriate national authorities be urged to develop environmental
education, training and public awareness policies and implementation
programmes as part of a Subantarctic island management planning process.

Formal Education
This session first examined examples of higher education and training programmes in
Australasia, the United Kingdom and the United States of America. The increased

demand for such programmes consequent upon the Madrid Protocol requirements was
noted, as was the absence of any comprehensive survey of the needs and opportunities
for Antarctic environmental education and training. The experimental course at the
Institute of Antarctic and Southern Ocean Studies, at the University of Tasmania in

Hobart, Australia, which is designed to provide training relating to obligations of the
Madrid Protocol, was seen as being particularly relevant. A comparative view was
presented for three Latin American states - Chile, Argentina and Brazil and the value
of combining theoretical and practical studies ( fieldwork ) was stressed. Discussion also

included the importance of environmental education and training at primary and
secondary school levels.

Accordingly the Workshop recommended:
2.1

That, pursuant to Article 6.1 (a) of the Protocol on Environmental Protection

which states, “Each Party shall endeavour to promote cooperative programmes
of scientific, technical and educational value, concerning the protection of the
Antarctic environment and dependent and associated ecosystems"; Antarctic
environmental education at a tertiary level should be undertaken nationally and
information passed to other countries through an agreed designated node,
institution or contact point.
2.2

That Antarctic environmental education at a tertiary level should be recognised
by the Treaty Parties as an important subject for international exchange and

cooperation through studentships, staffexchange and information and resource
sharing

[Antarctica is the only instance where international continental-wide

environmental management can be applied and therefore this recommendation
is supported as encouraging the sharing ofexpertise and ofproviding appropriate

assistance to contribute towards the protection ofthe Antarctic environment and
its dependent and associated ecosystems and to ensuring that activities in the
Antarctic Treaty area do not have an adverse impact on the environment. This

recommendation will, by the process of international cross-fertilisation ', assist
in the evolution of Antarctica as a special area of study not just in various
branches of science concerned with environmental education but also in other

learning and research fields such as in the legal/political and policy areas.
* Bilateral' exchanges in Antarctic environmental education are worth fostering
for all their potential benefits despite the problems of cost, language, cultural
differences, sovereignty, and the visa and exchange requirements that different
governments possess .)
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2.3

That, recognising the importance of Antarctica in global environmental
processes, governments should have the goal ofensuring that present and future

generations are made aware of the significance of the Antarctic continent and
its dependent and associated ecosystems by incorporating, wherever possible,

teaching about these processes and these unique systems at all levels within
national educational systems.
2.4

That teaching about these processes and systems is coordinated by national
authorities within the relevant curricula for primary, secondary and tertiary
education so that the associated themes and issues and an understanding of the
systems and processes themselves is covered in a sequential manner.
[ Any coordination of Antarctic environmental education on a national basis at
the primary through to the tertiary level, by incorporation into existing curricula,

will also assist in the promotion of consistent standards as will those measures
associated with international exchange and cooperation in recommendation 2.2
above.]
2.5

That a comprehensive survey and documentation of Antarctic environmental
education be carried out by a university institution such as SPRI and/or IASOS.

This survey should include details about courses that are offered, their content
and duration as well as their approach (i.e. theoretical, practical or applied ) and
to have this work completed by, for example, student(s) research topics. This
survey should also identify the range ofneeds at the post-school level and how

they are met by present courses that are both short and long term , academic and
practical, undergraduate and advanced , as well as those that offer training in the

form of refresher courses, or in teacher training and through 'training the
trainers' at the primary, secondary and tertiary levels.

[Thus, a diversity of treatments can at present be identified as being necessary ,
at a range of levels, from courses on waste management /cleaner production
techniques and technologies to environmental monitoring methodologies for the
effective implementation of the Madrid Protocol. The relationship of global

environmental issues and processes to national Antarctic policies and strategies
and how national environmental strategies are related to Antarctic
environmental issues should also be considered .]
2.6

That a coverage of extracurricular courses for the general public on awareness
of the Antarctic environment be undertaken as part of the survey to be done in
recommendation 2.5 through an examination of the adult/community /further
education courses that are offered and by training/refresher courses that are
undertaken. This could also include the role of the media in public education
and of national educational and scientific institutions that are concerned with
explaining their own involvement in Antarctic research to the general public.

[The survey should also identify the teaching resources that are used and
provided on an individual, institutional and international basis, which are
sufficient to ensure that the goal for Antarctic environmental education is met
as in recommendation 2.3. It is also necessary for the survey to identify the
resource needs for a more comprehensive and sequential approach to Antarctic
environmental education by the Treaty Parties.)
xiii
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3.

Education and Training for Scientists and Support Staff
of National Programmes
Current experience from the national programmes of the United Kingdom , the United
States of America, Australia and New Zealand was described . It was clear the great extent
to which there were common practices involving the provision of relevant literature, the
provision of general briefings for all personnel with specific briefings for smaller groups
with specialised deployment needs, and an assessment of the effectiveness of training,
using post- season debriefings. The workshop concluded that experiences should be
shared among national programmes. Sanctions are needed for those transgressing
environmental standards, so as to encourage wider understanding of regulations and it is
vital that educational materials used are appropriate if they are to be effective. Emergency
training is vitally important and some form of assessment of training effort is required to
make sure the effort is cost effective.

Accordingly the Workshop recommended :

4.

3.1

That proposed training methods from the Workshop be considered by
COMNAP, with a view to promoting their implementation and the sharing of
experiences of national programmes among national operators.

3.2

That where behaviour and activity is observed contrary to the Protocol
( reflecting a lack of understanding of the Protocol's provisions) these should be
reported to national operators and, if necessary, to other relevant authorities for
appropriate action to be taken.

3.3

That appropriate hazard contingency training to address emergency response
action for fire, oil spill, laboratory, field , ship and aircraft emergencies should
be practised frequently by all relevant personnel.

3.4

That national programme training officers should consider making written
material visually attractive, concise and informative; and should consider the
introduction of video training aids, the use of theoretical and practical
problem -solving, and the use of language appropriate for the target audience.

3.5

That national operators should use appropriate means, such as end -of- season
debriefings, to assess the effectiveness of training programmes. There should
also be debriefing of visitors who are not part of national programmes.

Education for Visitors to the Antarctic
Discussion in this session covered the general principles for educating all Antarctic
visitors and the various codes of conduct that are currently used by Treaty Parties and by
others such as tourist operators. Consideration was given to the merits of a certification
scheme for authorising tourist operators or elements of their operations. The expectations
and aspirations oftourists were discussed along with the range ofexperiences in providing
education for tourist groups. Concern was expressed that some large groups of tourists,
on tour ships for example, were not receiving adequate educational briefings or
preparation . The role of EIAs for tour operations as an educational mechanism was
viewed favourably .
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Accordingly, the Workshop recommended:
4.1

That effective implementation of the rules of the Protocol for visitors to the

Antarctic would benefit from the availability and use of a layperson's guide to
the Protocol.
4.2

That COMNAP, in association with the International Association of Antarctic
Tour Operators (IAATO ) and other interested parties, should compile a manual

or guidebook for use by tour operators and organisers of non -governmental
expeditions, as a prescribed code of conduct, which might cover among others:
environmental protection; flora and fauna protection; avoidance of disruption
to scientific research; minimising waste and pollution; respecting the rules
relating to specially protected areas; prohibition ofcollections and souveniring;
and encouraging safe operations.
5.

Public Education
During a wide-ranging discussion, the workshop considered the principles and processes
associated with public environmental education and the role of non - governmental
organisations in educating the public about the Antarctic environment and in motivating
the public to work towards resolution of Antarctic environmental issues. Particular
attention was devoted to the role of film -makers in educating the public, particularly
through various entertainment techniques and the part played by Antarctic visitor centres
in public education . The role of museums in public education about Antarctica, based in

particular on the South Georgia Whaling Museum was examined together with the needs
of the print media forms such as newspapers and magazines, as well as technical print

material and various forms ofnon - commercial educational publications, including maps.
Finally, the educational role of libraries and archives was discussed .

The Workshop recommended:
5.1

That, considering the continued growth of publication of relevant Antarctic
information, and the absence of Antarctic libraries in some Antarctic countries,
Treaty Parties should each establish a depository for published information and

ATS documentation in at least one library, and should ensure public access to
it.
5.2

That, considering the importance of providing visitors to the Antarctic with
authoritative and accessible information in a variety of forms and ensuring it is
available at points of departure for the Antarctic, and welcoming the
establishment of the International Antarctic Visitor Centre in New Zealand and

the Whaling Museum on South Georgia, the Treaty Parties with suitable points

of access to Antarctica be urged to consider how they might develop similar
facilities.
5.3

That, recalling that much valuable information on Antarctica is published in
forms not officially recorded as books or serials, and noting that material ofthis
type is not deposited in copyright libraries, COMNAP, SCAR , IUCN and ASOC
should provide such materials to Cold Regions Database, Library of Congress

and /or to the Scott Polar Research Institute for inclusion in the Antarctic
Bibliography
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5.4

That, convinced of the need to maintain and extend public interest in Antarctica
by production of informative and accessible works in all media, with special
attention given to popularisation of science and the workings of the Antarctic
Treaty System , national and international bodies (including SCAR , IUCN and
ASOC) should be encouraged to collaborate in producing material which fosters
public interest in and awareness of Antarctica.

5.5

That SCAR and IUCN should seek sponsorship to provide funding for a
regularly awarded prize for the best book about Antarctica written for a general
audience.

5.6

That SCAR and IUCN, convinced of the importance of television in improving
public awareness of Antarctic environmental management and conservation ,
and aware that material currently produced by television companies may not
present a balanced picture, should seek sponsorship for production of a
television documentary and associated videos for broadcast and distribution.

Introduction

The specific purpose of the Workshop was to bring together people with experience in Antarctic
science, conservation, education, training and communication in order to :
exchange information on the subject of environmental education and training for those
who work in or visit the Antarctic and Subantarctic regions;
• identify needs for advancing this subject;

• review and document the resources available; and
make recommendations on future requirements and activities.
The objectives for achieving this were as follows:

• To examine the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, and other
legal instruments and policies, in terms oftheir implications for environmental education
and training needs.

To review and compile information on the resources and networks of people, organisa

tions and institutions currently involved in environmental education and training in the
Antarctic Region, and the potential for further developing these.
To consider and make recommendations on the environmental education and training

needs of scientists and their support staff, tourists, and others who visit the Antarctic
Region.

To identify the opportunities for raising public awareness of the Antarctic and Subantarctic
regions and their conservation .

xvii
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LEGAL AND POLICY REQUIREMENTS FOR
ANTARCTIC ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
AND TRAINING
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There are now 42 countries adhering to the Antarctic Treaty. Of these 26 have Consultative Status
and are thus actively involved in Antarctic research .

Photo : British Antarctic Survey
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1.

Legal and Policy Requirements for Antarctic
Environmental Education and Training

Introduction
Any survey of education and training must begin with an examination of existing legal

requirements. This might appear to be a relatively simple task for the Antarctic Treaty area since
Treaty legislation makes no explicit specific requirements for either activity. None the less there
are recognisable requirements which need to be undertaken to ensure that certain mandatory
activities can be satisfactorily carried out. In addition , there are hortatory requirements to make
information publicly available. Recognising the requirements is the first step and must be common

to all ATCPs. The second step of developing policy is a State responsibility, as is the
implementation of such policies. M. Richardson provides a detailed guide to both the first and
second steps for Antarctic Treaty legislation.
The situation for the Subantarctic islands is much less clear cut. As national territories each is
governed in a different way and has attracted significantly different legislation. There is no single
source in which all the extant legislation is gathered together and it is often difficult to discover
exactly what laws are in force. In some cases legislation is modelled on Antarctic Treaty laws,
while in other cases domestic legislation is simply extended to cover the austral territory. In only
a few instances has the educational and training requirement been considered and for several
islands it is clear that until legislation is modernised little significant progress will be made in most

aspects of conservation and environmental management. P. Dingwall attempts in his paper to
provide a guide to this complex field involving at least six different legal systems,
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1.1 Environmental Education and Training in the

Antarctic : Legal and Policy Issues
M. G. Richardson ?
Polar Regions Section, South Atlantic & Antarctic Department, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, London , SW1A 2AX, United Kingdom

1.

Introduction

This paper addresses the legal and policy issues related to environmental protection and
conservation in Antarctica. It identifies the obligations for environmental education and training

required by the Antarctic Treaty System (ATS ), assesses how effective the dissemination of
information and training has been, and makes recommendations that would enhance
implementation of the Environmental Protocol.

2. The Antarctic Treaty System : Conservation and Protection
Regulations
Environmental protection and conservation have been crucial elements within the evolutionary

process oftheATS . References in the Antarctic Treaty to the environment were brief. They ensured
that the continent would be kept free of radioactive material ( Article V) and sought to further the
preservation and conservation of living resources (Article IX) . The Treaty system has come a long

way in environmental law -making in its thirty - year history , culminating in the adoption of the
Environmental Protocol in 1991.

The intervening years saw the introduction of a suite of environmental regulations, embodied
in the Agreed Measures ( 1964), the ATS Conventions on Seals ( 1972), Marine Living Resources
( 1980), and Minerals ( 1988) and numerous Treaty Recommendations, both hortatory and

mandatory. These regulations address a wide range of issues including resource utilisation and
environmental management and protection .

Of the 203 Recommendations adopted to date by the Treaty Parties at 17 Consultative Meetings,
over 50% address directly issues of environmental protection and management. This proportion

rises to over 70% if Recommendations with a more indirect bearing on environmental matters,
such as hydrographic charting, are included.

At each major step in formulating environmental regulations, the Antarctic Treaty Parties have

been in the vanguard ofinternationalenvironmental law -making. The 1964 Agreed Measures were
well ahead of their time in setting tough protective rules and regulations for Antarctic flora and
fauna. A test of the progressive nature of the drafting of the Agreed Measures is shown by Annex II
1

The views expressed in this paper are those ofthe author only and should not be construed as representing the views
of the UK Government.
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Protected areas are of particular importance in theframework ofenvironmental management. All

visitors need to be aware ofthe restrictions imposed by management plans.
Photo : D. W. H. Walton
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of the Protocol which , whilst updating species' protection laws, retains many of the features, and
indeed some ofthe prose, ofthe original Measures. The Seals Convention (CCAS) regulated seal
harvesting ahead of the introduction of any commercial enterprise; CCAMLR ( the Fisheries
Convention) introduced the novel 'ecosystem principle' in which management of the fisheries
focused not only on harvested species, but also on dependent and associated species — the predator
and prey. The Minerals Convention (CRAMRA ) embodied the 'precautionary' and 'sufficiency
of information ' principles. These specified that no (mineral resource ) activities should proceed in
Antarctica unless there was adequate information available upon which to base judgements on the

environmental impact of those activities. These two latter principles have since been carried over

into the Environmental Protocol's Article 3 and are imbedded in the philosophy to emerge from
the Rio Conference.

Taken overall, the suite of environmental regulations within the ATS provides a tough,

comprehensive and sufficiently flexible legal framework for the protection of the Antarctic
environment.

However, there have also been disadvantages. The continual evolution of theTreaty system and

wider changes in attitude to environmental protection have left some parts of the Treaty system
lagging. Evolution has inevitably created some disparity of standards, and, because of the
somewhat fragmented nature of the Treaty system , made access to, and interpretation of, the
regulations difficult. Indeed, without the informal Antarctic Treaty Handbook , knowledge of
Antarctic Treaty environmental law would, even for the initiated, be difficult to acquire. For the

growing numbers ofuninitiated, including the growing numbers of tourists and non -governmental
expeditions that visit Antarctica, the task would verge on the impossible.

3.

The Promotion of Environmental Regulations

Law -making serves a diminished purpose ifthe obligations imposed by those laws are not widely
disseminated to those constituents to whom the laws relate . This Workshop is directed essentially
at the questions of how well, or otherwise, Antarctic Treaty environmental protection regulations
have been promoted. Can more effective promotion be achieved ? And, if so, how?
In contrast to the diligent efforts which Treaty Parties have directed at drafting, negotiating and

adopting regulations, including regulations for environmental protection, far less attention has
been focused on whether ( and, if so, how ) those regulations should be promoted. At whom should
they be targeted ? Undoubtedly the issue ofpromotion through environmental education previously
assumed lesser import. The regulations were less comprehensive, less onerous and easier to
understand . The community to which they related was smaller and more knowledgeable — it

consisted largely of the scientific and technical staff of governmental operators. There was until
recently relatively little external interest in Antarctica.
Clearly that scenario has changed. The number of tourists and non - governmental visitors to
Antarctica continues to rise annually , and now exceeds the combined total of governmental

scientists and logistics support personnel. Tourists, non -governmental visitors to Antarctica,
international environmental agencies and the global community through the UN need to be
educated about the considerable strides that have been made to protect the Antarctic environment.
If effective (i.e. practical), implementation of Treaty environmental regulations is to be achieved ,
then they need to be promoted and explained to this wider audience. This raises the question as to

who is responsible for such promotion — the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties, collectively
7
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through the ATCM, individual governments of Treaty Parties or others (e.g. SCAR , COMNAP,
IAATO or the NGOs).

The ATCM has tended to delegate the task of promoting Treaty law to respective Governments
of Contracting Parties. Clearly, mandatory provisions adopted by the ATCM impose an obligation
on Member Governments to pass domestic legislation to enact the provisions of Treaty law , and
to bring such legislation to the attention of their nationals. Such an approach, whilst in conformity
with ATS requirements, has its drawbacks. It has:

created variable standards of interpretation between Treaty Parties with the corollary
being failure to provide a uniform interpretation of the regulations;

not addressed those visitors to Antarctica who are not nationals of a Contracting Party ;
and

made it difficult for visitors (whether nationals or not of Contracting Parties) to obtain
details of Treaty regulations in a usable format. Often the only information available has
been in the legalised or semi- legalised format of Treaty Recommendations and
instruments, or in enabling domestic legislation.

Such an approach is, however, not conducive to promoting environmental awareness, and
ensuring compliance of rules by all who visit Antarctica.

It is understandable that Treaty Parties collectively have found it difficult to promote Treaty
regulations to the wider external audience. The lack of a centralised coordinating body (a
Secretariat) to the Treaty and lack of central funds have been major factors against the production
and distribution of interpretative environmental education and training material. Other factors have
also had an influence. First, the difficulty of achieving consensus on whether such material is
needed and, if so , what its contents should be ( witness the lack of agreement at ATCM XV on the
need for an Antarctic Treaty ‘White Book' ). Second, statements requiring Treaty Parties to
promote (collectively or individually ) their regulations have only recently been incorporated into
ATS language, which in the past confined itself to formal information exchange.

The result of these financial, administrative and political constraints has been that Treaty Parties
have never, through the ATCM , fully promoted their regulations to the wider community. Even
when subject matter which lent itself to interpretation and environmental education was adopted
(e.g. the Statement of Accepted Principles and the Code of Guidance under Recommendation
VIII-9 ), the ATCM was unable to move beyond simply adopting and promulgating its regulations
within formal Treaty publications. Instead the task of wider interpretation has often fallen to other
bodies, such as SCAR , IUCN or COMNAP . For example, SCAR has produced a document entitled
Man's Impact on the Antarctic Environment, and a directory entitled Conservation Areas in the
Antarctic .

Lack of adequate interpretation has had tangible disadvantages. There are those who have argued
that the demise of CRAMRA was in part due to the inability of Treaty Parties to explain , in a more
‘ user - friendly ' way , the complexities and realities of potential Antarctic mineral exploitation.

8
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4. Information Exchange and Interpretative Requirements
The Treaty Parties have become increasingly aware ofan external audience, and the need to inform
and educate that audience — though an effective means of doing so , the subject ofthis Workshop,
has yet to be devised.

Examination of the Antarctic Treaty instruments suggests that this awareness on the part of
Contracting Parties is relatively recent. The concept ofinterpretation for the wider community and

the importance of environmental education for this group has only slowly infiltrated Treaty
language.

Table I identifies which elements of the Treaty system possess obligations on:
information exchange between Contracting Parties;
information exchange beyond the Parties but to a limited audience ( e.g. SCAR ,
expeditions, Antarctic stations, etc.);
information exchange to a wider audience ( e.g. the general public) ; and

•

training needs.

There has been a gradual move towards incorporating more of these elements within Treaty
regulations; moving from the 1959 Treaty which restricted information exchange to between

Treaty Parties only to the much more open system of information and data flows foreseen in the
1991 Environmental Protocol. Explicit references in the ATS to training remain few though

implications fortraining are present in recent Treaty texts, particularly the Environmental Protocol.
The trend shown in Table I is worth pursuing in more detail. References to information
exchange, environmental education and training needs are to be found also in Treaty Measures,
and reference to Recommendations have been included where relevant.

5.

Exchange of Information

5.1 Between Contracting Parties
All elements of the ATS oblige Contracting Parties to exchange information and data. The
purposes of such exchanges are essentially to :

make data freely available to the governmental Antarctic community, so allowing
enhanced scientific cooperation (e.g. in meteorology); and common pooling ofexpertise ;
and

ensure compliance with , and verification of, mandatory obligations. Such exchange
requirements are built into the Treaty itself, the Agreed Measures, the ATS Conventions,

the Environmental Protocol and each of its Annexes. Only the Antarctic Treaty confines
itself to exchange of information between Contracting Parties.
9
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5.2 Limited Exchange beyond Parties
The scope of information exchange was broadened with the adoption of the 1964 Agreed

Measures. This introduced the concept ofenvironmental education and the need to promote ATS
regulations to a wider, though still limited audience. The Agreed Measures Article II identified
the laudable need for governments to prepare and circulate information on protected species and
protected areas to Antarctic expeditions and stations to ensure understanding and observance of

the provisions of the Agreed Measures' . A similar message was included in the 1975
Recommendation VIII-9. This, for the first time, extended information provisions to the
non -expeditionary member, i.e. the tourist. It required Parties to use their best endeavours to ensure
that all those who enter the Antarctic Treaty Area, both those sponsored by government and those

not so sponsored are made aware of the statement of accepted practices. The onus, however, in
both these instances rested with individual governments to carry out the task . The end result was
that again the dissemination of information was patchy geographically and variable in quality.
CCAS limited its exchange of information to providing SCAR with scientific data.

5.3 Wider Exchange of Information
Both CCAMLR and CRAMRA provide for information about activities under their respective
Conventions to be made generally available, the latter specifying for the first time in Treaty system
language the term “publicly available ’. The approaches of the two Conventions differ markedly.
CCAMLR , on the one hand, identifies its Commission's role in Article IX ) as simply making
data available through publication ; CRAMRA, on the other, perhaps because of the particular

sensitivities ofmineral resource activities, has a range of Articles including 16, 21 , 25, 17 and 31
which refer to making data and information freely available to the greatest extent practicable and
making information publicly available '. CRAMRA for all its perceived faults was clearly the

genesis of the new approach to the freedom of information expressed throughout the
Environmental Protocol.
The information exchange obligations of ATS instruments ( excluding the Protocol) are set out
in Annex I.

The Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty contains explicit obligations
for environmental education, and for information to be exchanged and made publicly available.

The more important of these are set out below .

Treaty Parties are required to “ promote co-operative programmes ... of educational value
(Article 6 ( 1)(a) and to collect, archive, exchange and evaluate information related to environmental
protection. Information flow is proposed not only from Treaty Paries to other elements of the
Treaty system , but to , for instance, those who havejurisdiction in areas adjacent to the Treaty Area

and whose activities may influence the effective implementation of environmental protection
within the Antarctic Treaty Area. Public availability of the reports of the Committee for
Environmental Protection should ensure a wider dialogue and understanding of environmental
protection .

The most explicit references in the Protocol to informing others of its environmental
requirements are in the Annexes. Whilst all Annexes have clear stipulations on formal exchanges

of information , Annexes II and V contain the clearest statements on environmental education .
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Article 5 ofAnnex II (fauna and flora) sets out a clear obligation for information to be provided
on prohibited activities, specially protected species, protected areas, and the provisions of the
Annex generally. Article 9 of Annex V reinforces this message and stipulates the information, in
relation to protected areas, which should be provided to all those persons visiting or proposing to
visit the Antarctic. This includes the location and Management Plans of Specially Protected and
Specially Managed Areas.

Nowhere in the Protocol or its Annexes do the Parties articulate how this information will be
imparted except that once again the responsibility for environmental education will reside with
each Party — thus again introducing the possibility that variable standards of information will
emerge .

5.4 Training Needs
ATS language contains few explicit references to training.

CRAMRA's Article 26 indicates that one ofthe functions ofthe Minerals Advisory Committee
would have been the provision of advice on , inter alia, ' training programmes related to scientific,
technical and environmental matters '.

Despite the considerable number of new elements of environmental protection in the Protocol,
only its Annex III (Waste Disposal and Waste Management) mentions training explicitly. Article
10(b) ofthat Annex states that each Party shall
ensure that members of its expeditions receive training designed to limit the impact

of its operations on the Antarctic environment, and to inform them ofthe requirements
of this Annex ...

Given the apparent broad scope of the first part of this requirement, it is curious to find it
somewhat buried in the Waste Disposal and Management Annex. Indeed, the extent ofapplication
of this obligation is legally ambiguous.

On the one hand , it could be construed that the requirement for training relates to the impact of
operations in its broadest sense , and thus to the Protocol as a whole. On the other, training appears
to be linked only to the requirements of waste disposal. Whether this was a deliberate intent of
Treaty Parties or inadvertent drafting is not clear. Arguably, ifthe intention of Parties had been to
widen training obligations, then the first part of Article 10(b) of Annex III should more
appropriately have been inserted into the body of the Protocol (perhaps in its Articles 3 or 6 ).
Alternatively, texts paralleling Article 10 (b ) of Annex III should havebeen included in each of
the other four Annexes.

It is perhaps also unfortunate that the training mandate foreseen by CRAMRA's Minerals
Commission was not carried over into Article 12 of the Protocol (which sets out the functions of

the CEP ). The functions within Article 12 are, however, not exhaustive. The possibility of the
Committee addressing training is left open in the chapeau of the Article, which states that the
Committee shall perform ' such other functions as may be referred to it by the ATCM '.

A number of the more important elements ofthe Protocol will be new to some, if not all Treaty
Parties, at least in their application to Antarctica . A new generation of learning curves has been
introduced . Parties will have to train themselves, seek assistance (training) from others or mutually

cooperate to address issues such as EIA production and evaluation, emergency response and
11
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oil- spill contingency planning, waste management technologies and planning, revisions of
Antarctic Protected Areas and the production of their Management Plans.
References to mutual assistance and, by implication training, can be found throughout the
Protocol and give some idea of where training will be needed. For example:
Article 6( 1 ).

Provide appropriate assistance ( including training] to other Parties in the
preparation of Environmental Impact Assessments;

6 ( 2 ).

Each Party undertakes, to the extent possible to share information
[ including training] that may be helpful in planning and conducting
activities ... with a view to the protection of the Antarctic environment;

Article 15.

Co -operate in the formulation and implementation [ through training) of
... contingency plans ... and draw upon the advice of appropriate
international organisations [i.e. gain training from others );

Article 9

The Parties may exchange information provided by [training] on low

(Annex III).

waste technologies, reconversions of installations and disposal and
discharge of effluents.

Training requirements need to be identified, for example, to include Treaty Party Governments
(dealing with EIA evaluation procedures and permit systems), governmental operators
( introducing new technologies, technical planning procedures and monitoring techniques) and
non -governmental and tourist operators ( to ensure compliance by their staff of relevant aspects of
the Protocol). An illustrative ‘ shopping list of issues which may incur training requirements is
set out in Table II .

6.

Summary

Elements of the ATS oblige Contracting Parties to exchange information , including information
relating to environmental protection .
In particular, the Environmental Protocol requires Parties to commit themselves to the
comprehensive protection of the Antarctic environment. It identifies means for the Parties to
cooperate to minimise human impact on Antarctica, and to thereby enhance environmental
protection. These include information exchange and environmental education and training needs.
The Protocol does not, however, elaborate how Treaty Parties should collectively achieve these
objectives.

7.

Recommendations

1.

That Treaty Parties, drawing on the advice of SCAR, collaborate in the
publication of a lay guide to the environmental protection obligations of the
Protocol.

2.

That Treaty Parties subsequently promote and distribute that guide to their
Antarctic operators and to all who might visit the Antarctic.

3.

That Treaty Parties elaborate a comprehensive training programme to assist in
the effective implementation of the Protocol.
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TABLE I.

Obligations of Antarctic Treaty instruments to disseminate
information, ensure environmental education, and provide
training
1959a 1964

1970 1980

1988 1991

I

II III IV V

Exchange of information

( confined to Treaty Parties)
Exchange of information to
accredited bodies(e.g. SCAR,
expedition and station members)

b.

Exchange of information to wider

audience (e.g. general public)
Identification of training needs
Key

a in sequence : Antarctic Treaty ( 1959) Agreed Measures ( 1964), CCAS ( 1970), CCAMLR ( 1980), CRAMRA ( 1988),
Environmental Protocol (1991), Annexes I - EIA ; II - Conservation of flora and fauna; III - Waste Disposal; IV - Marine
Pollution; and V - Protected Areas

To Expedition and station members
To SCAR
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TABLE 2.

Environmental protocol: potential training needs
( not exhaustive)

Issue

Governments

Gov. Operators

NGO /Other

Preparation of EIAs ( including production
and distribution of IEE /CEES)

Evaluation of CEEs (and IEES)

.

Implementation ofpermit systems ( general
activities, wildlife, protected areas)

(• )

Means of minimising impacts of activities:
• planning
• conduct

-

Data collection and storage

:

-

(
*
)

Monitoring techniques

Information exchange

:

:

(O)

New technologies (waste disposal, low
energy, MARPOL )
Preparation ofwaste plans and audits

New MARPOL require- ments (eg garbage
record books)

(

(

Preparation of emergency response
( including oil spill contingency ) plans
Preparation ofnew format Protected Area

-

o

Management Plans
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ANNEX 1.

Information exchange obligations under the Antarctic
Treaty System

Instrument

Antarctic Treaty

Agreed Measures

CCAS

Relevant Article

Synopsis of Requirements

Article III ( 1 ) (a) and (c)

Scientific information exchange

Article VII ( 1 )

Notification of observers

Article VII (5)

Expeditions to, and military personnel in, Antarctica

Article IV

Details of protected Species and Protected Areas to be
provided to expeditions and stations

Article XII

Implementation of Agreed Measures

Article 5

Information on seals taken provided to Contracting
Parties and SCAR

CCAMLR

Article IX

Disseminate and publish information ( on status and
changes to populations, catch and effort statistics and
conservation measures in force )

CRAMRA

Article XX

Data exchange

Article 16

Data and information to be made freely available

Article 21

Facilitate and promote the exchange of information
through advance public notice and public availability

of records of meetings, decisions, notifications and
reports.
Article 25

Advance public notice of meetings to receive views
from international organisations

Article 27

Public availability of Report of Advisory Committee

Article 31

Public availability of record of each Regulatory
Committee

Article 34

Cooperation with bodies including NGOs and The
World Conservation Union (IUCN)
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1.2 Environmental Education and Training for
Visitors to Islands of the Southern Ocean
P.R. Dingwall , IUCN
c / o Department of Conservation, PO Box 10-420, Wellington, New Zealand
1.

Protected Islands in the Southern Ocean

In the Southern Ocean , beyond the Antarctic Treaty Area, are some 17 major oceanic islands and
island groups (Figure 1 ). They are administered as the sovereign territory ofsix nations: Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa, France, Norway and the United Kingdom ( there is disputed
sovereignty between the UK and Argentina over the Falklands, South Georgia and the South
Sandwich Is.
Almost all the islands (except notably Prince Edward Is., South Georgia and the South Sandwich

Is.) have some degree of statutory protection for land areas, under National legislation (or State
legislation in the case ofMacquarie Is.). The extent of the protected areas varies among the islands
from 100%, such as at the New Zealand Subantarctic islands, Gough Is. and Macquarie Is., to less
than 1 % for the Falklands (Clark and Dingwall, 1985). Outside the protected areas, security of
protection is variable, but it may be strict, as at South Georgia and the South Sandwich Is.

Protection may cover only wildlife rather than the land itself, as atPrince Edward Is.
The only formally declared marine reserve around islands in the Southern Ocean is the Auckland

Is. marine mammal sanctuary , established in April 1993 over a 20km zone surrounding the island
group to protect the Hooker's sea lion from a squid fishery in the region. A marine reserve is also
under investigation at Macquarie Is. (Scott, 1992). Conservation regulations over land areas may
extend to cover territorial waters, and there are some instances of controls over fisheries and
movements of vessels in waters around islands.

Protected area legislation is administered through national or state government protection
agencies in most cases, or through foreign, justice or environment agencies, either solely or
collectively. It is common practice for administrating authorities to be assisted by scientific and/or
environmental advisory committees.

2. Island Management Plans and Policies
Officially approved and legally binding protected area management plans are available only for
the New Zealand islands and Macquarie Is. A draft plan for Gough Is. was prepared in December
1992, " and plans are being prepared for Heard and McDonald Is. and Prince Edward Is. Elsewhere,
for some islands, there are various forms of management guidelines.
1

The Management Plan for the Gough Island Wildlife Reserve was published in 1994 ( Cooper and Ryan, 1994 ).
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Management plans can serve several purposes, including:
• policy formulation ;
• conversion of policy into management action;
•

application of scientific information to management;
conflict resolution and management problem - solving;

• consultation among interested, involved and affected parties, especially through

circulation of drafts for comment; and
as a medium for communication , education and training, and for conservation advocacy

and public awareness.
Management plans can be supplemented by associated policy statements , guidelines and

manuals, handbooks, subordinate plans ( e.g. for species management or tourism ), and by publicity
materials.

3.

Environmental Education Policies and Practices for Islands

The SCAR / IUCN Workshop on the Biological Basis for Conservation of Subantarctic Islands,
convened in Paimpont, France in September 1986 (Walton, 1986), included among its
recommendations three relating to education, training and public awareness , as follows:
• That national authorities give immediate consideration to ensuring adequate education
for all their island and ship personnel in the conservation objectivesfor each island in
all their island groups;

... and encourage both scientists and administrators toprovidepublic education on the
significance and value of the Subantarctic islands,
and recognise that SCAR and especially IUCNcouldmake an important contribution

to global awareness of subantarctic conservation .
The following review of some islands' protected area management plans reveals that attention
to environmental education and training for management personnel and visitors on islands varies
widely.

3.1 New Zealand Islands
Public education is specifically covered by management policy. These island ecosystems can serve
as excellent examples when attempting to educate people in the need for conservation and the
principles that underlie it. The use of popular educational media is recognised as a way of making
these islands available to those who will never visit them on account of the high costs involved,

limited tourism opportunities and restrictions on entry to, and use of the island reserves.
Providing for peoples' appreciation ofthe islands is included among the management objectives,
namely ' to ensure public appreciation and enjoyment of the features of the reserves, consistent

with the primary (protection) objective'.
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Policies for public entry and use refer to the regulation of visitors by a permit system , and
implementation of these policies includes informing visitors, in the permit, of the activities and
conduct permitted, and communicating any conditions involved to tourist operators, yacht clubs,

fishing organisations, research organisations and to the news media.
There are also specific information and education policies, namely 'to ensure public awareness

and appreciation of natural and historic features of the reserves and their ecological significance'.
Particular attention is given to the need to explain the reasons for restricting free public entry .

It is noted that policy must be conveyed through the appropriate media, and especially to foreign
fishing operators.

Implementation of the policies includes preparing interpretive literature or other media

materials, illustrating and documenting the natural and historic features; encouraging
documentation of general accounts based on visits to the islands; reporting interesting features
and changes on the islands to the public; and allowing (under permit) media professionals to visit
to prepare suitable material.
Recent developments for the New Zealand islands include:

• Development of a Roaring Forties interpretation gallery at the Southland Museum in
Invercargill, and a Subantarctic garden outside the museum . This is thought to be the
only Subantarctic island visitor centre in the world, and it complements the International
Antarctic Visitor Centre in Christchurch.
Publication of A Subantarctic Islands Guidebook in 1991 (Higham , 1991 ). Copies of

this are given to every tourist as part of the entry permit for the visit to assist in their
understanding and appreciation of the island ecosystems.

• “ Art in the Subantarctic' in which ten artists were permitted to visit the islands in 1989
for painting, sculpture, carving, and photography opportunities. Their subsequent
exhibition toured the country.

Creation of publicity materials, such as posters, postcards and maps, especially for
tourists. The Auckland Islands topographical map is an excellent example of a map
designed for the needs of tourist visitors and others who might come into contact with
the islands. At a scale of 1 :50,000 the map is illustrated with vegetation patterns using

colours true to the natural colours on the island; historical notes (in red ); earth science
notes (in black); wildlife notes ( in blue); and information in the map legend on the legal

status of the islands and the restrictions applying.
The widespread use of illustrative media including video and magazine articles, and
production of a major movie film entitled The Roaring Forties.

3.2 Macquarie Island

The management plan acknowledges the education and tourist values of the nature reserve and
the important role of the media in presenting the reserve to the general public through, for example,
television documentaries and magazine and newspaper articles.
It recognises among the prescriptions for management, the need to encourage public awareness
through controlled tourism , media coverage and other public presentations.
21
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A Visitors ' Handbook, based on the management plan, is also available (Anon ., 1987).

3.3 Gough Island
There have been conservation measures since 1976 when Gough was declared a wildlife reserve.
The new management plan ( Cooper and Ryan, 1994 ) includes a policy on education and awareness,
which refers to the need for efforts to be made to increase awareness ofthe Gough Island Wildlife
Reserve and to educate visitors and others ofthe need for environmental management.
The policy is to be implemented through erection at key points of robust signs, proclaiming the
status of the islands and the protection imperative. Copies ofthe management plan are to be made

readily available at the meteorological station and officers- in -charge at the meteorological station
are to ensure that all visitors and residents are aware of the regulations and of the management
plan. Plans will also be given to tour organisers and captains, and added to libraries of visiting

vessels. A ‘ Visitors Guide to the Gough Island Wildlife Reserve' is to be prepared as an abbreviated
and illustrated version ofthe management plan ( cf. the Macquarie Is. Handbook and New Zealand
Subantarctic Islands Guidebook ). This is to be supplied to all visitors. Verbal addresses will also
be given to visitors whenever possible. All official organisations associated with the reserve should
also have a copy of the management plan.
It is also intended that the existence of the plan be made known to the wider public, especially
to the people of Tristan da Cunha. Illustrated articles will be written for magazines and newspapers,
a special issue of postage stamps will be made, and videos and films produced. Visits by media

personnel will be permitted to the reserve for this purpose. It is also noted that if the island were
to be registered as both a Ramsar Site (Wetland ofInternational Importance) and a World Heritage
Site, general awareness of the island would be further increased.?

3.4 South Georgia
No educational materials have yet been prepared for the Army Garrison or for visiting ships and

tourists. The British Antarctic Survey personnel are well -informed about environmental issues
prior to their visits, and Army personnel receive some educational training. Discussions on a
management plan for the island have begun.

There is a great demand from tourists for information , but only postcards are available. The
whaling museum , currently undergoing development, will be a major source of interest and

information. Philatelic sales, which are a major source of income, are a minor category of
informative literature. Several special issues of stamps are released each year. Many film crews
have visited the island when preparing documentaries.

4. Suggested Actions from the Workshop
1.

That a comprehensive bibliographic listing of all island management plans and related

documents ( entry permits, policy statements etc.) be prepared as part of the Workshop
Proceedings. ( See References below .)
2

In 1994 the UK Government submitted to UNESCO the nomination of Gough Island for inclusion in the World
Heritage List
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2.

That a list of a representative selection of island educational and publicity materials,

including especially books, maps and films be included in the Workshop Proceedings.
(See References below .)
3.

That all administering authorities be urged to develop environmental education, training
and public awareness policies and implementation programmes, as part of an island
management planning process.

5.
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The Scott Polar Research Institute in Cambridge, UK combines a graduate teaching role with

unrivalled library and archive resources.
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2.

Formal Education on Antarctica and its
Conservation

Introduction
Antarctica might be expected to figure as an educational topic in some ifnot all ofthe 26 countries

currently activein the continent. Yetthereseems to be no summary or overview ofextant courses,
nor any institution capable of providing details ofrelevant courses worldwide. If we accept that
Antarctica is important for global science, provides possibly the best object lesson in international
co -operation and legal agreements, and has a special conservation value as the least damaged area
in the world, it would seem important to include at least some mention ofthe continent in all levels
of the educational system .

At this workshop B. Davis (Australia ), J. Valencia (Chile), J. Acero ( Argentina) and E. Fanta

(Brazil) provided summaries for six countries, concentrating mainly on the tertiary level of
education. Even here the data are relatively poor with little indication of why particular courses

were established, how many students take them , whether there were problems with course
validation and what criteria are used to judge success.

Looking more widely at educational opportunities one is forced to ask how well does Antarctica
fare at primary and secondary levels in the Treaty countries? How easy or difficult is it to ensure
Antarctica is included within the curriculum ? How much suitable teaching material is there and
in what languages ? To what extent is it important to include those with direct Antarctic experience

among the teachers and is this easier or simpler in countries without polar institutes as a focus for
research ?

There are clearly considerable opportunities here for more detailed investigations, the outcome
of which might provide, for the first time, an indication of how well countries are developing
childrens' interest in Antarctica.
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2.1 Formal Education on Antarctica and its

Conservation : Australasian, UK and US Initiatives
B. Davis

Institute of Antarctic & Southern Ocean Studies ( IASOS ), University of
Tasmania , Hobart, Tasmania 7001 , Australia

1.

Higher Education for Antarctic Environmental

Management
This paper provides a brief initial exploration of needs, opportunities and experience in higher
education for Antarctic environmental management. No comprehensive survey currently exists to

identify needs or the availability of appropriately trained personnel to plan and implement
requirements of the Madrid Protocol (the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic
Treaty ).

2. Demand for Antarctic Environmental Management
On the ' demand' side it can be persuasively argued that the Protocol has increased the need for
expertise in environmental impact assessment, monitoring, waste management and pollution

prevention, environmental planning and field management, including the identification and
conservation of protected areas and species. Increased visitation arising from private expeditions
and tourism also necessitates attention, but there are no agreed curricula or performance criteria
for professional officers responsible for assessing such impacts. It would appear desirable that
Treaty nations become more systematic about environmental education and training.
Initial inquiries suggest that most personnel enter the field of Antarctic environmental
management with professional qualifications and field experience in other disciplines and merely

learn on the job. This may reflect a 'supply' situation where few formal courses in Antarctic
environmental management are currently available .

3. The Course Coverage of Antarctic Higher Education
What is the spectrum of Antarctic units or course elements that are available in some higher

educational institutions? Initial enquiries indicate the following:
At the undergraduate level, Antarctic material constitutes only a small proportion of
studies in such traditional disciplines as biological or physical sciences, law , political

science or geography.
At the honours level some specialist Antarctic studies are available, usually provided on
an 'options' basis by instructors already personally involved in Antarctic research .
I

At the postgraduate level there are an increasing number of institutions which provide

training and education in general environmental management on a multi-disciplinary
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basis. It is quite feasible for candidates to include Antarctic content, provided appropriate
thesis supervisors can be identified.

There are a limited number of universities which offer specialist training in polar and
oceanic science or multidisciplinary courses in Antarctic subjects, plus postgraduate
thesis topics at Masters or PhD level. Many candidates are interested in Antarctica as a
field of study, but are worried about restricted employment opportunities if they enter
such fields or receive degrees with narrowly specialised titles.

4.

The Scott Polar Research Institute

Notwithstanding the above, there are some well- established courses which are internationally
recognised as of good standard and which fit individuals for a range of vocational pursuits, given

the excellent training provided in problem solving, report writing and professional competence in
science, law , policy analysis or international relations. One such example is the M.Phil programme
offered by Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI) at the University ofCambridge, United Kingdom .
There are two elements to the course , namely a series of seminars dealing with the physical
environment, resources, history, diplomacy and scientific aspects ofAntarctica, plus a dissertation
based upon the approved field of investigation . A wide range of expertise is drawn upon in

presenting the programme, arranging supervision and assessment of the thesis. The course is
basically of one year's duration

5. The Institute of Antarctic and Southern Ocean Studies
( IASOS)
A southern hemisphere version ofsuch postgraduate education is provided by IASOS, University

ofTasmania, Australia. The one-year Graduate Diploma (Honours) course consists ofa core unit
involving interdisciplinary instruction in physical and life sciences, polar technology, law and

policy ( international relations). Candidates are then required to complete a dissertation of
approximately 20,000 words on an approved topic. There are also a number ofessay assignments.

In 1993 IASOS has 30 students enroled in the Graduate Diploma course, with another 36
candidates at MSc and PhD level !.

6.

New Zealand

Equivalent courses in New Zealand appear to be more science orientated, but are of high standard.

There has been considerable interest in issues involved in managing Subantarctic islands, as much
as activities on the Antarctic continent itself.

1 In 1994 IASOS had 20 students enroled in the Graduate Diploma course, and 70 candidates at the MSc and PhD
levels.
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7.

United States and Canada

There are a number of academic institutions in the United States and Canada which specialise in

polar and/ or oceanic studies, but some are orientated more towards Arctic than Antarctic issues,
while others are principally oceanographic or marine resource based in a global sense, rather than
regional. There is no clear identification , as yet, of Antarctic specialisation, but Ohio State
University is prominent in polar studies, while Professor Oran Young of Dartmouth College is
internationally recognised for work on regime theory within the fields of international relations
and political science. The School of Natural Resources, University of Michigan is particularly
noted for work on environmental management and protected areas, but has not specialised in
Antarctic issues .

8.

Duration and Resources

All of the above programmes entail protracted periods of study, in general of at least one year's
duration. There would appear to be a place for shorter intensive educational programmes
specifically orientated to matters arising from the Madrid Protocol, i.e. environmental impact
assessment, environmental monitoring , waste management and pollution prevention ,
environmental planning and protected area systems and management. Costs per candidate would
be higher, but the courses would be of shorter duration, typically one to two months. The central

problem for an academic institution, is how to superimpose this additional workload within the
broader framework of existing courses and how to fund the concentrated effort required to develop
an appropriate curriculum and pay for relevant expert instruction.

9. International Programmes
In some instances an international programme may prove feasible. IASOS conducted an
eight-week intensive professional training course in Antarctic environmental management in
March - April 1993. Candidates were drawn from 12 nations and funding was provided by the
Australian Antarctic Foundation , an offshoot of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
(DFAT ). The curriculum was developed in collaboration with the University of Tasmania and

Australian Antarctic Division and drew upon a wide range of expertise in providing instruction.
The class appeared extremely cohesive, with free exchange of information and opinion; a truly
excellent example ofinternational cooperation. Evaluations were extremely positive and follow -up
contact continues to occur; however it would prove difficult to repeat the course unless appropriate

funding could be provided by some sponsor. The near-final syllabus is attached to this paper ( see
Appendix A) ; minor modification occurred during the course, in response to the needs and interests
of participants.

10. Other Factors

Much of the above commentary has been concerned with the type and duration of instruction, but
there are other key dimensions to be considered as well. Should the Antarctic Treaty System

develop standard curricula ? How well are we supplied with suitable instructors ? What resources
in data, dollar and infrastructure terms are required ? Have we appropriate case materials ? Should
there be field instruction rather than institutions - or laboratory -based learning at the tertiary level .
Obviously much more discussion is required about such matters.
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Another important issue is the availability/non -availability of scholarships and grants to support
candidates from less developed nations to gain education and training in Antarctic affairs. Some
nations (e.g. Australia) do fund overseas students, but the competition for awards is intense , given
the limited funding available. Even if Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties only aided a few
exchange candidates per year, an excellent means of international collaboration would be forged.
Perhaps the Treaty system needs to be more systematic in identifying and implementing such
options .

11. Recommendations for Antarctic Formal Education
•

SCAR /IUCN should recommend to COMNAP that a systematic evaluation be made of
environmental education and training within the Antarctic Treaty system .

•

This process could be initiated by requesting participants in the current workshop to
provide information on Antarctic environmental education and training needs and
opportunities within their national jurisdictions by 30 June 1993 , with a view to
compiling a comprehensive report on the situation .
It is suggested that at least two higher education institutions (e.g. SPRI and IASOS) be
nominated to act as clearing houses for exchange of information about curricula and
programmes.

.

Attempts should be made to identify potential sources of funding and expertise to
facilitate Antarctic environmental management and training, especially for professional
officers from nations where budget resources are thin .

•
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In creating an Antarctic Secretariat and /or Committee for Environmental Protection ,
some consideration should be given to professional training of environmental planners
and managers across the Antarctic Treaty system .
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APPENDIX A.

Antarctic Environmental Management Course
Institute of Antarctic and Southern Ocean Studies,
University of Tasmania, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia
9 March to 6 May 1993
Outline of Sessions
Session 1 : 11.15 am 9 March 1993, Tuesday (Week 1):

Welcoming Addresses, Initial Briefing of Participants.
Tour of Australian Antarctic Division, 10 March .
Session 2: 10.00 am 11 March 1993, Thursday (Week 1):
Detailed Planning, Introduction to the Antarctic Treaty System and the Protocol.
Session 3: 10.00 am 16 March 1993, Tuesday (Week 2):

Environmental Impact Assessment I. Comparative perspectives from participants.
Tour of CCAMLR and CSIRO 17 March .

Session 4: 10.00 am 18 March 1993, Thursday (Week 2 ):

Environmental Impact Assessment II, Introduction of group EIA projects.
Session 5: 10.00 am 23 March 1993, Tuesday (Week 3):

Data for Environmental Impact Assessment and Environmental Planning and
Management

Session 6: 10.00 am 25 March 1993, Tuesday (Week 3):
Environmental Planning and Management overview and Waste Disposal and Waste
Management I.

Session 7: 10.00 am 30 March 1993, Tuesday (Week 4):
Waste Disposal and Waste Management II.
Session 8: 10.00 am 1 April 1993, Thursday (Week 5):
Prevention of Marine Pollution

Session 9: 10.00 am 6 April 1993, Tuesday (Week 5):
Area Protection and Management/Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora I.

University of Tasmania Easter recess 8 April (Thursday)
to 14 April (Wednesday) inclusive.
Session 10: 10.00 am 15 April 1993, Thursday (Week 5):

Area Protection and Management/Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora II.
Session 11 : 10.00 am 20 April 1993, Tuesday (Week 6):

Environmental Impact Assessment III, Presentation of CEE case studies .
Session 12: 10.00 am 22 April 1993, Thursday (Week 6) :

Management of Nongovernmental Expeditions, The Role of Nongovernmental
Organizations.

Session 13: 10.00 am 27 April 1993, Tuesday (Week 7):
Presently a spare session open for consideration .
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Session 14 : 10.00 am 29 April 1993, Thursday (Week 7 ):
Concluding Session , Feedback and Debriefing.

Session 2 :

•

10.00 am 11 March 1993, Thursday (Week 1 )
Introduction to the Antarctic Treaty System and the Protocol.

Discussion of the basic legal framework of the Antarctic Treaty System (ATS ) and how
the Madrid Protocol fits into the existing system . The wide range of legal systems that
will be used by the Parties to implement the Protocol will be discussed .
Examine linkages between existing Conventions and Agreements (Agreed Measures,
CCAMLR , Seals Convention, whales, etc.) and how activities under these instruments
will need to comply with the Protocol (e.g. waste disposal , marine pollution contingency
plans, etc.).

•

New provisions of the Protocol , key procedures and structure . Institutional
arrangements, processes, links between the Committee for Environmental Protection
( CEP )/Secretariat and the relationship with Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meetings
( ATCMs). This would include rules of procedure and the role of observers to meetings.
Examination of Article 3 ( Environmental Principles) of the Protocol and how these
principles link into other Articles and the annexes. Especially important is how the
following will be addressed : “ 2.a ) activities in the Antarctic Treaty area shall be planned
and conducted so as to limit adverse impacts on the Antarctic environment and dependent
and associated ecosystems" .

Session 3 :

10.00 am 16 March 1993, Tuesday (Week 2)
Environmental Impact Assessment I.

The EIA sessions will be divided equally between theory and practice. Practical exercises
for each participant will allow first -hand experience from each of the following
viewpoints: the proponent ; the decision -maker; and the commentator (NGO or other
parties )
Overview of basic methodologies and frameworks used in EIA procedures under Article
8 (Environmental Impact Assessment) and Annex I.
•

How EIA links into other environmental activities such as planning, management,
monitoring and data requirements.
COMNAP guidelines will be followed closely for interpretation and implementation of
EIA procedures.

•

Emphasis will be placed on the need for high quality assessments with accurate
predictions, and a high level of consistency between assessments and a good level of
comparability of assessments .
A detailed examination of Article 1 of Annex I will be undertaken and what is required
to meet these standards, keeping in mind that each Party will have its own domestic
approach to EIA .
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The preparation of an indicative list of activities will be undertaken for those activities
that have less than a minor or transitory impact. Fundamental definition of “ minor or
transitory ” will be discussed . Implications for cumulative impact assessment
requirements will be discussed.

• An overview of data systems will be separate. This will include how data is accessed
and interpreted. A range of types of information systems available and the costs involved

for each will be canvassed : basic mapping requirements; Geographical Information
Systems; ARC / INFO ; remote sensing; the BAS/NERC system , World Conservation
Monitoring Committee (WCMC ), etc.

Future data requirements — a discussion of the problem of data collection being driven
by the technology available, rather than the environmental data requirements themselves.

Some discussion may relate to what is required under the existing Treaty inspection
systems.

Session 6 :

10.00 am 25 March 1993, Thursday (Week 3):
Introduction to Environmental Planning and Management (EPM ).

• Introductory session on EPM focusing revealing how EPM is a strategic /proactive
approach to planning and management.

• Linkages with the EIA process will be discussed and illustrated.
Waste Disposal and Waste Management I.
Two sessions will focus on Annex III (Waste Disposal and Waste Management).

Discussion will closely follow the provisions outlined in Annex III: general obligations,
types of waste too be removed, waste disposal alternatives, storage of waste, waste

management planning (including management plans) and management practices.
Emphasis will be placed on waste management planning and managementpractices and
the practical aspects of writing management plans.
Problems in implementation and compliance will be discussed with practical examples
used to illustrate .

Alternative technologies will be discussed with respect to waste management.
Session 7 :

10.00 am 30 March 1993, Tuesday (Week 4):

Waste Disposal and Waste Management II.
Continuation of Session 6 .

Session 8:

10.00 am 1 April 1993, Thursday (Week 4):
Prevention of Marine Pollution

One session will focus on Annex IV (Prevention of Marine Pollution ). Discussion will
closely follow the provisions: discharges, disposal, ship retention capacity and reception

facilities, preventative measures and emergency response.
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•

An overview of MARPOL 73/78 and the role of the International Maritime Committee
will be valuable .
Special attention will be placed on Emergency Response Action (Article 15 of the
Protocol) and the role of contingency planning and emergency response .

Session 11 : 10.00 am 20 April 1993, Tuesday (Week 6)
Environmental Impact Assessment III .
•

Presentation of CEE case studies from participants.

Participants to Present Overviews.
Participants from each country will present an overview of progress made on the
Protocol. Each presentation not to 'exceed 15 minutes.

Session 12 : 10.00 am 22 April 1993, Thursday (Week 6) :
Management of Nongovernmental Expeditions.
An update of the tourism session held in Venice in October would be useful here and
concerns raised at that meeting .
•

Management of nongovernmental groups in Antarctica also includes tourists and
recreational activities of official expeditions.

Questions of liability and coordination of activities will be discussed.
The Role of Nongovernmental Organizations
The numbers and types of NGOs involved in Antarctica. Discussion of various
agendas.

Session 13 : 10.00 am 27 April 1993, Tuesday (Week 7):
Presently a spare session open for consideration.

Session 14 : 10.00 am 29 April 1993, Thursday (Week 7 ) :
Concluding Session

Course feedback from participants.

Final debriefing .
.
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2.2 Formal Education and Training in Chile, Argentina
and Brazil

J. Valencia' , J. M. Acero? and E. Fanta3
Universidad de Chile, Casilla 653, Santiago, Chile
2Instituto Antártico Argentino. Cerrito 1248, 1010 Buenos Aires, Argentina
3 Universidade Federal do Paraná, CxP 19031 , 81531-970 Curitiba PR , Brazil
1.

Introduction

In this paper we describe the Antarctic formal education and training experiences of three Latin
American countries: their objectives, resources, structure and short-term projections.

2. The Chilean Programme
Since 1947, when regular Chilean Antarctic research activities began , there have been mainly two

institutions involved with formal education and training. One is the University of Chile and the
other is the Foreign Affairs Ministry (FAM ). The University has provided selected students from

the different professional schools as well as scholars who specialised in Antarctica. The FAM
funded the expeditions that made access to Antarctica possible and in 1964 created the Chilean
Antarctic Institute to coordinate Antarctic research, to keep the general public informed of

Antarctic affairs and to publish the scientific results of the national programmes. The Chilean
Navy and Air Force have provided logistical support since the beginning.
Later, as other investigators became interested , the University of Concepción and Austral
University have made their contributions to the education of scientists specialised in Antarctica.
The Chilean Antarctic Institute coordinates an intensive week-long course of instruction for all
personnel at Chilean stations. Most of the instructors for this “Introduction to the Antarctic ” are
Antarctic scientists at the Faculties of the University of Chile.
During the past five years the University of Chile has developed a programme for all Antarctic
activities. The education and training of new scientists is an important part of this long term
commitment . Courses were designed for the following areas : geology, geography, biology and
law .

The list of courses offered included: Antarctic geology, Antarctic volcanology, Antarctic
ecology, conservation and resources of the Antarctic , politics and the juridical regime of

Antarctica, remote sensing and Geographical Information Systems in Antarctica.
These courses were open to graduates, professionals and advanced undergraduates of the
professional schools. They are all intensive two-week courses, and include a total of 48 hours of
lectures. Some of the courses also included a practical session in Antarctica of two weeks' duration,
depending on the nature and extension of the course .
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PROGRAMA
UNIVERSIDAD

ANTARTICO
DE

CURSOS
- BIOLOGIA ANTARTICA
Coord . M. Sallaberry noviembre 1991
- OCEANOGRAFIA ANTARTICA
diciembre 1991
Coord.V . Marin
SISTEMAS DE PERCEPCION REMOTA Y
PROCESAMIENTO DIGITAL DE IMAGENES
diciembre 1991
Coord. M. Farias

AUSPICIA :
UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE

LUGAR :
FACULTAD DE CIENCIAS

INFORMACIONES :

Dr. Michel Sallaberry A.
Depto. Ciencias Ecologicas
Facultad de Ciencias
UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE
FONO : 2712865 - 458
FAX :56-2-2712983

FIGURE 1.

Illustration of course brochure

CHILE
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The University of Chile Antarctic Programme has recognised the need for well -educated and

trained persons to support Chilean research in the continent. The courses described were given in
the second semester over the past four years. The costs of training were met by the Technical
Department of Research of the University of Chile with funds for development. The courses were
attended by graduate students in biology and earth sciences and by professionals employed by the

Chilean government. The students of the University of Chile paid a fee per course of $ 40.00. Half
of the students received fee waivers. Attendance at classes, laboratory or seminars was good.

Evaluation tests and good grades were rewarded by certificates, and credits could be applied to a
student's programmes .

The number of students per course ranged between 10 and 25. Field courses were limited to the
best 10 students, due to the high cost of transport and accommodation in King George Is. Part of
these costs were absorbed by the Chilean Air Force. Most of the students are now involved in the
development of Antarctic research projects. Salaries for the professors are paid by the University
of Chile.
The courses were announced in the local newspapers and posters and fliers were distributed to
all universities in the country, to ensure enrolment (Figure 1 ).

Students are clearly motivated by the prospect of travelling to Antarctica, of being involved in
research projects and widening their professional perspectives, and of increasing their salaries.
Accordingly, desertion rates are low.

These four years of experience are indicative of the interest in Antarctic research. In the future

the University of Chile intends to announce these courses in neighbouring Latin American
countries and is considering the possibility of offering an MA degree in Antarctic studies.

2.1 Programme Objectives
To provide technical instruction on Antarctic Sciences .
To disseminate the contents and obligations generated by the Antarctic Treaty System .

2.2 Course Descriptions
Antarctic ecology

Lectures (daily for two weeks in Santiago ) covering the following:
The geographical setting: land , ocean , climate
Flora, terrestrial and marine communities

Soils: origin and development, soil communities

• Biological oceanography, processes and interactions
Marine benthos, phyto and zooplankton
1

Fish

Seabird ecology
Seals

Whales
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1

Antarctic limnology

• Antarctic ecosystems: models and the use of living resources
Human activities and conservation
Field practice in King George Island (three weeks) involving the following topics:

Primary productivity in freshwater lakes and ponds
Soil types and their characterisation
Terrestrial communities

Seabird ecology

Marine mammal ecology and behaviour
• Remote Sensing, digital image processing and GIS in Antarctica
Lectures ( 17 daily sessions) on the following topics:
Information Systems, structure and functions
GIS , topology, structure, graphic representation
Cartography, scales, automation, input and output of information
1

Databases, structure, hierarchy, networks, information retrieval

• Geographical information analysis, algorithms, flux diagrams
Models, spatial simulation, tables, maps

Remote sensing, physics, electromagnetic radiation, spectral features of
vegetation and soil
Remote sensing programmes, satellites, applications
Coverage and resolution of Landsat, Spot, Seasat
Transmission and storage of satellite data, formats

• Systems and process, Landsat sensors, MSS, TM, radar
Terminal products, Photos, computer tapes, WRS
Image interpretation , colour, bands, pixel, line
Digital image, infrared, multiband, radar

• Digital image processing, contrast, borders, filtering

Systematic correction, georeference, GCP, NN , CC
• Applications, hardware, manuals, archives

Laboratory practice ( 12 sessions)
• The Antarctic Treaty, policy and legal regime
Lectures:

Chilean Antarctic history , exploration and use of resources

• Origin of the Antarctic Treaty, legal principles
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The Antarctic Treaty System

Law of the Sea and the Antarctic Treaty

The marine living resources of Antarctica. CCAMLR
• The mineral resources of Antarctica
• The Madrid Protocol and the Antarctic environment
The future of Antarctica

Seminars (5 sessions of discussion and presentations by the students )

• Introduction to Antarctica
Chilean Antarctic expeditions, history and logistics

Marine living resources of Antarctica
The physics and chemistry of the atmosphere

• Man's impact on the Antarctic environment
Managing an Antarctic station
Antarctic volcanology
The Chilean Antarctic territorial claim
. Antarctic plant ecology
Biological oceanography of the Southern Ocean
The Antarctic Treaty System
Medical practice in Antarctica
Antarctic marine mammals

• Antarctic geology
• Environmental problems in Antarctica

• Chilean Antarctic research programmes
This course is taken by all personnel participating in Chilean Antarctic activities. It is given in
spring during September, to an average of 70 persons, including civilians and military personnel.
2.3 Resources

Human : The University ofChile has 25 faculty members qualified to teach Antarctic science
subjects. All are currently involved in different capacities in Antarctic research projects.
Universidad Austral of Valdivia has 10 and Universidad de Concepcion has 12 qualified

Antarctic scientists. University of Antofagasta and University of Valparaiso have a few
young researchers who have entered the field in the last two years.
Financial: The University of Chile Antarctic Programme has allocated US $ 5,000 per year
to help defray the costs of the courses here described .

Libraries, laboratories and classrooms: The Faculty of Sciences and the Faculty of Physical
Sciences and Ward of the University of Chile have provided participating students with
access to their buildings and libraries.
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• Logistics: The Chilean Air Force has flown the students and faculty to Marsh Station,

providing food and lodging for the duration of the field courses. The Chilean Antarctic
Institute has lent clothing and scientific equipment to the participants on the field courses.

3. The Argentinian Programme
The Argentinian Antarctic Institute has an Extension Programme to train secondary school
teachers in Antarctic sciences. This function is carried out in collaboration with the Ministry of

Education and the Secretariat of Education of the City of Buenos Aires.
The central activity of this extension programme is a general course of 120 hours, given daily
in four-hour sessions. The topics covered are the following:
Geopolitics
• Climatology

• High atmosphere physics
• Oceanography
•

Biology
Glaciology

•

Antarctic history

Geography
• Geology
Another course is given to all personnel participating in the logistic support of the research

programmes of the Institute. This course covers the same topics listed above and is of two weeks'
duration . Special emphasis is given to environmental matters, such as waste disposal, protected
areas and the Madrid Protocol.

Other activities of this extension programme include university seminars, exhibits, exhibition
rooms in local Natural History Museums and publication of printed materials for distribution to
the general public.

4. The Brazilian Programme
The Brazilian Antarctic Programme started in 1983, and has been in continuous operation since
then . At present, financial support is given by the National Council of Scientific Research (CNPq ),
and the main logistical support by the Brazilian Navy including the maintenance of the Brazilian
Antarctic Station Comandante Ferraz, the camps and shelters and the oceanographic support
vessels Barão de Teffé and Ary Rongel.

The Brazilian Programme is conscious of the need to prepare scientists so as to guarantee the
continuity of the Antarctic research, and to promote a steady improvement in the quality of
scientific research . It is aware of the need to increase information to the public in general about
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the importance of Antarctica from a planetary point of view, and its relation to the Brazilian biotic
and abiotic environment, in particular.
Research is carried out by scientists from universities and institutes, mainly the Universities of

São Paulo, Federal of Paraná, from the Vale do Rio dos Sinos, Federal of Rio de Janeiro, Federal
of Rio Grande do Sul and the National Institute for Space Research ( INPE ), among others.
In these institutions, senior scientists coordinate research groups and organise activities and
events centred on Antarctic subjects, including:

basic general one -week courses for teachers in primary and secondary schools;

• short courses for young pupils;
seminars and extension courses for undergraduate and graduate students; and
regular courses in Antarctic biology, earth science and space science at university level.
In many schools and universities, science exhibitions, organised by students and teachers,
include Antarctica as one of the most appreciated items.
The results of research in Antarctica are presented in most of the national congresses or
symposia, all over the country, in all three main fields of Antarctic research (biology, earth science

and space science ), helping to spread among the national scientific community and the students,
well -documented information.
More specific, long -term and intensive training in Antarctic subjects, including the writing of
theses and the production of scientific publications, supported by financed projects and stipendia
is given to :

• undergraduate and graduate trainees ;
Master in Sciences students;

PhD students; and
post-doctoral scientists .

All participants in the Antarctic Programme, including the supporting staff from the Navy, are
trained in a two-week course on many practical topics to encourage appropriate behaviour in the
Antarctic environment, as well as a theoretical approach to Antarctica and its conservation
measures, the requirements of the Treaty and CCAMLR .

Television and magazines are important educational and information media. Interviews and

reports about Antarctic expeditions are often seen throughout the whole country. News appears
locally and nationally in newspapers, bringing Antarctica closer to the general public.
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A wide range oftraining is undertaken by national Antarctic programmes. Here New Zealanders
are being instructed infire fighting at the training camp at Tekapo.
Photo: New Zealand Antarctic Programme
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3.

Education and Training for Scientists and Support
Staff of National Antarctic Programmes

Introduction
All the Antarctic operators provide some form of training for their scientists and station support
personnel, but often this is entirely focused on the practical aspects of safety and survival. Clearly,
these must be pre -eminent in any training programme and courses in the home country are often
extended by further supervised training in field activities — such as skidoo driving, crevasse rescue,
camping procedures, etc. - once the staff arrive in the Antarctic. An important aspect of this field

training is concerned with medical treatments in remote localities and may involve specialised
training to paramedic standard for particular individuals.

Major national operators have all produced internal documentation which is issued to staff once
training commences. This documentation may be broken down in various ways but usually
consists, at a minimum , of a field safety handbook and a medical handbook . Good examples of

these, which have achieved wider circulation and adoption outside of the national programmes,
are the handbooks produced by the United States and New Zealand .
During the 1980s many of the national operators had included significant elements of

environmental management and conservation within the training programmes. The Agreed
Measures for the Conservation of Flora and Fauna and the protected area system were normally
included in staff briefings, but few countries had developed a clear focus on environmental

management in the widest sense. The SCAR report on waste management and its subsequent
adoption by the Treaty brought a further element into the staff briefings. However, in most

countries none of this was mandatory but was undertaken as part of good management. The
Protocol has changed all that and all countries are now obligated to ensure their nationals — in this

instance all their scientific and support staff — are adequately briefed on the Protocol before leaving
for the Antarctic.

The four papers in this section give a snapshot of how four national operators have tackled this

training and educational task . In most instances this has simply been a smooth transition from the
existing system to a revised version, with more emphasis on the Protocol requirements. What has

proved more difficult is to ensure that the support staffon ships and aircraft are adequately briefed,
since such people are often outside the normal Antarctic community and may be employed through
sub -contractors.
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3.1 The Australian Approach to Antarctic
Environmental Education
A. Jackson

Australian Antarctic Division , Channel Highway, Kingston , Tasmania 7050,
Australia

1.

Introduction

This paper outlines some of the methods currently in place to ensure that Australian Antarctic
expedition personnel receive appropriate education in protection of the environment. The methods
are not described in detail and do not appear in order of priority. The paper does not attempt to
cover the environmental education role that the Australian Antarctic Division has in the broader
community, for which there is wide ranging involvement in public relations and education
programmes.

Environmental education of expedition personnel is achieved in a number of ways. These
include formal and structured training involving presentation of lectures on specific subjects and
dissemination of suitable publications. However, the Australian approach also recognises that
understanding ofenvironmental protection measures must also employ less obvious methods, such
as putting in place an appropriate environmental culture throughout the organisation, and ensuring
that the language adopted in operational manuals and practices covered in technical training is

consistent with environmental protection objectives. These indirect methods are less easy to
quantify. Nevertheless, they play an important role in achieving positive environmental attitudes

and are therefore essential to the effectiveness of the rest of the environmental education process.

2.

Developing an Environmental Culture

A copy of the Antarctic Division Corporate Plan, entitled A Window on Antarctica, is provided to

all staff of the Division and all expedition personnel. The plan includes a popular description of
the Antarctic programme in the context of Antarctica's environmental and scientific values. The
Plan is complemented by the Corporate Statement which includes the objective of protecting the

environment. The Antarctic Division's goals include references to informed decision -making
concerning environmental management, implementation of the Madrid Protocol, and allocation
of resources towards science and protection of the environment.

The Antarctic Division's slogan is ‘Antarctica: a natural reserve devoted to peace and science' .
The slogan's appearance on the Division's printed stationery has a role in fostering an
environmental culture throughout the organisation , and keeps the environmental message
prominent.

The recent appointment of two full-time officers with environmental responsibilities has drawn
together previously dispersed environmental functions. These positions were recently
complemented by the creation of a science position dedicated to human impacts research . This

reorganisation has focused the attention of all staff on environmental management arrangements
in the Division .
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To a large extent, the success of extending the environmental culture to Antarctica depends on
the quality of staff selected for Antarctic service. Accordingly, all applicants for positions with
the Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions (ANARE) must satisfy a common
selection criterion which requires candidates to “ demonstrate concern and respect for the
environment” . All successful applicants for positions in Antarctica must also sign the ANARE
Code of Personal Behaviour which , among other things, specifies compliance with environmental
requirements. Attention is drawn in the Code to preservation and conservation of animals and
plants, historic sites and monuments , protected areas and minimising impact on the environment
generally
Persons applying for support for scientific projects in Antarctica are required to provide basic
information on the possible environmental effects of their proposal before it is submitted . This
approach requires scientists to have thought about environmental issues in the planning stages of
their projects. The booklet outlining the application procedures includes instruction on the
assessment process .

3.

Formal Training for Winter and Summer Staff

Lectures on environmental protection procedures are presented on a number of occasions in the
period leading up to the arrival in Antarctica of expedition staff. The presentations are illustrated
with slides and films and are designed to be relevant to the responsibilities of particular groups of
expedition staff.
There are two main environmental education presentations for personnel intending to stay in
Antarctica. The first is presented at the Antarctic Division headquarters on the opening days of
the compulsory training programmes for winter staff and summer staff, including scientists and
trades personnel. This session embraces the general environmental procedures that apply to all
activities in Antarctica as well as the political, legal and historical background to the procedures.
Legal requirements, such as permit procedures, are also included . Training is by the Antarctic
Division's Environment Officer.
The second session is presented during the week -long residential training programme. For
winter personnel this session is conducted in groups according to which station the expeditioner
will be visiting , and thus is directed at teaching the specific environmental procedures that apply
to a particular station. The subject matter includes, for example, specific waste management
practices at each station , protected areas in the region, procedures relating to station management
plans, and other regional environmental issues. Training is provided primarily by the Station and
Field Operations section of the Antarctic Division .

4.

Training for ' Round-trip ' Personnel

Expedition personnel who travel to Antarctica for short- term projects, but return to Australia on
the same voyage , are presented with a lecture on environmental procedures before departure. The
presentation is a summary of the lectures previously given to winter and summer personnel. It is
usually conducted on the day of departure from Australia. The session is also attended by the
winter and summer personnel travelling that day, and for them the session constitutes a review of
the previous sessions . Training is provided by the Environment Officer.
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5. Training for Other Personnel
Before departure from Australia, Station Leaders are given separate training on legal and policy
issues, including details on the requirements of the permits systems and detailed information about

Antarctic Treaty system requirements. Station Leaders are appointed as inspectors under the
Antarctic Treaty ( Environment Protection ) Act 1980 for the period they are in Antarctica. They

are trained in the responsibilities and duties of being an inspector.
Voyage support staff are normal Antarctic Division employees seconded to the management of
an individual voyage to Antarctica. They are given separate training on environmental procedures
with particular emphasis given to ship -board routines, and ship -based activities such as fuel
delivery to the Antarctic stations and the use of helicopters for ship -to - shore movements . The

information provided forms the basis of reminder lectures presented to all personnel during the
course of a voyage. Training is provided by the Antarctic Division's Environment Officer.

6. Training During Voyages to Antarctica
All passengers on a voyage to Antarctica are expected to attend on-board briefing sessions on
environmental responsibilities before their arrival at an Antarctic station. The training is provided
by the voyage support staff ( see above ).

7.

Education in Antarctica

Station Leaders and Station Environment Officers (one of each at each station) have an important
educational role once expeditioners are in Antarctica. For example, regular station environment
meetings are held at which information is exchanged on topical environmental issues. The
outcomes of these meetings are transmitted to head office, and Station Leaders have an obligation

to include environmental issues in their monthly report. Likewise, Station Environment Officers
have a reporting requirement and are encouraged toseek information and advice from head office
staff or other relevant sources. In addition there is frequent communication from head office,
including the distribution of administrative circulars and instructions direct to stations when
relevant. There is reinforcement of positive environmental attitudes as station personnel include
in their daily activities a range of routines, such as the segregation of waste, operation of
incinerators, and so on .

Field Training Officers have a limited environmental educational role during summer science
field projects, in particular with respect to applying the environmental procedures relating to field
activities .

8. Primary Environmental Information Sources
All expedition staff are usually issued with personal copies of the ANARE Handbook, the ANARE
Field Manual, and A Visitor's Introduction to the Antarctic and its Environment, all of which have
chapters on environmental protection. The text of the latter booklet (which is planned to be

reprinted in the near future) is based on the SCAR document, which was “Australianised” for
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ANARE use. A similar book is provided for visitors to Macquarie Island. Expeditioners also
receive information brochures and pamphlets which include environmental information.
The ANARE Operations Manual is provided to all senior management at the Antarctic Division.

This document prescribes management procedures to be followed for all ANARE activities, and
includes a chapter on environmental responsibilities. Copies are also issued to all Station Leaders
and Field Leaders, and copies are available at stations for all expedition staff. The chapter on

environmental management (which will replace the current document called Environmental
Management of Australia's Antarctic Stations) takes account of the Madrid Protocol's
requirements including the new environmental impact assessment procedures and recent changes

to the relevant legislation. In the interim , revised guidelines have been promulgated relating to
Preliminary Assessments, Initial Environmental Evaluations and Comprehensive Environmental

Evaluations. Copies of the Manual are widely available at the Antarctic Division and on stations,
and can be accessed from a database by electronic mail.

The Environmental Guidelines for Antarctic Helicopter Operations govern the use of
helicopters in all Antarctic operations. General guidance is provided on the use of aircraft, as well
as specific provisions relating to the use of aircraft in the vicinity of protected or sensitive areas .
An Administrative Instruction has been issued to all staff instructing them on the environmental
assessment processes that apply in Antarctica.

9. Secondary Environmental Information Sources
Special guidelines are prepared from time to time to govern particular activities. For example, the
Antarctic Environment Committee has approved guidelines on 'How to behave at penguin
colonies ', covering different species and times of the breeding season .
A Heard Island Minimum Impact Code has been developed for potential tourist activities at

Heard Island. Codes of behaviour for non -government visitors to the Antarctic continent have
been promulgated to tour operators as well as the operators of private expeditions.
Guidelines for Visitors for activities at Cape Denison Historic Site (which includes Mawson's
hut) have been published and appear on the map for the area which is provided to all visitors,
including tourists.

Environmental information , including the location of bird and seal colonies, and the provisions

of any relevant management plans, are included on maps produced by the Antarctic Division.
These maps are intended for use in the field by expedition personnel and for planning activities
at head office. The maps are publicly available.
Expedition personnel have free access to the Antarctic Division's library which has an extensive
collection of material on the Antarctic environment. There are also libraries at the stations. In

addition, there are numerous Antarctic films and videos, including many recent ones which feature
environmental themes .
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10. Other
The Antarctic Environment Committee considers all environmental issues relevant to Australia's
Antarctic operations. The Committee includes representation from each Branch of the Antarctic

Division and, where relevant, proceedings of the Committee are promulgated throughout the
organisation and to the Antarctic stations.
The Antarctic Animal Care and Ionising Radiation Usage Ethics Committee scrutinises all
proposals for Antarctic science programmes involving higher invertebrates or radioactive

materials and provides advice and conditions for the conduct of approved projects. The
committee's guidelines are widely available and are distributed to potential applicants for use in
the development of Antarctic science projects which have the potential to impact on the
environment.
All permits granted under the Antarctic Treaty ( Environmental Protection ) Act 1980 include
conditions designed to maximise protection of the environment. The permit conditions are

promulgated to all personnel who may be involved in conducting or supporting permitted
activities.

11. Review of Environmental Education
The content and structure of the expeditioner training programme is reviewed each year before

the commencement of training. Modifications to the programme are made as required, according
to the views of presenters and the response from expeditioners.
In addition , an independent review of the environmental training of ANARE expeditioners was

undertaken in February 1993. The recommendations of the review include suggestions that a more
formal structure for environmental education processes may have advantages. In particular, it was
suggested that there should be clearer objectives developed for the environmental education

programme, more consistency of content between different parts of the Antarctic Division

involved in environmental education, and more creative use of various forms of media to present
or reinforce environmental messages. The environmental education procedures are being further
refined as a result of the findings of the review .
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3.2 Training in Environmental Conservation and

Management and Waste Disposal in the Antarctic by
the British Antarctic Survey
R.B. Tate

British Antarctic Survey, High Cross, Mandingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OET,
United Kingdom

1.

Introduction

Antarctic ecosystems are particularly sensitive and vulnerable to interference by human activity.

It is, however, inevitable that while undertaking scientific studies people will cause some impact
on the flora, fauna and inorganic elements of this special environment. In recognition of this,
annexes to the 1991 Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty contain guidance
on conservation and waste disposal. In translating this framework into practical measures, it is
necessary to set ground rules and to offer guidance and training to complement the underlying
strategy .

This paper identifies some of the ways in which people have impact on the Antarctic
environment and explains the measures adopted by the British Antarctic Survey (BAS) to minimise

these impacts. The dissemination of information and the effectiveness of this strategy are
examined . Areas of specialist training are also considered and recommendations are made for
improving the scope and form of the training.

2. Sources of Human Impact
Walton ( 1987) stated that scientific stations were the major foci of environmental damage in the

Antarctic and, together with Everson ( 1987), identified a number of areas where people cause
environmental impact.

• Packaging: all materials conveyed to and from stations are packaged with the result that
natural (though non -indigenous to the Antarctic) and artificial materials have been dispersed
around the environs of stations.

Wooden building materials: wind and physical abrasion have dispersed particles of building
materials downwind of stations.

• Sewage effluent: this can introduce new bacteria into Antarctic ecosystems and cause
unwanted nutritional enrichment.
Disturbance of vegetation : moss banks grow slowly and the mark of a footprint may remain

for a considerabletime and promote erosion by other agents.
• Laboratory waste: this can include a variety of toxic organic and inorganic chemicals and
should be carefully monitored and disposed with due care .
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The British Antarctic Survey briefing conference andfirst aid course is held at Girton College,

Cambridge every year before staff, new and old, leave for Antarctica.
Photo : British Antarctic Survey
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Fifield ( 1987) also identifies gas, heat, dust and noise pollutants resulting from electricity
generation and the introduction of micro -organisms by humans and through the transport of exotic
soils to the Antarctic . These points are considered within the context of training staff to consider
the impact of their actions on the Antarctic environment. Further details of human activities and
their impacts are set out by SCAR and COMNAP (1992).

3. Pre - season Staff Briefings
During the 1992–93 Antarctic field season , approximately 390 personnel were involved in BAS
operations in the Antarctic or the Southern Ocean . This included 97. ships' personnel, 59 wintering
base staff, the Air Unit, new recruits for the bases, field scientists, HQ staff on Antarctic tours and
visitors from other scientific institutions.

Each year BAS holds an Antarctic Briefing Conference to discuss many issues relevant to living
and working in the Antarctic. This is attended by the scientific, technical and support staff who

will be travelling to the region in the forthcoming field season . In addition, some ship's officers
also attend, though ship's ratings do not participate. Conservation and environmental management
feature high on the agenda of the conference . Illustrated lectures take up half of the first morning

and are given by the Environmental Officer and one other senior member of the Terrestrial and
Life Sciences Division. The lectures introduce the conference delegates to some of the vulnerable
areas of Antarctic ecosystems, illustrating the impact ofhuman activities on native flora and fauna;
the categories of protected areas (SPAs and SEIS ) are explained; the BAS conservation guidelines

are introduced and BAS environmental policy is discussed, with particular emphasis on waste
disposal. Further discussion takes place within small groups of staff who are to visit a particular
station in the coming season as part of the introduction to that station.
The Antarctic Briefing Conference is attended by an average of 85 personnel. A separate

two-day technical briefing has also been held in recent years for the summer season technical
workforce (numbering around 40 ) who have worked at Halley. Conservation and environmental

matters were discussed either at the briefing or during the voyage to Halley and as required on
site. In addition, the Environmental Officer discussed the aims of the Halley 4 clean -up project
with the team dedicated to that work .

Each of the conference delegates is issued with a BAS Handbook. This includes sections dealing
with Environmental Conservation and Management, Waste Disposal and the Antarctic Treaty
System .

Additional briefing material has been circulated in BAS headquarters and to the permanent
stations and ships, in the form of a series of Environmental Information Leaflets. These deal with
the environmental policy and practice of BAS, environmental impact assessment, waste disposal,
the prevention of marine pollution and the conservation of Antarctic flora and fauna.

It is recommended that the papers on Environmental Conservation and Management and Waste
Disposal ( referred to above) together with the BAS Environmental Information leaflets be made
available to summer visitors and ship's officers who do not attend the Antarctic Briefing
Conference, in order to improve the circulation of this important information. Circulation of copies

of the Antarctic Handbook to the ships and bases would also ensure that current guidance is
available for reference in the Antarctic.
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Very clear instructions are essential to ensure that waste is correctly packaged both to meet
international shipping legislation and to ensure accurate final disposal.
Photo : British Antarctic Survey
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The personnel who have not attended either conference include some of the summer visitors,
ship's personnel and headquarters staff returning to the Antarctic for summer seasons. The ship's

personnel receive briefing from the chief officer concerning the waste disposal policy and how to
treat the Antarctic environment when ashore. For other expedition personnel, briefing papers are
circulated on the BAS ships before arrival at a particular station and these papers include a section

on environmental matters. On arrival at the station, visiting personnel staying at the station are
given briefing by the station commander, which covers conservation , environmental matters and
waste disposal.

During the 1992–93 Antarctic summer season the views of personnel concerning conservation
and waste management and current practices were observed and considered at Halley and Signy
stations, the Bird Island field research station and the temporary field station at Husvik, South
Georgia.

4. Management of Halley Research Station
Halley is situated on the floating Brunt Ice Shelf, which is about 150m thick and firmly attached
to the inland ice that rises to the polar plateau. The current base is positioned approximately 15km
from the seaward edge of the ice shelf, which slowly advances north -west as the inland ice flows
off the plateau.

The continually moving ice shelf and accumulating snow mean that new buildings are required
approximately each decade as structures become buried and advance towards the ice edge. Since

the first hut was built in 1956, three further stations have been built and vacated . The present
complex became fully operational in 1992 and consists of three single -storey buildings each on a
raised steel platform . A garage structure was completed in February 1993 and temporary
accommodation is maintained at the site. Covered storage is at a premium , so depot lines of
drummed oil and construction materials are kept at the site and raised each year.
The wintering complement of the station is between 17 and 20. In the summer months in recent
years there have been up to 70 personnel on site during the construction of the new station.
The research at Halley station centres on meteorology and atmospheric studies. This

concentrates the personnel on the station site since the research does not involve any significant
fieldwork. Data collection uses a variety of remote sensing techniques, thus the majority of
movement is on the station site and during the summer period between the station site and the
coast as relief supplies are brought in and outgoing waste and cargo are removed. The impact from
human activity on the site, therefore, comes from terrestrial and atmospheric pollution , disturbance

of the natural snow drift and accumulation in the locality of the site, and noise and electromagnetic
radiation emissions. There are no indigenous plant or animal communities at or in the immediate
vicinity of the station.

Site waste disposal practices and the need for general tidiness are explained to new personnel
as they arrive on site and instruction is given in the use of the waste compactor and storage of
waste materials. All waste other than grey water and human waste is removed from the station .
The general awareness of personnel at Halley was good and the reasons for stricter practices than
may be found in the United Kingdom were mostly appreciated. With a large influx of summer

personnel, particularly those engaged on construction work, site litter and tidiness could easily
become a problem . Through the briefings and from observation it was soon learnt that to leave

tools on the snow surface could quickly result in loss due to snow drifting, so the site was generally
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kept tidy. Waste building materials were gathered for disposal in the Falklands, both as the waste

was generated and also on a periodic basis with personnel scouring the site for litter. This practice
was successful in maintaining a high standard of tidiness.

The general waste disposal procedures ( sorting waste for freezing, landfill, compacting or
disposal as hazardous substances) worked well on the site . Simple techniques have been adopted
for waste disposal and there is no obvious requirement for additional training. Similarly,
recreational parties at Halley return all waste materials to the station for disposal to avoid leaving
material in the field. Since the science is centred around remote sensing retrieval, there is relatively
little laboratory waste at this site .

One area where improvement could be made is in the disposal of cigarette ends. It is

recommended that this is discussed with smokers and that disposal bins be sited on the outside of
the science platforms and on work sites.
Recreation is an important activity for station personnel and visits to the nearby Emperor

penguin colony are popular, particularly during the breeding season . Since there were no trips to
see the penguins during the time the author was on site it is not possible to gauge how well it is
appreciated that disturbance to the birds causes stress. However, in discussion with station

personnel it appeared that this was fairly well understood.
An experiment is being run by the meteorologists to monitor the atmospheric pollution generated
by the station. The efficient use of fossil fuels on the station relies upon the efforts of the mechanics
in keeping the generating and motorised equipment running efficiently and on station personnel
keeping the use of motorised vehicles to a minimum . Training is provided to the diesel and vehicle

mechanics in the United Kingdom on the operation of the generators and this is followed up during
the handover period in the Antarctic by further familiarisation training. This enables the mechanics
to operate the plant at maximum efficiency and thereby reduce unnecessary atmospheric pollution.

No introduced plants were under cultivation at the station and the reasons for not introducing
plants were generally well understood. The training of staff at Halley seems to have been generally

very effective in creating a good level of awareness to the avoidance of harmful impacts on the
station's environment.

5. Management of Signy Island Research Station
Signy Island Station is located on Signy Island in the South Orkney Islands. The island is about

7km long and less than 5km wide.The island is host to over 30 species of mosses (plus a range
of lichens and algae ), 16 species of breeding birds and fur and elephant seals moult there. The

marine ecosystems are more diverse and less prone to human activity. At present this station is
the BAS centre for marine, freshwater and terrestrial biology.
The island was first surveyed in 1912–13 and the first permanent human settlement ( a whaling
station ) was established after the end of the First World War. This station was occupied for four
years until it became obsolete with the introduction of stern -hauling factory ships. The present
scientific station was completed in 1947 in the immediate vicinity and there has been a continuous
scientific presence at that site since then .
The station is situated in an ideal position: on a coastal site free of permanent snow and ice. The

surrounding sea is free of pack ice during the summer period. There does not seem to be a
significant level ofconflictwith other biological communities at this site , as Fifield ( 1987) suggests
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may occur in such situations. Penguin and other seabird colonies are located at other points on the
island and there is minimal disturbance to the cape pigeon and prion nesting sites in the vicinity
of the base. The base has impinged on the local vegetation (predominantly moss with some grass )
to a noticeable but minimal extent in terms of the island as a whole. The station is occupied by up

to 16 personnel in winter and 27 during the summer months.
Terrestrial fieldwork is carried out at several sites on the island and scientists reach these sites
on foot. Some sea travel is possible, but this will be only for part of the journey. Recreational trips

will also involve walking over parts of the island. The impact of walking can be seen in several
ways: stones are dislodged, occasionally paths are established, footprints are discernible over some

moss -covered areas and wildlife may be disturbed. It is important, however, to see these forms of
impact in perspective:

• there is a relatively small human population and disturbance tends to be widespread at a

low level rather than concentrated in certain areas at a higher level of activity;
• during approximately half of the year there is a covering of snow on the island which helps
to protect the underlying vegetation ;

• there is a large fur seal population on the island during the summer months (the fur seals
returned to the island in the early 1960s and by the mid- 1970s there were approximately
200 animals — the latest census records a population of approximately 10,000 animals ),

which has caused significantly more damage to the island's moss banks ( particularly the
deeper banks on the west side of the island) than human interference;
• glacial activity will also cause some disruption to plant communities both through abrasion

by rocks and ice and by erosion by meltwater channels; and
surveys of nesting birds are carried out swiftly and there does not appear to be any

suggestion from the recent surveys that human interference has had a major detrimental
effect on these populations.

Specimens are gathered in a careful manner. Only small quantities of plants are removed and
generally from sites of abundant growth .

The general level of awareness about the fragility of the terrestrial ecosystems at Signy Island
was high. There was concern about the damage done to the vegetation and discussion about
whether paths should be designated or impact spread more evenly. Also there was a great deal of

interest in the scientific projects from all of the station personnel and in the wildlife of the island
and surrounding sea. This suggests that the seeds sown by the discussions of conservation issues
before departure to the Antarctic have taken root in the general philosophy ofthe station personnel.

The marine research requires gathering samples of certain species for study at Signy or in the
United Kingdom. The impact of these collections on the overall species in the seas surrounding

the island and the South Orkneys is minimal. Access to the study sites is by boat (or in winter
through ice), so the impact of marine work and recreational trips contrasts with that of terrestrial
and freshwater activity.

Waste disposal activities are broadly similar to those at Halley station described above . The
major exception , however, is in the disposal of hazardous chemicals. Due to the biological work

at Signy there is a much greater amount of hazardous waste and none of this is disposed of locally:
it is all dealt with in accordance with strict guidelines and sent back to the United Kingdom . New
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personnel are shown the procedures when they arrive at the station and discuss any problems with
colleagues or the station commander.
Positive conservation activities are also carried out at Signy Island . A regular litter survey of
coastal areas is helping to build an understanding of the problems caused by the disposal of waste
materials by ships at sea and by Antarctic stations. All coastal litter together with any waste
materials found on the island , for instance items of rubbish which have been melted out of snow
or ice , are taken back to the station for disposal in the normal way .
The second activity is the freeing of fur seals which have become ensnared in mesh or lines
which have been dropped in the sea. When ensnared seals are sighted a report is made at the base
and a party will later set out and remove the banding from the seals.
The comments made above for Halley Station concerning waste disposal and the operation and
maintenance of generating plant and motorised vehicles applies equally well at Signy Island . The
training in these fields seems to be adequate.
No introduced plants were under cultivation at Signy Island. The cook has proposed to grow
beansprouts and following consideration at BAS Headquarters, it was considered that this was
acceptable (the plants are allowed to germinate and are then consumed ).
Overall the level of awareness about relevant environmental issues seemed to be very high at
Signy. Both scientific and recreational activities have an impact on the ecosystems of the island,
but there is a genuine spirit among the personnel to keep this to a minimum . In recent years there
has been a major change in the waste disposal practices and the new measures work effectively.
The personnel on the base deal with waste management and conservation work with enthusiasm .

6.

Ships

BAS operates two ships, RRS Bransfield and RRS James Clark Ross in support of its scientific
programmes and to provide logistical support to the research stations. The ships operate in
Antarctic waters for a combined total of nine months per season . During the 1992–93 season a
total of 29 landings were made at the research stations, the refuge hut at Damoy and other sites,
to offload cargo and personnel and to receive outgoing cargo , waste and personnel. Additional
support is provided by HMS Endurance, which made 14 landings during the 1992-93 season .
Both ships have adopted stringent waste disposal policies. As new personnel join the ships , they
are instructed in how to dispose of waste and in particular how to handle waste in Antarctic waters.
Details of the waste disposal policy are detailed in prominent places on board the ships and there
are also a number of posters which remind personnel that waste is not to be disposed of over the
side of the ship . This system works well .
It is recommended that, in addition to the written briefing documents circulated before arrival
at stations, short briefings are given to all personnel on board the ship to cover the relevant
environmental issues (e.g. to explain that certain areas are out of bounds). Ideally guides from the
complement of the permanent stations should guide visitors to the station , but this would not be
practical (despite the small number and infrequency of visitors ) due to the availability of staff for
this purpose.
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7. Conclusion
In recent years the British Antarctic Survey has embarked on a number of initiatives designed to
lessen the impact of its operations on the Antarctic environment. Dissemination of these
innovations has been achieved through formal and informal discussions and training sessions and
the circulation of policy and briefing documents. Observations would suggest that this has been
generally effective and areas where improvements could be made have been noted.
Looking to the future, as new buildings and infrastructure are introduced to the Antarctic

( following an Environmental Impact Assessment as required ), care needs to be taken to ensure
that the fabric , infrastructure and installation cause minimal impact. To ensure that this is achieved,
it is important that awareness of the key environmental issues is achieved and maintained at all

levels within BAS . New measures may also be introduced , such as environmental monitoring
programmes, and it will be necessary to provide effective training to ensure the success of such
projects.
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3.3 Education and Training for Scientists and Support
Staff with the New Zealand Antarctic Programme
G. Wratt

New Zealand Antarctic Programme, International Antarctic Centre, Christchurch,
New Zealand

1. Training Courses
Prior to departing for Antarctica all participants in the New Zealand Antarctic Programme are
required to attend a training and familiarisation course . This course varies in duration depending

on participants' previous experience in Antarctica. For those with previous and recent experience
it lasts for two days.
The following subjects are covered during the course (practical ( P ) and theoretical (T) training
as noted) :

Environmental care (T)
Waste management ( T)
Cold weather injuries and first aid ( P )( T)
Field training ( survival, glacier travel, crevasse rescue) ( P )( T )
Fire training ( P )( T )
Radio communications (P)(T)
Field equipment and camping ( P ) ( T)
Antarctic Treaty requirements ( T)

Introduction to Antarctic science (T)

On arrival in Antarctica and prior to proceeding away from base on any field -related activity,
all programme participants are required to undergo a course in field training. This course serves
as a period of acclimatisation and adjustment to the Antarctic environment as well as covering
specific training objectives. Topics covered include sea- ice operations, snow shelters, glacier
travel, crevasse rescue, field camp management and equipment familiarisation .

2.

Briefings

Upon arrival in Antarctica all programme participants are briefed on specific responsibilities which

affect them either as individuals or as a group. Some of these briefings reinforce the pre - Antarctic
training as this may have pre-dated arrival in Antarctica by up to five months. The following topics
are covered:

Waste management
Environmental care
Antarctic Protected Areas and Permits

Safety (including restricted or prohibited areas)
Base procedures and policies
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3.

Resources

A number of manuals are produced and given to each person participating in the programme.
These include the following:
Antarctic Operations Manual
Antarctic Field Manual
Events Programme
Antarctic First Aid Manual
Fire Instructions
Environmental Code of Conduct
Brief summaries of specific topics ( often amplifying information in the manuals ) are also given
to programme participants on their departure for Antarctica. These include the following:
NZAP Waste Management Procedures
General Base and Personal Information
Project Directives

4.

Continuing Education

Throughout their time in Antarctica, programme participants take part in weekly briefing sessions
while at Scott Base . This enables regular updates to be given on procedures, responsibilities, safety
considerations and any other points of concern or importance. Regular procedures such as waste
management and environmental protection are given emphasis at these weekly briefings.
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3.4 Education and Training for the US National
Antarctic Programme
P.A. Penhale
Office of Polar Programs, National Science Foundation , 1800 G St NW
Washington DC 20550 , USA

The environmental education and training programme through the US National Science
Foundation's management of the United States Antarctic Program (USAP) is a multi-faceted
program , conducted in the United States, at sites of embarkation, and in Antarctica. The program
consists of written educational material and lectures, as well as emergency contingency plans,

training courses and exercises in the field . The audience consists of all ASAP participants,
including scientists , support staff and government personnel. Educational material is also provided
for visitors.

Environmental education begins very early in the activity of program planning and personnel
selection. For scientists preparing research projects, self-identification of activities which might
have an environmental impact is required. This provides an early opportunity for education by
environmental experts who review such documentation and approve the projects from the
environmental perspective. Such guidance continues during the entire conduct of the activity and
includes scientists and those involved in project support.
For support personnel, environmental training and expectations on the part of the USAP are
provided at the time of employment or assignment and continue throughout the season and back
in the United States. Specific training courses , such as oil-spill response , waste handling,

hazardous material handling, fire training, emergency training, and so on, are provided to
appropriate personnel prior to deployment. On site, additional training and drills are part of an
overall Safety, Environment and Health program .
For many years, participants in the USAP were required to attend an Orientation Meeting prior

to each season; this meeting included lectures on environmental policy, US laws for environmental
protection in Antarctica and a code ofconduct for participants, as well as sessions on specific areas

of concern. In recent years, USAP planning has moved towards smaller, more focused meetings
involving groups engaged in specific research areas or activities; this has resulted in providing
more specific educational and training opportunities.
All participants are required to attend briefings, either as lectures or as videos, on the US

Antarctic Conservation Act, on waste management, on handling of hazardous materials, and on a
code of conduct for participants. Such mandatory briefings are held at the points of embarkation,
on board or shortly after arrival on station. Relevant literature or specific brochures and pamphlets
are provided to participants.
Written and video material, which includes information on environmental protection and a code

of conduct, are also provided to visitors, either transmitted through tour operators or to visitors on
site. The National Science Foundation hosts an annual open briefing for tour operators whose
activities mainly involve US citizens. In this forum , updates on environmental policy and US
legislation applied to Antarctica are provided, as well as guidance on compliance with such
legislation affecting US activities.
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Antarctic tourists, landed from a cruise ship, examine the local animal life at Hannah Point.
Photo: P. B. Davis
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4.

Education for Antarctic Visitors

Introduction
Everyone who goes to the Antarctic is technically a visitor, since there is no indigenous population.
However, this section takes the more restricted definition of visitor as a person not associated with
a national science programme, usually a tourist paying a commercial company to provide them
with an Antarctic holiday. Most of the group spend nearly all their time on cruise ships, with short
visits ashore by inflatable or by helicopter to see wildlife, historic monuments or spectacular
scenery. Tourism is a growing part of the impact on Antarctica and the requirements of tourists
need particular consideration. The papers in this section deal with the patterns of tourism ,

environmental concerns directly linked to current tourist management procedures, and the existing
codes of conduct for behaviour.

Besides the papers which follow , four were tabled as general background to the discussion on
tourism and education of visitors.

Antarctic Tourism and Environmental Concerns. Debra J. Enzenbacher. Marine Pollution
Bulletin 25(9-12): 258–265, 1992.

This paper reveals that increasing numbers of tourists are visiting the Antarctic . Totals from
three seasons (1989-90 , 1990-91 and 1991-92 ) hwere 2,581,4,842, and 6,495 respectively. Some
environmental issues arising from Antarctic tourist activity include: wildlife tolerance, waste

disposal , passenger education, tour operator management practices, personnel experience,
frequency of visits and ship design. Current guidelines provide a practical approach to tourism ,
but do not address all issues arising from tourist activity. Antarctic Treaty Parties agreed to examine

the question of a comprehensive regulation of tourist activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area and
policies are under review . Some issues may prove difficult to resolve. Compliance with existing

guidelines is to be encouraged, at least until more is known about the environmental effects of
tourism. A management plan for tourism is needed along with more research on how tourism is
conducted and the effects visits have on Antarctica's marine and terrestrial ecosystems.
Cooperation between Treaty Parties and tour operators is important for the development of
appropriate tourism regulations. (From abstract.)

Proposal for Environmental Assessment of Tourism in Antarctica. J.M. Acero and A.E.
Molinari. (Unpublished report, Instituto Antartico Argentina, Buenos Aires.)
This paper reports the preliminary results of a tourism monitoring and impact study at Half

Moon Island during the 1991–2 and 1992–3 summers, and at Cuverville Island since the 1992–3
summer, conducted jointly by researchers from Argentina, Chile and the United Kingdom . It
outlines the principles and key components of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

procedures in the light of provisions of the Madrid Protocol. It stresses the importance of initial
baseline studies, the complexity of differentiating between impacts of scientists and tourists, and
the potential value of Antarctic Specially Managed Areas (ASMAs) for controlling human
impacts.

Antarctic tourism trends through Ushuaia in 1992–93. Diana Galimberti and Patricia
Bugnest. (Unpublished report, IN . FUE. TUR .)
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This paper outlines the objectives and methodology of a survey, including a copy of a
questionnaire delivered to all expedition leaders on tourist ships. Preliminary results, based on
data from completed questionnaires, provide useful statistics on number of ships, number of

passengers, nationality of passengers, ratios of staff to passengers, and itineraries of expeditions.
The study provides the first comprehensive picture of Antarctic tourist operations through a major
South American ‘gateway' port in a particular season .

Antarctic tourism : a bibliography. Janice Meadows and Williams Mills (Compilers) April
1993 .

An annotated listing of 83 entries from the international literature, based on the records of the
Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge, United Kingdom .
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4.1 Education of Visitors to Antarctica
J. Splettstoesser

International Association of Antarctic Tour Operators, 11417 S.E. 215th Street,
Kent, Washington 98031 , USA

1. The Importance of Visitor Education
From the outset, Lars - Eric Lindblad - owner and operator of the ship Lindblad Explorer, an
ice -strengthened vessel designed specifically for travel in polar waters — also included the concept
of education for all tourists as part of his mission of 'expedition cruising '. Ever since its first cruise
in 1970, the Explorer, along with many other tour ships that travel to Antarctica, has provided a
high-quality lecture program on cruises.

Today, a key ingredient of any tour -ship cruise to Antarctica is an educational program that is
designed to inform passengers as fully as possible of the abundance and vulnerability of wildlife
and other physical aspects of the tours. The widely publicised Guidelines for Visitors are
repeatedly referred to in briefings during the cruises, and experienced naturalists/lecturers provide
onboard lectures and guide all tours ashore.

All visitors to Antarctica should receive some kind of background information in order to
appreciate what will be experienced. This should cover wildlife, research programs, exploration
history, rules of the Antarctic Treaty, and so on. Information is provided in a number of ways. In

the case of national research programs, orientation meetings provide briefings in a variety of
subjects, including safety and survival procedures. In the case of tourists and other visitors, tour
operators have for many years included lecture programs on tour vessels as a means of informing
passengers about wildlife, geology, glaciology, exploration history, Antarctic Treaty issues, and
national research programs. Background literature is normally sent to passengers in advance of a
cruise, or distributed on board , and a suggested reading list provides an opportunity for passengers
to brief themselves.

2. Guidelines for Visitors
A high priority for tour operators in Antarctica is environmentally responsible tourism , involving
commonsense practices of consideration of wildlife and vegetation, for example. This ultimately
led in 1989 to preparation of a formal set of Guidelines, amounting to basic principles of travel in
Antarctica that had been used informally for a number of years. The original Guidelines were first

implemented in the 1989-90 austral summer, with briefings given to all passengers on each cruise
in order to explain their importance. A set of coloured slides that illustrate the Guidelines is now
available in the four official languages of the Antarctic Treaty (English, French, Russian, Spanish )
plus German , and other languages are under consideration (Japanese, for example ), in order to
reflect the growing numbers of individuals from particular countries.
It is significant that these self-imposed Guidelines were initiated and widely adopted by other

tour operators before comparable regulations were introduced by the Antarctic Treaty Members.

However, the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, signed in Madrid in
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October 1991, reflects many of the Guidelines already informally adopted and will thus provide
standardised regulations for all visitors to Antarctica. A comparable version was adopted at the
XVIII ATCM in Kyoto , Japan , in April 1994, as Recommendation XVIII- 1. The text is given as
follows:
Recommendation XVIII-1
Tourism and non -Governmental Activities

The Representatives,
Reaffirming the exceptional character of the Antarctic environment given in particular the
fragility of its fauna and flora and of the setting which the Antarctic offers for the conduct of
scientific activities;
Acknowledging the increase in the development of tourist activities in the Antarctic ;
Noting that those who visit the Antarctic and organise or conduct tourism and non - governmental
activities in the Antarctic are currently subject to legally binding obligations pursuant to national
legislation implementing the Antarctic Treaty and associated legal instruments;
Noting further that such visitors or organisers will be subject to additional legally binding
obligations upon entry into force of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic
Treaty ;
Recognizing the need for visitors and organisers to have practical guidance on how best to plan
and carry out any visits to the Antarctic ;
Recalling the Final Act of the Eleventh Special Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, at which
the Protocol was adopted, in which the signatories of the Final Act decided that the Annexes of
the Protocol should be applied in accordance with their legal systems and to the extent practicable ;
Desiring to ensure that those who visit the Antarctic carry out their visits or tours strictly in
accordance with existing obligations and in so far as is consistent with existing national law , in
accordance with the Protocol, pending its entry into force;
Desiring further to facilitate the early entry into force of the Protocol and of the implementation
of its provisions in relation to those who visit or organise tours to the Antarctic.
Recommend to their Governments that:
1.

They circulate widely and as quickly as possible the Guidance for Visitors to the
Antarctic and the Guidance for Those Organising and Conducting Tourism and
Non -governmental Activities in the Antarctic annexed to this Recommendation.

2.

They urge those intending to visit or organise and conduct tourism and
non - governmental activities in the Antarctic to act in accordance with the attached
guidance consistent with the relevant provisions of their applicable national law .

Note that the text of the attachments to this Recommendation — Guidance for Visitors to the
Antarctic — is given as Annex 2.
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3. International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators
(IAATO)
In 1991 , the six active American tour-ship operators, plus Adventure Network International of

Canada, founded the International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO ) as a means
of pooling resources and promoting thoughtful regulations, compatible with the responsible
tourism practices that tour operators have exhibited in their history. Annex 1 outlines the
establishment and objectives of IAATO . Members pledge to abide by the US Antarctic
Conservation Act of 1978, or its equivalent in the newly signed 1991 Madrid Protocol and
Annexes, and to adhere to the industry - generated Guidelines of Conduct for Antarctic Visitors
and Tour Operators (Annex 2), which take account of Recommendation XVIII - 1.
As at January 1995, membership of IAATO stands at 16 (Annex 3). Membership is expected
to continue to increase. In order to achieve the highest quality of environmental practices among

tour operators, IAATO invites new operators to become members and thus adopt the Guidelines
so that all are conducting tourism in an equivalent and environmentally responsible manner.
IAATO members strongly believe that the ultimate protection and conservation of Antarctica will
largely depend on sound policy to which all Treaty nations adhere.
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ANNEX I.

International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators
BY -LAWS

ARTICLE I - FOUNDATION, NAME, REGISTRATION , HEADQUARTERS
Section A.

The association was founded in 1991 by seven Antarctica tour operators:
Adventure Network International, Mountain Travel* Sobek, Paquet/Ocean

Cruise Lines, Salen Lindblad Cruising, Society Expeditions, Travel
Dynamics and Zegrahm Expeditions.
Section B.

The name of the association is ‘ International Association of Antarctica Tour
Operators'. The abbreviated name ‘IAATO ' will henceforth be used in these
by-laws.

Section C.

IAATO is registered in Olympia, in the State of Washington, USA.

Section D.

IAATO's headquarters are currently located in Kent, in the State of
Washington, USA. There are no affiliated chapters at present but, being an
international association , it is not excluded that foreign chapters may be
established in the future.

ARTICLE II - OBJECTIVES

Section A.

To represent the ship and airborne tour operators and charter companies
providing Antarctic travel opportunities, to the Antarctic Treaty Organiza
tion, member countries and the public at large.

Section B.

To advocate, promote and practice safe and environmentally responsible,
private sector travel programs, including tourism, to Antarctica.

Section C.

To circulate and promote the Guidance for Visitors to the Antarctic and
Guidance for those Organising and Conducting Tourism and Non

governmental Activities in the Antarctic as adopted by the Antarctic Treaty
System . To develop and encourage international acceptance of
certification /accreditation and educational programs for field personnel.
Section D.

To operate within the parameters of the Antarctic Treaty and the
Environmental Protocol with Annexes, MARPOL, SOLAS and similar

international agreements, as amended.
Section E.

To foster cooperation between tour operators in the coordination of their

Section F.

itineraries so that overlapping site visits are avoided.
To provide a forum for the international, private sector travel industry
involved in Antarctica to share expertise and opinions among members

Section G.

themselves and with prospective members.
To enhance public awareness and concern for the conservation of the

Antarctic environment and ecosystem , and to better inform the media ,
governments, politicians and environmental organizations about private
sector travel to that region.
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Section H.

To foster cooperation between private sector visitors and the international
scientific community active in Antarctica.

Section I.

To support science in Antarctica through cooperation with Antarctic National
Programs and to provide logistical support for science.

Section J.

To create a corps of ambassadors for the continued protection of Antarctica
through offering the opportunity to experience this continent first hand.

ARTICLE III - MEMBERSHIP
Section A.

There are two categories of membership:
1. Full Members: For-profit companies who organise and /or operate travel

programs to Antarctica who: pledge to abide by IAATO's bylaws; agree to

not carry over 400 paying passengers per trip and to not have more than 100

passengers ashore at any one site at the same time; have been formally
accepted by at least two -thirds of the standing members; and fulfil any other
requirements for membership.

2. Associate Members : Other organisations and individuals who are

interested in or promote travel to the Antarctic and wish to support IAATO's
objectives and whose application has been formally accepted by at least
two -thirds of the standing members.
Section B.

To be considered as full members, prospective companies must demonstrate
the ability and willingness to adhere to and actively support the objectives of
IAATO as stated in Article II of the bylaws. Criteria for membership includes:
the use of appropriate vessels and /or aircraft; the hiring of a sufficient number

of qualified and experience staff; and other obligations contained in Guidance
for those Organising and Conducting Tourism and Non - governmental
Activities in the Antarctic . Consideration will be given to the professional
standing of prospective members and their prior experience of conducting
responsible tourism .
Section C.

Membership is non -transferable. In the event a member organisation is
acquired by another entity, that entity would have to re -apply for membership.

Section D.

Current members who drop their affiliation but wish to re -instate their

Section E.

membership at a later time, must re -pay the initiation fee .
Full members are bound to strictly adhere to and actively support IAATO's
objectives as stated in Article II and, particularly, obey and enforce the
Guidance for Visitors to the Antarctic and the Guidance forthose Organising,
Conducting Tourism and Non - governmental Activities in the Antarctic, as
amended.

Section F.

New full members must have an accompanying Observer appointed by an

appropriate National Antarctic Program during their first season of Antarctic
operations. If none is available, IAATO will designate a qualified Observer
with reasonable compensation to be provided by the operator.
Section G.

Full members are subject to annual membership dues and fees as agreed from
year to year by two -thirds of full members in good standing.
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Section H.

Full members in good standing are those who continue to act in compliance

with the bylaws and are current with their IAATO dues.
Section I.

Non -compliance with the bylaws and non -payment of applicable dues and
fees will subject the full member to reprimand or expulsion, after review by
the membership or their appointed committee.

Section J.

Associate members will be subject to payment of annual dues as proposed
by the standing committee and agreed by two - thirds of full members in good
standing.

Section K.

Section L.

Membership will be reviewed annually at the July meeting.
Full members are responsible for ensuring payment of any per passenger fees
to IAATO for those travelling on vessels or aircraft they own or operate,

including any departures thatare sponsored by a third party. Furthermore,
full members are required to ensure that all departures conform to IAATO
objectives and bylaws.
ARTICLE IV - ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
Section A.

Each year, during the annual July meeting an Executive Secretary and a
Spokesperson will be appointed for the duration of one year. An alternate
Spokesperson may be designated for specific functions as agreed by
two- thirds of full members in good standing.

Section B.

The Executive Secretary and Spokesperson are elected positions with a
remuneration. Responsibilities, time requirements and remuneration will be
defined in connection with the proposed program and budget and agreedupon

Section C.

by two - thirds of full members during the annual July meeting.
The Executive Secretary's responsibilities include, but are not limited to: act
as a communication centre between full members and with non -members;
act as liaison with scientific and conservation organisations and the media;
relay and distribute IAATO information to interested parties, nationally and
internationally; coordinate the annual program ; act as the Treasurer; develop
yearly budgets; submit to the full members a status report ofIAATO activities
and finances during each annual meeting; and make recommendations in
regards to organisational and financial matters.

Section D.

The Spokesperson's responsibilities include, but are not limited to the
following items:
1.

To represent IAATO at;
A. Antarctic Treaty Consultative meetings or related Antarctic Treaty
System meetings to :

• promote objectives of IAATO in dialogue with delegates and others;

initiate and draft appropriate documents and issues at ATCMs;
• provide an aggressive and supportive stance in oral and written
presentations.
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B. Congressional and Senate Hearings on legislative bills pertaining to
tourism in Antarctica.
C. Appropriate meetings, conferences, committees, workshops, etc.,

offering formal presentations on behalf of IAATO , or written text for
publication.

Prepare drafts of documents pertaining to above tasks, plus submittals

2.

for publication in appropriate journals, reports, or books.

Provide liaison with IATTO member representatives and the Executive
Secretary in order to achieve efficient communication about all IAATO

3.

activities and business.
4.

Communicate activities pertaining to all responsibilities through the

5.

Executive Secretary for approval by the IAATO Executive Committee.
Chair Annual and other meetings of IAATO as assigned.

6.

Maintain accurate records of all time and expenses pertaining to
authorised responsibilities and submit summaries monthly to the
Executive Secretary for reimbursement.

Section E.

Individuals with relevant qualifications who are thought of as being able and
willing to provide guidance to IAATO in its attempts to reach its goals may
be invited to sit on the Advisory Board. Such individuals will be named as

Associate Members of IAATO . Members of the Advisory Board do not
receive an honorarium .
ARTICLE V - ELECTIONS AND VOTING
Section A.
Section B.

Elections will be held once every year during the annual meeting.
All full members in good standing are eligible for committee pos

other elective offices. Before any election, the Secretary will qualify the
candidates.

Section C.

Only full members in good standing are eligible to vote. Prior to any election
the Secretary will disqualify any attending full members who are not in good
standing.

Section D.

Section E.
Section F.

Each qualifying full member will have one vote .
Associate Members have no voting right.

Full members in good standing who are unable to attend the annual meeting
may make nominations and vote in writing on resolutions, provided that

ballots are returned to the Executive Secretary at least one week prior to the
meeting
Section G.

Section H.

Full members who are not in attendance at the meeting forfeit their voting
right on any impromptu issues that require voting during the meeting.
Any issue to be voted on will pass with a two-thirds vote in favour of the
issue.
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ARTICLE VI - STANDING COMMITTEES
Section A.

Section B.

A 3 -member Executive Committee shall be elected at the annual meeting to
assist the Secretariat. This committee shall make decisions on behalf of the
full membership where deemed appropriate, subject to ratification .
Further standing committees, as required, shall be elected by a two -thirds
majority of the full members during any annual meeting.

ARTICLE VII - MEETINGS
Section A.

A minimum of one annual meeting will be held in the month of July in
Washington DC in conjunction with the annual NSF Tour Operator meeting.

Section B.

The Secretary will coordinate the time and venue of the meeting and the
agenda and advise full members in writing at least 60 days prior to the
meeting

Section C.

Attendance at the annual meeting is reserved for full members only.
Attendance requests by non -members may be accepted by two - thirds of the
attending full members.

Section D.

Meetings will be presided over by the Spokesperson. In the absence of the
Spokesperson attending members will elect one member to preside.

Section E.

The Secretary will take minutes during the meeting and distribute them to all
full members within one month after the meeting.

ARTICLE VIII - FINANCES
Section A.

The Secretary will collect and administer all dues and fees and will actively
solicit timely payment.

Section B.

The Secretary will manage the finances and submit for review a balance sheet

prior to each meeting, to be approved during the meeting.
Section C.

The Secretary will make payments within the agreed budget constraints and

make timely recommendations concerning any short falls in the cash flow
during the year.

Section D.

Dues and fees are non -transferable and non -refundable. Any overpayment
will be credited to the member's account.

Section E.

A detailed budget will be proposed by a standing committee 60 days prior to
the annual July meeting, to be agreed upon during the meeting by two- thirds
of the full members.

ARTICLE IX - AMENDMENTS TO IAATO'S BY-LAWS
Section A.

These bylaws may be added to or otherwise amended by a resolution passed
by two -thirds of the full members in good standing at any annual meeting.

Section B.

Notification of any such amendment must be forwarded to the full members

by the Secretary no later than two weeks prior to the date of the meeting.
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ANNEX 3 .
Company

Contact

Telephone

Facsimile

Darrell Schoeling

212 460 8715

212 529 8684

John Splettstoesser

207 594 7594

207 594 1933

Anne Kershaw

44 494 671808

44 494 671725

Gary Welsh

314 727 2929

314 727 5246

Victoria Underwood

708 954 2944

708 954 2814

Bärbel Krämer

49 40 23911253

49 40 231754

Lisa Coleman

203 221 0332

203 350 1332

Patrick Shaw

416 964 9069

416 964 2366

Lynn Cross

510 527 8105

510 525 7710

Helmut Graf

49 421 173690

49 421 1736935

Denise Landau

203 656 0499

203 655 6623

Marcia Davock

206 728 9400

206 728 2301

Rodney Russ

64 03 3144393

64 03 3144137

IAATO
Office of the Secretariat

111 East 14 Street, Suite 110
New York, NY 10003, USA
IAATO Spokesperson

235 Camden St. , Suite 32
Box 132
Rockland, ME 04841 USA
Adventure Network International
Canon House, 27 London End

BeaconsfieldBucks, HP9 2HN
United Kingdon
Clipper Adventure Cruises

7711 Bonhomme Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105 USA
Explorer Shipping Corporation
Abercrombie & Kent
1520 Kensington Road
Oak Brook, IL 60521 USA
Hanseatic Cruises GmbH
Nagelsweg 55
20097 Hamburg
Germany
Lindblad Tourism Development
54 Fordyce Road
New Milford, CT 06776 USA
Marine Expeditions Inc.
13 Hazelton Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
MSR 2E1 , Canada

Mountain Travel Sobek
6420 Fairmount Avenue

El Cerrito, CA 94530 USA
Plantours and Partner
Oberstrasse 76
D-28159 Bremen

Germany
Quark Expeditions

980 Post Road
Darien, CT 06820 USA

Society Expeditions
2001 Western Avenue, Suite 710
Seattle, WA 98121 USA

Southern Heritage Expeditions
PO Box 22, Waikari

North Canterbury
New Zealand
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Company

Contact

Telephone

Facsimile

Travel Dynamics Inc.
132 East 70th Street
New York, NY 10021 USA

Jim Smith

212 517 7555

212 517 0077

Wildwings
International House
Bank Road, Bristol
BS15 2LX Avon
United Kingdom

John Brodie Good

44 0117 9848040

44 0117 9674444

Zegrahm Expeditions
1414 Dexter Avenue N., Suite 327
Seattle, WA 98109 USA

Werner Zehnder

206 285 4000

206 285 5037

LATOUR - Latin American Tour
Fidel Oteiza 1933 - Providencia
Santiago
Chile

Mike Gallegos

56 2 2252883

56 2 2252545

Travellers Unusual Journeys
Waterside, Kendal
Cumbria LA9 4HE
United Kingdom

John Noble

44 0539 620196

44 0539 621293

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:
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4.2 Proposals for a Revised Code of Guidance for
Antarctic Visitors
R. Naveen

The Oceanities Foundation , 2378 Route 97, Cooksville, MD 21723, USA
1.

Introduction

Antarctic tourism is an issue that is here to stay. Tourism in the area is continuing to grow rapidly .
Only two passenger vessels operated in Antarctic waters in the early 1980s. However, during the
1992–93 austral summer season, 10 tourist vessels worked the Antarctic Peninsula and two other
tourist ships operated on the Ross Sea side of the continent. An estimated 7,500 tourists visited

the region during the 1992–93 summer.
To date, there is no objective and convincing evidence to suggest that Antarctic tourists and

visitors have caused any immediate or cumulative damage to the Antarctic environment. But the
increasing number of Antarctic tourists continues to provoke heated discussions about potentially
negative impacts. It was from this perspective that I and three other freelance expedition personnel
co -authored the ' Antarctic Travellers ’ Code' (Naveen et al., 1990) which is available in four
languages.

Under pre-Protocol Recommendations and implementing authorities, entry to Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSIS) and Specially Protected Areas (SPAs) was forbidden without a permit.

These were issued only for a compelling scientific purpose. Such restrictions are a basic ethic of
both the ' Antarctic Travellers' Code' and other guidelines endorsed by the US tour operators.
Since the 1985–86 tour season , American tour companies have generally avoided visits to all

SSSIs. However, some yachts and perhaps some of the newer, non-US tour vessels are believed
to have visited SSSIs and SPAs in recent years. It is doubtful that any of these operations notified
their respective governments about such visits.

2. Legal Issues
First, it is important to note how the Parties dealt with the tourist and visitors issue, prior to adoption
of the Protocol and its Annexes .

Among prior Recommendations, for example, are: Recommendation IV-27 ( 1 ) regarding
information about tourist and NGO expeditions that must be provided in advance ;
Recommendations IV -27 (2 ), VI-7(2), and VIII-9 ( 2 )(a) regarding conditions for visits to stations;

Recommendation IV-27 regarding efforts to ensure that scientific research activities are not
prejudiced; Recommendations VII-4(20), VIII - 9, and X-8 Part I requiring that visitors be aware
of relevant provisions of the Treaty, Recommendations, and accepted practices; and
Recommendation X-8 Part III, which encourages tour operators to carry experienced guides.
Recommendation VIII - 9, adopted in 1975 , contains an Annex on Guidance for Visitors to the
Antarctic in 10 simple statements, without detailed elaboration.
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The Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR ) has prepared a booklet entitled A

Visitor's Introduction to the Antarctic and its Environment.This is available in four languages
but has received only limited distribution.

The Antarctic Environmental Protocol and its Annexes present a welcome opportunity to revise
these previous Recommendations and to update the SCAR booklet.
A synopsis of legal requirements and possibilities under the Protocol and Annexes is provided
elsewhere in these Workshop Proceedings. The analysis in ATCM XVII INFO 6 ‘ The Regulation
of Tourism and Non -Governmental Activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area (II)' is also useful.
Other matters relevant to tourism and visitors are contained in the following Articles of the
Protocol and its Annexes: Article 3, Article 6, Article 8 ,Article 11 , Article 12, Article 14, Article
15, Article 17, and Annexes I–V.
The Protocol and its Annexes make it abundantly clear that:
All human activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area are covered, including tourism and

Non -Government Organisations (NGOs) expeditions and operations.
• All activities require proponents to prepare, and the Parties to evaluate, environmental
impact assessments, in advance of the activities actually taking place.

• The activities must be evaluated in terms of whether or not they are causing ‘less than
a minor or transitory impact , ‘a minor or transitory impact , or ‘more than a minor or

transitory impact on the Antarctic environment, both in the short run , and over a longer
period of time .

• Activities shall be planned and conducted on the basis of information sufficient to make
informed judgments.
• The Parties may require that monitoring takes place in order to assess effectively the
impacts of ongoing activities, and to verify predicted impacts.

• The Parties shall endeavour to promote cooperative education programmes about the
protection of the Antarctic environment and, to the extent possible, must undertake to
share helpful information .

. The rules pertaining to the protection of native fauna and flora are expanded greatly, and
clearly make reference to possible takings and interferences that might result from tourist
and NGO activities.
Provision is made for a more comprehensive area -management scheme, which, initially,
treats all existing Specially Protected Areas (SPAs) and Sites of Special Scientific

Interest (SSSIS) as totally off-limits to visitors. A permit to enter is required from national
authorities prior to entry ( for a 'compelling scientific purpose which cannot be served
elsewhere and which will not jeopardise the natural ecological system '). The new
designation for these locations is Antarctic Specially Protected Areas (ASPAs). These

may be redesignated as Antarctic Specially Managed Areas (ASMAs), which may
accommodate joint uses if deemed appropriate, subject to management plans that may
incorporate on - site codes of conduct.
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3. A ‘First-Round' of Regulation
Even though the Protocol and its Annexes offer a substantial array of enhanced regulations, in my
view the Parties should also build on prior Recommendations. They should focus on requirements
that could be implemented readily, and recognise that effective regulation requires baseline data
on which to make informed judgements.
I believe there should be a ' first round ' of regulation that is linked to the most strongly articulated

aspects of the new 'legislation ', specifically Annexes II and V, which set clear and detailed
management objectives for the protection of native fauna, flora, and off - limit areas. Annex I, which
elaborates fully the Protocol's requirement of prior (and perhaps continuing) evaluations of all
human activities, should also be an early consideration .

Presumably, evaluating these immediate and cumulative impacts also requires a focus on where

visitors are going and in what numbers, and an analysis ofwhat is happening to the fauna and flora
at these visitor sites .

In other words, properly evaluating visitors' immediate, predicted and long -term impacts
requires a research programme that asks the right questions and an appropriate methodology for
collecting relevant data.

There is a substantial role for SCAR to advise in any further regulation of tourists and visitors

under the Protocol and its Annexes. At the least, the Parties, upon consultation with SCAR, should
ensure that they are requiring sufficient data from expedition operators upon which to make
informed judgements about these activities and their immediate and cumulative impacts.
The regulation of tourists and visitors may require monitoring to ensure that the companies and
expeditions with which they travel are adhering to the Parties code of visitors' guidance.

Instituting an international observer scheme is probably justifiable under the Protocol's inspection
authority ( Article 14), but a funding mechanism is needed to cover the costs of training observer

candidates and developing necessary training materials and booklets.
Some argue for a management approach that would involve limiting the overall number of
Antarctic visitors, confining all tourists to a few particular sites, or restricting the numbers that
may visit certain 'sensitive' locations, even if these places are officially designated as SPAs or
SSSIs. While these kinds of restrictions may be legallyjustified under the Protocol and its Annexes,
they raise controversial questions about sovereignty and free access.
Without necessarily ruling out this management approach, but recognising some of its inherent
difficulties, it may be best to bypass an observer scheme and place caps on overall numbers in a
‘ first round of regulation under the Protocol and its Annexes.

4.

A Revised Code of Guidance for Antarctic Visitors

A revised 'Code of Guidance for Antarctic Visitors' is suggested here which builds on the legal
mandate of the Protocol and its Annexes. The suggested revision is in the form of a

Recommendation with the Guide attached (see Annex 1 ). It is keyed to the following general
principles :

• prior knowledge, operations, information exchange, and report requirements;
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•

protecting Antarctic fauna and flora;
prohibiting waste and pollution;

•

prohibiting the taking of souvenirs, specimens and collectibles;

•

protecting science and the environment;

•

protecting off-limits areas; and
encouraging safety.

5.

Information Needs of the Parties

This suggested major revision of the Code of Guidance for Antarctic Visitors ' recommends new,
post - season reporting requirements by all tour and expedition operators. These reporting
requirements are considered necessary because managers require more than advance notice of
intentions and visitors ' on-site conduct . The managers must know where tourists and visitors are
going and how often , and be able to assess whether they are causing any immediate or cumulative
impacts.
The actual number of people visiting Antarctica is not necessarily a meaningful indicator. The
conduct of these visitors is clearly important, but a scientifically -based assessment of potential
impacts is of greater relevance.
For example , even assuming that all tour operators visiting a particular site are clean and green '
and maintain strict limits on their passengers, questions must linger about the overall impact of
one season's, or a few seasons ' visits by tourists at that site.
It is suspected that many NGO expeditions do not give the advance notice required under the
Antarctic Treaty and Recommendations. At the moment, there is no Treaty -mandated follow -up
to notices transmitted in advance. While some effort has been made in the UK and US to collect
relevant data , these data are not routinely demanded or requested of their nationals by other Parties .
The Protocol and its Annexes require environmental impact assessments for all human activities.
They require that such activities be planned and conducted on the basis of information sufficient
to allow informed judgments to be made. Ultimately , the regulation of visitors and tourists must
be based on relevant data that allow an analysis of possible impacts. Predicted impacts may require
ongoing monitoring efforts.
Little change in regulations or management is needed to require operators to gather baseline
data regarding the status of fauna and flora found at Antarctic landing sites in addition to general
and specific information about landing operations. Since tourism is bound to the environmental
principles of the Protocol and its Annexes, and because tour operators are required to assess the
impacts of their activities, requiring operators to provide post -season reports appears to be both
relevant and necessary . These data are a key to the Parties' assessment of this particular human
activity, and would seem to be a necessary foundation for any effective scheme of regulation.
The Parties ultimately may require monitoring of expeditions by Treaty -sanctioned observers,
in which case the observers also may assist with the collection of relevant scientific data on the
status of resident fauna and flora. Up to this point, however, using expedition vessels to conduct
regular censuses has not been attempted.
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Data collected under this new regime may generate proposals for the designation of new
Antarctic Specially Managed Areas (ASMAs). These sites would still be subject to management
plans that would incorporate any necessary restrictions on tourist use.
Data may indicate that certain landing sites are simply too small to justify the presence of large
numbers of visitors, or that visitors should be restricted in other ways . For example, expedition
visits might have to be staggered over the course of a certain number of days or weeks; there might

be a need for closure of a particular landing site; access might be prohibited when seals are pupping;
or access by larger vessels might be prohibited altogether.

6. Lessons From Other Visitor Management Systems
The Grand Canyon employs a licensing scheme to control the number of visitors allowed to travel
down the Colorado River each year. Permits are mostly allotted to operators who, for many years,
have been providing river trips for expedition tourists. In the Grand Canyon, licenses have been

an effective device for ‘capping the annual flow of visitors at a level deemed compatible with
protecting the Colorado River environment.

The Grand Canyon scheme of licenses, if applied to the Antarctic, obviously would require a
closer relationship between Party Governments and commercial tour and expedition operators.
Irrespective of the potential powder kegs of sovereignty and free access, the Parties ultimately
may determine that the threats to the Antarctic environment are sufficient to justify such a system .
One of the bills being considered in the US Congress to implement the Protocol contemplates

a domestic licensing scheme for US tour operators. The licences are intended to force operators'
compliance with the Protocol and to discourage prohibited acts, not to limit numbers of American
tourists to Antarctica.

It is noteworthy that distinctions and restrictions based on vessel size and passenger load are a
viable component of the management scheme in the Galapagos Islands, a territory of Ecuador.
The Galapagos system requires every tour vessel to carry a licensed guide and allows visits to 43
designated sites only. A handbook is available for the Galapagos visitor sites and includes site

descriptions, maps of visitor trails, principal attractions, lists of resident species, and other
information (Moore et al ., 1987).

A 'Handbook of Antarctic Visitor Sites ' (including maps of visitor sites and trails ), if developed
under the auspices of the Antarctic Treaty System and made available in all official Treaty

languages, would be a great asset. It would be a core item in any future observer or guide training
instituted by the Parties in the Antarctic Treaty Area. It would be an excellent educational tool for
all national Antarctic programmes and of great use to all visitors including expedition leaders,
station personnel, scientists and tourists.
A handbook ofthis kind would be the appropriate place to publish a summary of legal obligations

under the Antarctic Treaty, the Antarctic Environmental Protocol and its Annexes, and a revised
Code of Guidance for Antarctic Visitors.
7.
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ANNEX 1 .
Draft recommendation to revise the ' Code of Guidance
for Antarctic visitors '
The Representatives
Recognising that the number of human visitors to the Antarctic Treaty Area , but who are not
sponsored by the Consultative Parties, continues to grow at an increasing rate , and that these human
visitors reach the Antarctic Treaty Area by expedition ship , yacht, or private aircraft.
Recalling Recommendation VIII - 9 with respect to the Effects of Tourists and
Non -Governmental Expeditions to the Antarctic Treaty Area and Reaffirming the view of
Recommendation VIII-9 that tourists and other non -governmental visitors are a natural
development that may require regulation by the Consultative Parties;
Recalling that, under Article VII of the Antarctic Treaty, all Contracting Parties are required to
notify other Parties in advance of non - governmental expeditions anticipated for the upcoming
austral summer season, but that more baseline data and monitoring are needed to insure a proper
assessment of potential visitor impacts, both immediately and cumulatively ;
Recognising that any regulation must be based on sound baseline data and information regarding
the places and locations these people are visiting, the numbers of visits made to such locations,
and the numbers of people going ashore during each visit ;
Recognising that , under the authority of the Antarctic Environmental Protocol and its Annexes ,
all human activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area, including tourism and NGO expeditions and
operations, are covered ; all activities require the Parties to evaluate environmental impact
assessments, in advance of such activities taking place; all activities must be evaluated in terms
of their impacts on the Antarctic environment, both in the short run , and over time; activities shall
be planned and conducted on the basis of information sufficient to make informed judgements;
regular and effective monitoring may be necessary to assess the impacts of ongoing activities , and
to verify predicted impacts.
Recognising that the Antarctic Treaty, the Antarctic Environmental Protocol, and Annexes II
and V to the Protocol fully protect native fauna and flora from takings and harmful, and protect
the off -limits nature of Antarctic Specially Protected Areas ( ASPAs);
Recommend to their Governments that:
1.

They require the following ' Code of Guidance for Antarctic Visitors ', which shall be
followed by all Antarctic visitors ;

2.

They require all tour and expedition operators to supply annual, post -season
information to their respective, national Antarctic programs, and that such information
be circulated to all other Parties. Such reporting shall include information and data on :
the dates, timings, and locations of all visits made to Antarctic landing sites and to
areas where Zodiac tours are conducted; the numbers of visitors going ashore at each
landing site and participating in each Zodiac tour; maps , sketches , or photographs
indicating the exact place at each landing site where the visitors went ashore, how
much of the landing site was visited , and the location of resident fauna and flora at
such sites ; and the status of fauna and flora at each landing site and at areas where
zodiac tours are conducted;
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3.

The Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research, in consultation with the Committee
for Environmental Protection when it is formed, shall develop a methodology to collect

data relevant to an assessment of visitors' impacts on the Antarctic environment, to
oversee the post-season data submissions of expedition operators, and to advise the
Parties on the results and analyses of such data.
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Code of Guidance for Antarctic Visitors
In 1991, the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties adopted an Environmental Protocol to the
Treaty. This Protocol, when it enters into force, will establish a set of environmental principles

and measures to provide comprehensive protection for the Antarctic environment and its
dependent and associated ecosystems. Pending its ratification, Parties have agreed to act as though
the Protocol were already in force.

The Protocol designates Antarctica as a natural reserve devoted to peace and science. The
provisions of the Protocol will apply to all activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area, including
scientific research programmes, tourism and private expeditions, governmental activities, and
non - government activities. The Protocol is intended to ensure that activities in Antarctica do not
have adverse effects on the fragile environment of Antarctica. The Protocol requires that an

assessment of possible environmental impacts be done before activities are allowed to proceed,

and may provide that such activities be monitored in order to assess or verify immediate, predicted,
or cumulative impacts.

The purpose of this revised Code of Guidance for Antarctic Visitors' is to provide guidance

that assists efforts of Antarctic visitors to ensure that their activities comply with the general
principles and obligations of the Protocol and Annexes, by following a simple set of guidelines.
These guidelines apply to all visitors, including station personnel, scientists, support staff, and all
personnel involved in any non - governmental expeditions to Antarctica, whether by ship, yacht or
aircraft.

GUIDELINES

PARTI
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE, OPERATIONS, INFORMATION EXCHANGE ,
AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
.

EXPEDITION OPERATORS (INCLUDING YACHTS) AND THEIR SUPPORT

PERSONNEL — WHETHER VESSEL CAPTAINS, AIRPLANE PILOTS AND CREW , OR
HELICOPTER PILOTS AND CREW_MUST CARRY UP - TO -DATE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE PLACES AND LOCATIONS THEY INTEND TO VISIT IN THE ANTARCTIC .

• EXPEDITION OPERATORS (INCLUDING YACHTS) MUST GIVE PROPER NOTICE TO
THEIR RESPECTIVE, NATIONAL ANTARCTIC AUTHORITIES PRIOR TO THEIR
INTENDED VISITS ÌO THE ANTARCTIC , COORDINATE AND COLLECT
APPROPRIATE BASELINE DATA DURING THE COURSE OF THEIR OPERATIONS,

AND SUPPLY NECESSARY FOLLOW-UP INFORMATION TO THEIR RESPECTIVE,
NATIONAL ANTARCTIC AUTHORITIES ONCE THE VISITS ARE CONCLUDED .
• EXPEDITION OPERATORS (INCLUDING YACHTS) MUST ENSURE THAT THEIR
STAFF AND VISITORS ACCOMPANYING SUCH EXPEDITIONS ARE FULLY

INFORMED — AND COMPLY WITH — THESE GUIDELINES, WHEREVER THEY MAY
VISIT IN THE ANTARCTIC .

NATIONAL ANTARCTIC PROGRAMS SHALL ENSURE THAT ALL OTHER
ANTARCTIC VISITORS, INCLUDING INSPECTION TEAMS, STATION PERSONNEL

AND SUPPORT STAFF OF THE NATIONAL ANTARCTIC PROGRAMMES, AND THE
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS PERMITTED BY SUCH PROGRAMS, ARE FULLY
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INFORMED — AND COMPLY WITH – THESE GUIDELINES, WHEREVER THEY MAY
VISIT IN THE ANTARCTIC .

Prior knowledge of the rules and regulations of the Antarctic Treaty System are a necessary part of
ensuring a responsible visit to the Antarctic Treaty Area. To this end, it is important all visitors
be familiar with the Antarctic Treaty, the Protocol on Environmental Protection To The Antarctic
Treaty and its Annexes, and this visitors' guidance adopted by the Antarctic Treaty Parties.

To ensure a proper assessment of potential effects on the Antarctic environment, all tour and
expedition operators are required to supply annual, post -season information to their respective,
national Antarctic programmes, which shall be circulated to all other Treaty Parties. This reporting
includes information and data on: the dates, timings and locations of all visits made to Antarctic

landing sites and to areas where zodiac tours are conducted ; the numbers of visitors going ashore
at each landing site and participating in each zodiac tour; maps, sketches, or photographs indicatin
the exact place at each landing site where the visitors went ashore, how much of the landing site

was visited, and the location of resident fauna and flora at such sites; and the status of fauna and
flora at each landing site and at areas where zodiac tours are conducted.
PART II
ENCOUNTERING AND PROTECTING ANTARCTIC FAUNA
I PROTECT THE ANIMALS.
• CAPTURING , HANDLING, DISTURBING , HARASSING, OR INTERFERING WITH
ANTARCTIC WILDLIFE IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED .

Most Antarctic species exhibit a lack of fear that would allow you to approach them . However,
the austral summer provides only a brief period for courting, mating, nesting, rearing young, and
moulting. If any animal changes or stops its activities upon your approach , you are too close.

Disturbing nesting seabirds may cause them to abandon the nest and expose their young to
predatory skuas, gulls and to the cold. Disturbing seals with pups may agitate mothers and cause

them to attack or abandon their own young. Disturbing some animals, notably Kerguelen fur seals
and skuas - even in the absence of young - may elicit an aggressive response, and cause them to
attack you. To avoid disturbing these animals, always be aware of your surroundings, maintain a
low profile, be quiet, and be particularly attentive when taking photographs.
In particular:

• Do not walk in areas or in a manner that affect the behaviour of wildlife;
Do not operate aircraft, boats, rubber inflatables and zodiacs, or land vehicles in ways
that affect the behaviour of wildlife;
Never touch the animals;

Always give the animals the right-of-way ;

Do not position yourself between a marine mammal - particularly a Kerguelen fur
seal — and its path to the water, nor between a parent and its young;
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.

Try to maintain a distance of at least 15 feet (4.5 metres) from all penguins, all nesting
birds and seals; however, even at this distance seals may pose a hazard in certain
situations, or may easily be disrupted ;

•

Try to maintain a distance of at least 50 feet ( 15 metres) from Kerguelen fur seals; these
animals are extremely aggressive and may easily outrun you. Their teeth are sharp and
long ; and you may be severely injured if you happen to be bitten by one ;
Irrespective of these suggested distances, back off if necessary , to avoid disturbing an
animal or disrupting its behaviour;

•

Stay on the periphery of — and do not walk through - penguin colonies, and stay on the
outside of any groups or assemblages of seals; avoid walking through the edges of these
groups of animals;

•

Keep noise to a minimum and do not use flash guns for your photography as these tend
to startle animals and birds;

•

Do not feed the animals, either ashore, from your boat, rubber inflatable , or zodiac, or
from your ship.

PART III
ENCOUNTERING AND PROTECTING ANTARCTIC FLORA

WATCH YOUR STEP.
•

WALKING ON , OR OTHERWISE DAMAGING ASSEMBLAGES OF MOSSES, LICHENS,
OR GRASSES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED .

Poor soil and harsh living conditions mean that growth and regeneration of Antarctic plants is
extremely slow. Most of the lichens, which grow only on rocks, hard -packed soil, gravel, and
bones, are extremely fragile. Walking on moss beds can cause damage that will take decades to
recover. When moss, lichens, or grasses are present, keep to established tracks or trails to avoid
entering areas that are completely undisturbed. One footprint may take a few generations to
recover.

In particular:
1

Do not land, drive, or walk on Antarctic plants; and keep to established tracks.
Do not collect samples, souvenirs, or collectibles of any Antarctic flora .
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PART IV

PROHIBITING WASTE AND POLLUTION
KEEP ANTARCTICA PRISTINE.

• DISPOSAL OF WASTE, THE INTRODUCTION OF NON - INDIGENOUS SPECIES, AND
POLLUTING THE ANTARCTIC ENVIRONMENT IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED .

Wildlife may eat cigarette filters, film canisters, and other types of litter or use such items to build
nests. Plastic straps, netting, and other debris can entangle animals. Introduced plants and animals

may carry diseases to which the native flora and fauna have no natural resistance . Further, any
introduced flora and fauna could proliferate and cause serious changes in the Antarctic
environment.

• Do not bring any plants or animals to the Antarctic;
Do not dispose of chemicals or substances in the Antarctic . Polychlorinated biphenols
(PCBs), polystyrene chips , and pesticides are specifically prohibited;
Do not dispose of litter and garbage (including tissues, cigarette filters and packs, film
canisters, and all other paper or plastic remains). All litter and garbage must be returned
to a vessel or base for proper disposal. Litter and garbage must not be dumped overboard
from ships ; and
1

Do not paint names or leave graffiti anywhere in the Antarctic .

PART V

PROHIBITING SOUVENIRS, SPECIMENS, AND COLLECTIBLES
TAKE ONLY MEMORIES OR PHOTOGRAPHS.
TAKING SOUVENIRS IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED .
COLLECTING SPECIMENS OR ARTIFACTS OF ANY KIND IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED .

All visitors need to consider themselves as house guests in the Antarctic. But, being Earth’s last,
relatively pristine ecosystem , the Antarctic is a house or location with special rules. The Antarctic
environment is completely protected, and any activity that might damage it is strictly prohibited .

Thus, it is imperative that all visitors ensure that the Antarctic environment is left in exactly the
same condition as when first encountered.

Do not collect, remove , or take -away biological or geological specimens or man -made artifacts.
These may include eggs, fossils, mineral specimens, whalebone, or historic evidence of human
presence in Antarctica.
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PART VI
PROTECTING SCIENCE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

RESPECT THE INTERESTS OF OTHERS.
•

NO ACTIVITIES MAY INTERFERE WITH THE CONDUCT OF ANTARCTIC RESEARCH
OR IMPACT IN ANY NEGATIVE FASHION ON THE PRISTINE ANTARCTIC
ENVIRONMENT.

Under the Antarctic Treaty and the Antarctic Environmental Protocol, the Antarctic is fully and
completely dedicated to science, peace, and environmental protection . It is imperative that such
interests be respected at all times, and that no visitors interfere with ongoing scientific studies in
Antarctica.
Do not interfere with scientific equipment, marker posts, or field experimental plots;

Do not interfere with scientific or logistical support work ;
•

Do not visit scientific stations unless such visits are prearranged with sufficient advance
notice ; station visits are subject to invitation or prior approval by the station manager ;
station managers may deny visits or determine the manner in which such visits proceed;

•

Do not enter buildings or any part of buildings unless specifically invited to do so .
Respect the property , privacy, and work of scientists and support personnel. The station
is their home.

PART VII
PROTECTING OFF-LIMITS AREAS

KNOW WHERE YOU ARE GOING .
ENTRY INTO CERTAIN AREAS IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED OR SPECIALLY
REGULATED
Certain areas have been given special protection because of their ecological, scientific, aesthetic,
or historic values. The exact boundaries of these areas may not be clearly delineated by any
physical markers on site, but they are fully described in materials that must be carried by expedition
operators and their support personnel ( vessel captains and airplane/helicopter pilots ). Entry into
these areas may be prohibited or governed by a detailed management plan or other regulations,
including a permit. Historic huts are museums that are officially maintained and monitored by
various governments .
Do not enter unoccupied or abandoned buildings or emergency refuges, except in an
emergency . If any equipment or food is used for emergency purposes, you must inform
the nearest research station at the earliest possible opportunity , and make arrangements
for the immediate replacement of such equipment and food ;
Do not enter historic huts unless accompanied by a properly authorised person, and do
not remove or disturb anything in these historic huts;
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Do not enter Antarctic Specially Protected Areas (ASPAs) —formerly known as
Specially Protected Areas or Sites Of Special Scientific Interest — without a permit; and
• Do not enter Antarctic Specially Managed Areas (ASMAs) unless fully complying with
the specific Management Plan or Code of Conduct that is in force at such site.
PART VIII
ENCOURAGING SAFETY
PAY ATTENTION TO SAFETY - YOURS AND THAT OF OTHERS.

WHEN ASHORE, STAY WITH YOUR GROUP OR ONE OF YOUR LEADERS. NEVER
WANDER OFF ALONE.
Antarctica can be a dangerous place, and extra precautions should be taken to ensure that prevailing

conditions or circumstances do not cause serious injury or death .
Visitors should always follow the advice and instructions of expedition leaders;

Wear appropriate safety equipment;

Do not walk onto glaciers or snow fields, because there is a considerable danger offalling
into crevasses;

• Expedition leaders and organisers - and their accompanying visitors - may be liable for
damage to the Antarctic Environment; and

• Expedition leaders and organisers should ensure a minimum ratio of one ( 1 ) trained and
experienced guide or staff for every twenty (20) visitors escorted to Antarctic landing
sites;

Visitors should always stay with their group .
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4.3 The Antarctic Unit in the Tourism Board of Tierra

del Fuego and its Role in Antarctic Education
D. Galimberti

Antarctic Unit, Instituto Fueguino de Turismo, Ushuaia, Tierra del Fuego,
Argentina

1.

Introduction

In January 1991 Tierra del Fuego, the last Territory of the Republic of Argentina, became an
independent Province. Since then, the new local Government decided to strengthen the existing

relationship between the Fuegian and Antarctic regions. Two major outcomes were then attained:
• creation of the Antarctic Unit in the Tourism Board of Tierra del Fuego ( IN.FUE.TUR ),
aiming to enhance the participation of the Province of Tierra del Fuego in Antarctic

affairs, particularly in the tourism field given that Ushuaia is an internationally
acknowledged gateway to Antarctica; and
• signature of a Cooperation Agreement with the Direccion Nacional del Antartico in

October 1992, defining the cooperation grounds between the Province and the Nation
concerning Antarctic affairs.

2. Antarctic Unit Objectives
2.1 Assisting the Role of Tourism in Antarctic Environmental
Protection

Preservation of the Antarctic environment undoubtedly represents the ultimate objective of the
international Antarctic community. Among the human activities conducted on the continent,
tourism has emerged as one which could disrupt local ecosystems if allowed to develop in an

uncontrolled way . At present all the parties involved with Antarctic tourism are called to cooperate
and make a contribution to developing an appropriate strategy for a long -term conservation
program

Since Ushuaia is an internationally acknowledged gateway to Antarctica, the establishment of
the Antarctic Unit in Tierra del Fuego forms parts of the Argentinian commitment to active
participation in achieving common Treaty outcomes.

2.2 Creating in Ushuaia an Information Centre for Antarctic Visitors
and Technical Tourism Staff

The Antarctic Unit is housed at the IN.FUE.TUR , located in front of the port facilities of Ushuaia.
Its office is open to the public, and can be visited by anyone requiring assistance on matters related
to Antarctica. The following support is offered to visitors:
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• general information about Antarctica and Antarctic tourism ;

• specialised support and information for technical tourism staff (guides, expedition
leaders, captains, etc.);

• free brochures and printed information ;
• library (being completed );
sale of books and other Antarctic souvenirs; and
sale of nautical charts of the Antarctic Peninsula region (the Antarctic Unit is the local
agent of the Servicio de Hidrografia Naval - Argentine Ocean Service).
In order to enhance Ushuaia as a pre -Antarctic station and premier gateway to Antarctica, the

Antarctic Unit is already working on the establishment of the Centro Antartico Fueguino (Antarctic
Centre of Tierra del Fuego ), functioning as a national and international focus for scientific,
technical, tourist and logistic support activities related to Antarctica.

2.3 Studying and Assessing Tourism to and from Antarctica through
Ushuaia
Cooperation has been established among the Antarctic Unit, the Instituto Antartico Argentino
(IAA), and particularly the Group on Environmental Impact, which is conducting research on the

assessment of tourism impact on the Antarctic environment at Half Moon and Cuverville Islands.
It was agreed to conduct a project to monitor Antarctic tourism movements through Ushuaia , the
capital of Tierra del Fuego and the gateway for visitors to Antarctica.
During the local 1992-93 summer, the Antarctic Unit carried out an ‘Antarctic Tour Operator
Survey' to study Antarctic tourist activities in the Antarctic Peninsula area departing from the port
of Ushuaia . The results of the survey are expected to be valuable both for Tierra del Fuego and
for national and international research in advancing knowledge of Antarctic tourism trends.

2.4 Assessing the Adequacy of Tierra del Fuego Facilities and
Infrastructures for Antarctic Operations
The fast growth of Antarctic tourism activities in recent years has indicated the need to evaluate
the adequacy of local infrastructures and facilities (e.g. port and airport facilities; ship and tourism
agents' service; reception and disposal of waste from Antarctica ). Strong efforts are being made
to determine ways to improve Ushuaia as a pre -Antarctic port, and all the parties locally involved

with Antarctic operations have been called to cooperate .

2.5 Enhancing Knowledge about Antarctica in Tierra del Fuego
The Antarctic Unit is also involved in an informal education program aimed at enhancing the
awareness of local residents about the importance for Tierra del Fuego of deepening its
participation in Antarctic affairs. Though the majority ofFuegian inhabitants know that there exists
some connection between Antarctica and the port of Ushuaia , little is generally known about the
close and direct relationship (geographical, economic, environmental, etc.) between the Fuegian
and Antarctic regions. General educational activities include the distribution of information

material, presentation of videos, participation in radio and TV programmes, and the organisation
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of conferences and exhibitions . A formal education program , especially suited for children,
adolescents and university students, is being studied at present.
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The International Antarctic Centre at Christchurch , New Zealand incorporates the Visitor Centre
( right ), New Zealand and Italian Programmes ( left) and United States Programme ( rear ).
Photo : Visitor Centre
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5.

Public Education on Antarctica and its

Conservation
Introduction
Public education on Antarctica has clearly been happening for many years. Initiatives generated
separately in different countries, often by committed individuals, have resulted in a range of books,
films and even exhibitions on the history, the beauty and the science of the continent. However,
it did not appear as if there had been an organised stock -taking of how the many methods for public
education had been and could be used .

This workshop seemed an ideal opportunity to examine the philosophy behind visitors' centres ,
consider the role of the media — from television through magazines to books — and look at how
libraries were contributing to the accessibility and dissemination of information. In this section

the authors have provided both information on what specific institutions are doing — for example,
the South Georgia Whaling Museum and New Zealand's International Antarctic Visitor

Centre — and have examined the possibilities for new initiatives — for example, publishing on
CD -ROM . The papers in this section do not include in full all the presentations on this subject at
the workshop but should be sufficient to provide, for the first time, an overview of how Antarctic
information can be presented to provide a better appreciation and understanding of the continent
among the general public.
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5.1 Principles of Environmental Education
P.G. Simpson
IUCN Commission on Education and Communication , clo Department of

Conservation , Wellington, New Zealand
1.

Introduction

As background to the wide range ofeducational issues and activities to be discussed in this Session,
it is important first to understand the principles and characteristics of Environmental Education
(EE). Below, the key points from an authoritative definition of EE are examined and specific
features relating to Antarctica are identified in relation to this workshop discussion.

2.

Definition of Environmental Education

' Environmental education is the process which provides an understanding of ecosystem
complexity and the values and practical skills to participate responsibly and effectively in

establishing ecologically sustainable lifestyles and environmental well-being . (UNCED , Rio de
Janeiro , June 1992.)

3. Principles of Environmental Education
Each of the key words of the above definition embodies agreements developed over many years
on the principles upon which EE is based.

EE is a process of learning and adapting that is life-long. Facts, ethics and priorities
change over time and within one's life and responsibilities.
EE involves every individual as part of a community, and involves in particular
so - called 'change agents '-- the policy makers in government, resource managers and
directors of non -government organisations.
• Understanding is a complex phenomenon based on a synthesis of information and a

personal or cultural ethic. Cultural ethics or beliefs are deeply rooted. It may be
impossible or undesirable to change these, so communication about environmental
issues needs to be developed in ways that are relevant to particular cultures. Knowledge
by itself does not motivate change for environmental well-being.

• Ecosystem complexity recognises the underlying pattern ofinterrelationships, or causes
and effects. The history of ecology records the gradually widening circle of
understanding, from single species, to communities, food chains and pyramids, to
ecosystems. An ecosystem is a dynamic complex of plant, animal and micro -organism
communities and their non -living environment interacting as a functional unit.
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Ecosystems are interrelated to form the biosphere. The biosphere is part of a global complex
( stratosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere ) in a cosmic setting of unthinkable immensity
in space and time . Humans have become a dominant influence over all aspects of the biosphere.
Ecological interactions are not necessarily predictable, so that EE also includes a capacity to
deal with uncertainty ( change, dynamic equilibrium , flux , chaos ).
•

Although EE seeks to develop in people a set of values that are consistent with
environmental well -being (living sustainably ), the critical ability is to help people clarify
their values, in other words, to encourage in people the ability to understand themselves.
As already stated , a person's values are deep -seated and often resistant to change, so that
it is more productive to find the ways to identify existing values with a rational exposition
of environmental constraints . This is not easy - hence the accent on communication '
skills fundamental to the mission of the Commission on Education and Communication.
Communication skills are practical, and providing opportunities for education and
communication also involves practical steps (e.g. organisational skills ). People need to
be empowered. People can be trained in empowerment, but in the end this needs to
involve skills in communication about one's values, one's needs, and what one can do
about an environmental concern . Finding pertinent information upon which to base
opinion and communication is one fundamental practical skill.

The educator needs practical skills too — skills of listening, understanding differing perspectives ,
and of bringing together to a satisfactory resolution . Everyone needs skills in observation .
•

A fundamental cornerstone of EE is active participation in the identification,
understanding and resolution of an issue. Apathy is the enemy of EE. Participation is
experiential education . Participation is dependent on appropriate skills, because actions
that purport to help resolve an issue can be inappropriate and have a negative effect.
Environmental education is dependent on networks as a beginning for participation, but
simply " listening in ' is not sufficient in itself; new knowledge needs to be passed on with
the ultimate purpose that a ' change agent' (which may well be oneself) is moved to take
appropriate action on an environmental issue.

Responsible action requires an understanding of other's perspectives. Effective action helps
achieve the desired outcome. Effectiveness is a key concept in EE because people are empowered
by success and apathy is generated by failure. Effectiveness is not simply a manifestation of
quantity of action (although many voices have an impact too ), but of quality. The value of high
quality science ( information and knowledge) is an important component of effectiveness.
Numerous ecological processes have been identified which underlie nature and provide
physical resources for people. Keeping these processes going , that is ensuring ecological
sustainability, is obviously beneficial to people. Understanding what the processes are
is difficult enough in itself ( and is the stimulus for continuing fundamental research ),
and the scale of our understanding of fundamental processes is broadening to encompass
the whole world . Modifying human action to sustain certain processes, can be extremely
difficult. In a changing (evolving) world, not all ecological processes are permanent;
people are increasing the rate of change so that it is becoming increasingly difficult to
assess whether an action is ecologically sustainable.
Nevertheless, environmental science has identified a process basis to ecology and therefore
human life, while issues of resource availability and use have identified sustainability as a
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worldwide goal, and our values or ethics are seen as an underlying conditioner which facilitates
or prevents this. Together these elements identify that education towards developing an

ecologically sustainable life-style is an area of fundamental importance to EE .
• The big picture involves a synthesis of physical, biological and human activity. The

future well-being of Earth involves a bringing together of nature and culture in a
functional manner that at present is only visionary. Inherent to human well-being is the
diversity of cultures. The concept of biodiversity includes not only sustaining

ecosystems and species, but also respecting cultural values and uses, and ensuring
equitable sharing of benefits. This concept is perhaps the best developed expression of
the degree of integration that environmental education has been fostering.

A shorthand way of explaining the multiple aspects of environmental education is to
identify three fundamental components : ethics, understanding and action .

4.

Environmental Education for Antarctica

Discussion of the principles of Environmental Education identified several aspects that relate to
Antarctica in particular.

Antarctica is particularly important for the global ecological processes that are controlled

or influenced by its features, e.g. the stratospheric ozone layer, the influence on climate,
the immense frozen cap of fresh water and its potential impact on global sea-level, and
the nutrient richness of the Southern Ocean with its influence on marine mammals and
fisheries.

• Because of this broad impact on Earth, all people need to be aware of Antarctica's role,
not simply those involved in formal education or research .

• Ecological processes unique to Antarctica have resulted in remarkable adaptations
among the biota e.g. breeding behaviour of emperor penguins in relation to continuous
winter, blood physiology of fish in near -zero temperature water. These features add to
the intrinsic value of Antarctica.

The fragility of the environment requires special care in terms of pollution, disturbance
to wildlife, and resources exploitation.
• The unique mix of human involvement ( researchers, tourists, explorers) imposes a

particular range of responsibilities. Ethical standards of conduct with regard to research
and tourism are particularly important.

Fundamental research on the history ofEarth is especially important in Antarctica, again

underlining its importance to the globe and to people, as a whole .
The vastness of little -modified wilderness, coupled with the scenario of mineral
exploitation or military strategy, has resulted in a debate which influences the evolution
of ethical standards in people and cultures.
Owing to the shared responsibility toward Antarctica , non -governmental organisations
( NGOs) and international organisations (including IUCN and SCAR ) have a particularly
important role in education for Antarctica.
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The uniqueness, global significance, environmental fragility and international management
responsibility all point to the need for the development of Environmental Education Antarctica’
with specific principles, objectives and aims. The content of such a programme would largely
reflect the three key concepts, namely: ethics, understanding and action. The many detailed issues

that lie under each of these themes are described in the workshop papers which follow in this
volume.

5.

IUCN Commission on Education and Communication

IUCN has a potentially important role to play in EE relating to the Antarctic region. IUCN's
expertise in EE is formalised in a specific commission, the Commission on Education and
Communication (CEC), whose Mission Statement is:

To promote and guide capacity building and the strategic planning of education and
communication for sustainable living through networks and through IUCN staff, members, CEC
members, partners and collaborating organisations).

The principal objectives of the CEC are:
• to advocate and build more support for using education and communication as an
important means of gaining peoples' participation in caring for the environment;

to assist in developing more strategically planned approaches to education and
communication ;

to contribute to building capacity in the process of education and communication, i.e.,
the steps in building motivation , knowledge and methodology for participation.

To fulfil these the CEC should engage in the following activities:
• Develop the instruments for these objectives (e.g. through planning, developing
concepts, guidance on materials development).
• Provide opportunities to build capacity (e.g. through exchanges and workshops).

The membership, policy and programme of the Commission is determined by the Steering
Committee selected by the Chair and Deputy Chair from representatives of the regions. The
Commission produces an international newsletter 'Nature Herald '. Members form a voluntary

network of individuals mostly drawn from government and non - government organisations
engaged in environmental work.
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5.2 The Role of Visitor Centres: a Case Study of the

Visitor Centre, International Antarctic Centre,
Christchurch, New Zealand
L. Johnston

Visitor Centre, International Antarctic Centre, PO Box 14-001 , Christchurch ,
New Zealand

1.

Introduction

In September 1991 a Visitor Centre opened as part of the International Antarctic Centre in the City

of Christchurch, New Zealand. As a case study of the role of visitor centres in Antarctic education
and training, this paper outlines the Centre's origins, its philosophy and purpose, and summarises
its marketing, publicity and education programmes.

2. Historical Links between Christchurch and Antarctica
Christchurch's long historical association with Antarctica began with the 'Heroic era ' expeditions
led by Scott and Shackleton, between 1901 and 1913. Christchurch's port of Lyttelton played an
important role as a final supply point for these early expeditions.

The year 1955 saw the commencement of ‘Operation Deep Freeze ', which provides the
logistical support for the US and NZ Antarctic programmes. In 1957–58 New Zealand participated
in the International Geophysical Year activities in the Antarctic . New Zealand's Scott Base was

established on Ross Island in the previous summer and the nearby American McMurdo Station
was established a year earlier. Christchurch airport became an important facility for supplying
these bases. Christchurch is located approximately 3800 kilometres north of McMurdo Sound.

The first flight to Antarctica took place on 20 December 1955.
The US National Science Foundation (NSF) established a permanent office in Christchurch in
the late 1960s and in 1970 the New Zealand Antarctic Programme (then DSIR Antarctic) moved
from Wellington to Christchurch .

In the late 1980s both the US and NZ programmes were looking for new premises and /or to
update their existing premises. Dr Peter Wilkness, former Director of Polar Programmes for the
NSF, entered into discussions with Christchurch International Airport Ltd. (CIAL ) after initiatives

by CIAL to build the International Antarctic Centre ( IAC). The overall intention was to provide
cooperative logistical support for national Antarctic programmes . The construction of stage one
of the IAC began in 1989.

Stage one consists of an administration building housing the US, Italian and NZ Antarctic
Programmes, the US Naval Antarctic Support Unit, Antarctic Library, Departure Terminal,

Warehousing and the International Centre for Antarctic Information and Research (ICAIR ), which
was opened on 28 September 1989.
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IN
Modern display methods are used to the full in portraying the " Antarctic experience " for visitors.
Photo : Visitor Centre
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In January 1989 a scientific workshop was convened by CIAL, opening negotiations with Dr
Mario Zucchelli, Manager of the Italian Antarctic Programme, which led to the opening of an
office at the International Antarctic Centre. Italy established its station Baia Terra Nova Bay in

the Western Ross Sea in 1986–87. For some years, Italian and German expedition ships have
departed from Lyttelton and in 1989 a C130 Hercules of the Italian Airforce successfully
completed three flights to McMurdo Sound for the Fifth Italian Antarctic Expedition. Interest is
currently being expressed by France and South Korea to join the IAC .

3. Development of the Visitor Centre
The Visitor Centre is the most recent addition to the NZ$20 million IAC development. In late
1989 discussions were begun concerning the building of a visitor centre to present Antarctica to
the public. In August 1990 Australian consultants were selected to prepare an economic feasibility

study and exhibit development plans. In February 1991 a consultant's report was presented to the
CIAL Board. In March 1991 CIAL decided to proceed and in September the maliager of the centre
was appointed. I was appointed as Education and Exhibition Manager in May 1992. Building
began in November 1991 and the Centre was opened by the well -known British environmentalist,
Professor David Bellamy on 1 September 1992. The time from commencing building to opening

was only nine months! Two months after its opening in November 1992, the Centre won the
American Express New Zealand Tourism Board's Tourism Award for Best Visitor Attraction, and

in its first year the Centre received over 200,000 visitors.
Christchurch is an ideal location for the Visitor Centre because of its:
historical connections;

role as a ' gateway ' to Antarctica, especially the Ross Sea routes;

location at an international airport; and

• proximity to the city centre ( 15 minutes by car).
Antarctica is an ideal subject for a public visitor centre because:
Antarctica has a global appeal, with many countries being signatories to the Antarctic
Treaty ;

Antarctica has mystery, similar to that associated with deep ocean and space exploration ;

there is growing awareness oftheAntarctic environment and its implication for the health
of our planet with issues such as ozone depletion and global warming becoming
important media subjects;
• Antarctica’s remoteness and inaccessibility arouse interest;

• Antarctica's wildlife is very appealing; and
• for many, Antarctica holds clues to global origins and development, likened to interest
in dinosaurs.
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4. Management of the Visitor Centre
The Visitor Centre is a commercial business. It is owned and operated by CIAL , which operates
as a stand-alone company. The shareholders are the Christchurch City Council (the Local
Authority ) holding 75% of shares, with the remaining 25 % of shares held by the NZ Government.
CIAL has its own Board of Directors. The Company has a mandate to operate commercially, so
it pays commercial rates and pays dividends. CIAL is not a trust and has no sponsorship. It has a
vigorous reinvestment policy for keeping the Centre up -to -date and even for expanding the
facilities.

The Visitor Centre is a key component of the International Antarctic Centre. It is the public
window of a large 'campus' focused totally on Antarctica.

The management structure is quite simple. The Centre's Manager reports directly to the Chief
Executive of CIAL. Reporting to the Centre's Manager are two Sub Managers, a Merchandising
Manager, responsible for the Antarctic Shop and the Ticketing, and myself as Education and
Exhibition Manager. Supporting the three managers are a Marketing Assistant responsible for
marketing aspects, a Receptionist and a Research Officer responsible for authenticating all

information and research and all records, who also assists in the Education Programme.
Other officers among the total staffof 22 are a Senior Exhibit Officer and an additional full -time
teacher. Many of the staff are very experienced ‘ Antarcticans' who have spent a great deal of time
in Antarctica and are very knowledgeable about its history and ecology. Some have won awards
for their long Antarctic experience.
The Centre's Cafe and Bar is operated by concession. The Centre staff have all been rigorously

trained for their roles — first aid training and “Kiwihost' training, for example. All staff wear a
casual but smart uniform , which is appropriately Antarctic themed . We operate as a well -trained
team that is energetic, enthusiastic, cooperative and forward thinking. I love it!

5. Objectives and Roles of the Visitor Centre
The Visitor Centre aims to promote a greater public awareness ofAntarctica and the role of science
in developing our understanding of the continent. The Centre is designed to be exciting,
entertaining, informative and educational. It is not a museum in the traditional sense, but falls

between a museum , a science centre and a theme park. It plays all these roles.
The Centre has a contemporary focus on Antarctica. A huge range oftopics is covered. In dealing
with problems confronting management of the region, our approach is to ask questions and then

to provide information for people to make up their own mind about issues. All material is presented
in a neutral way with no political stance . Displays appeal to all ages and all nationalities. We focus
also on current life and activity in Antarctica.
We impart information through entertainment. It is a ' soft' learning experience. There are few
prohibitions on touching exhibits — the whole emphasis is on experiential involvement. Out city's

museum has an Antarctic wing where the history and things historical are presented superbly , but
in a different manner .
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6.

Visitor Centre Exhibits

Attached at Annex 1 is an outline of principles and methods involved in designing the Centre's
exhibits. The following is a brief tour' through the Centre.
You will have located the Visitor Centre because of the excellent signage indicating how to get

there. When you arrive you will notice the ample car parking, the colourful banners and the ice -like
appearance of the buildings. So you enter the foyer. You will take in the sharp clean lines of the

interior, the ‘ Antarctic ' colouring. You'll also notice the mannequins dressed in Antarctic clothing,
The Antarctic Shop; the 60 $ South Cafe and Bar; some displays; and the toilets !
After purchasing your tickets you move through into the Antarctic experience. This is a 7 -minute
continuous show using sound and light technology to allow people to experience the wonder and

thrill of Antarctica. The setting includes an ice -pressure ridge, historic Antarctic hut, penguin
colony, Snowmaster and modern Antarctic building. Pepper's ghosts appear and disappear in the
old hut and Snowmaster, and take the viewer through the seasons of the year in Antarctica.
From there you will wander into Scott Base where there are picture displays of life and work at

the Base , with pen portraits of the scientists and their programmes for the current season .
You then move into another area, where we begin to impart more detailed information about
the Antarctic environment. In a darkened area you look down into a large pit and watch a 9 -minute
continuous programme about Antarctica. You view Antarctica from space and find out about its
geological origins in Gondwanaland, its climate, wildlife and exploration.
From there you progress into the gallery where the life and environment of Antarctica today are
on full display. Here there are videos and slide shows; a model campsite; one of only two public
Antarctic aquariums in the world , containing fish and benthic creatures ; exhibits of wildlife, plants,
Gondwana theory, transport, the Antarctic Treaty, ice, and various science projects. You can use
the orrery to view the phenomena of 24 hour daylight/darkness, and you can visit the penguin
playpit - a treat for kids of all ages.
You will discover the ice cave and wander through into ' The Great White South ' audio visual

show, comprising a 12-minute continuous show of huge, dramatic and spellbinding proportions,
which uses more than 900 images .

On emerging from the audio -visual show you will enjoy shopping in the Antarctic Shop where
many of the sale items are exclusive. Then you'll relax and enjoy the hospitality of the 60 $ South
Cafe and Bar.

You will also find that the Centre has a functions room that caters for meetings, conferences
and dinners, and a teaching laboratory used for groups of up to 120 students of all ages.

7. Marketing the Visitor Centre
An important aspect of developing the Centre has been marketing and publicity. The marketing
strategy has included:

familiarisation of the Centre to tourist agencies and education; organisations;

direct selling to tour operators;
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The Visitor Centre makes a special effort to involve children in activities.

Photo: Visitor Centre
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• advertising in newspapers, magazines, on radio and television;
• good signage around the city and in the airport terminal;

• posters and brochures (brochures in English, Japanese and German );
· video promotion;

• travelling displays around shopping malls;
• direct mailouts, especially in the education sector;
• involvement in trade shows and expositions;
editorials such as in ' Time' magazine;

functions and conferences ;

• having available press kits and photographic transparencies;
• having entry tickets well designed and printed in three languages;
• production of a souvenir guide book, also used in marketing/promotion;
• using penguin costumes in all sorts of ways — children's parties, fiestas, concerts, open
days, festivals, and competitions; and

• by 'word -of-mouth '!
The pre -opening information and promotional kit about the Centre won an international award

for excellence in communications in 1992.

8. The Education Programme
The Visitor Centre has been designed to raise public awareness of Antarctica and its global
significance and to be a fun place to visit. The education programme follows this approach and
offers effective, interactive and exciting lesson modules.

The context of the education programmes for school groups is linked to syllabuses and exam
prescriptions over the various curriculum areas. The programme complements the students' visit
through the Antarctic Experience. A typical visit has the students beginning in the teaching lab
and being introduced to the topic or theme as suggested by the teacher, then they proceed through
the 'Experience either being guided and taught, or with self -discovery trail sheets, and then
assemble back in the teaching lab for checking the knowledge, learning and questions revised.

When a school arranges a visit the full resources ofthe Visitor Centre and the Education Manager

become available to it. It is recommended that teachers pre-book a visit well in advance .
The topics and themes about Antarctica are many and varied, including:
• lifestyles of the cold and hardy (plant and animal life );
• adaptation to a cold environment (people and animals);
women in Antarctica;
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who eats who and what in Antarctica ( food chains);
environmental issues, both local and global;
the continental laboratory ( scientific research );
communication and transport; and
world of ice .

Some examples of additional visit or programme activities are:

•

penguin theatre with junior school classes;

•

erecting polar tents and cooking Antarctic dehydrated meal rations;

•

experiments with various types of ice;

•

testing Antarctic soil samples; and

•

using Antarctic speakers and the Antarctic library.

The education programme is available whenever the Visitor Centre is open :
Summer
October 1 -March 3 19.30am - 8.30pm

Winter
April 1 - September 3 09.30am -5.30pm
Open 7 days a week, closed only for Christmas Day.
Schools can use the Education Programme on a Saturday or Sunday or for an evening session.
This is particularly useful for school groups visiting Christchurch for school trips or camps.
The Visitor Centre function room is available for staff meetings or in - service courses. The 60$
South Cafe and Bar caters for functions in the cafe and also in the functions room (ideal for school
dinners ).
A pre- visit kit is available for purchase. Ongoing development of resources is planned for
schools using the Education Programme.

9.

Elements for Success of the Visitor Centre

Why has the Centre proved so successful ?
It is an enjoyable, informative experience.
It uses a universally appealing subject.
There is a high standard of presentation - site , buildings, exhibition, services, staff,
maintenance and promotion .

A wide range of exhibition media is used.
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An holistic approach is taken to the exhibits and subjects.
A range of levels of presentation is used to engage a wide mix of visitors.

• The Centre and the exhibition are on a large scale which in itself attracts attention. A
small -scale exhibition as part of a larger Centre would not work so well. Both the vision
of CIAL and the funds available allowed for development at a scale that is of high
standard and provides opportunities for expansion.

The Visitor Centre is associated in the public mind with the operations of the rest of the
International Antarctic Centre.
A high degree of independence is given to the development team in regard to content
and presentation.

• There is a separation of commercial activity from display.
• The shop and food outlet are of high quality .

• All visitor needs are attended to: parking, toilets, lounge area, seating, spacious foyer,
telephones, shop, restaurant, cloakrooms, general information.
• A teaching service is available, which aims not to be a ‘chalk and talk classroom ' but a
hands-on experience.

Visitors are treated to friendly service and a welcoming attitude from management and
staff.

• Development and running of the Centre is a team effort. Without an experienced and
talented team, little can be achieved.
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ANNEX 1 .

Principles for Designing Interpretative Exhibits
Tim Hobson , T. J. and L. E. Hobson Ltd., 84 Somerville Road , Hornsby Heights,
New South Wales 2077 , Australia

1.

Exhibits can :
Raise the level of interest among visitors;
Develop understanding of concepts and principles;
Change attitudes ;

•
•

Communicate simple information and ideas ;
Introduce new ideas and concepts;
Evoke feelings of wonder and awe

•
•

2.

Exhibitions cannot:
Communicate complex ideas or information
•
•

Communicate very detailed information
Include all available information

Exhibition technique:

3.
•

Exhibitions must use as many of the visitors ' senses as possible to communicate;

•

Exhibitions must use a wide variety of presentation media, e.g. artefacts and specimens,
images, models and replicas, sound, video, slide shows , things to touch , things to do
( interactive exhibits), things to experience, things to smell, live animals, text, graphics,
(maps, diagrams, cartoons, illustrations), questions, demonstrations, computer exhibits;
The media chosen must be the one most suitable for the particular information to be
communicated i.e. don't use interactives , computers or video just to say that you have
included these strategies ;
The exhibition must be structured . Look at a large exhibition as a book: book chapters
words - letters. Individual brilliant exhibits may not
paragraphs – sentences
necessarily make a good exhibition ;
The exhibits must present the information and ideas in a context that is understood by
the visitor;
Exhibits should start from a point which the visitor understands before introducing new
ideas and information; and
Exhibits should use items with a high level of interest to capture visitor attention before
examining new , detailed or difficult information .
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4. What is a good exhibition?
To be really successful an exhibition must:

Communicate to the visitors the ideas and information required. These objectives

should be set early in the planning stage before the exhibition is developed. It must be
possible to communicate the objectives using exhibition techniques ( see 1 above );

• The concepts and information must be truthful and not misleading. Balance not bias is
required ;

Retain the interest and attention of the people who visit it;
Be of interest to a wide range of people. Variables include - age, education, literacy,
intelligence , prior knowledge, interest, groupings ( individual, family, couples, schools,
tour groups etc) language, nationality, culture;

Have a high standard ofpresentation. If something is important it should be presented
in a way that enhances its importance and shows that it matters to society; and
Be memorable , something to talk and think about after the visit is over.

5. Developing good exhibitions:
Good exhibitions do notjust happen. The development ofgood interpretative exhibitions
requires a high level of specialist skills and experience;

Exhibition development teams should include - exhibition interpreter, subject
specialists, designer, educationalist, project manager. The exhibition interpreter should
be the team leader and have a considerable level of authority; and
• Many museum exhibits are developed by subject specialists — curators and scientists .
While a few of these people are also interpreters and communicators this is not generally
the rule . It shows in the resulting exhibitions.
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5.3 The International Centre for Antarctic Information
and Research
S.M. Smith

Director, ICAIR , International Antarctic Centre, PO Box 14-199, Christchurch,
New Zealand

1.

Introduction : The Need for an Antarctic Data Information

System
The Antarctic Treaty and the Madrid Protocol encourage cooperation and sharing of not just

logistical support but also of scientific endeavour and information, particularly with regard to

environmental monitoring and measuring change in Antarctica. Such cooperation is necessary to
minimise the impact of human activity on the continent and protect it as a key source of global
change research .

In response to meeting New Zealand's own Treaty obligations and in response to international
need, it was proposed that a comprehensive Antarctic data and information management system
be set up in Christchurch where it could support the current international effort already there .
The International Centre for Antarctic Information and Research ( ICAIR ) was established at
the International Antarctic Centre in Christchurch in 1992. ICAIR is a joint initiative by New
Zealand, USA and Italy. The Centre is an international, politically neutral institution incorporated

within New Zealand's science academy, The Royal Society of New Zealand, and managed by an
international board of trustees with representatives from participating countries .

2. Mission and Objectives of ICAIR
ICAIR's primary function is to be a centre of acknowledged international leadership which
collects, analyses, distributes and coordinates scientific, environmental and educational
information relating to Antarctica. The Centre also aims to facilitate the exchange and analysis of

data related to Antarctica's role in global processes and contribute to the development of soundly
based principles for environmental management and planning in Antarctica. Mechanisms to
achieve this will involve the transformation of scientific data and knowledge relating to Antarctica
and its environs into forms easily understood and applied by decision -makers, politicians and the
general public.

3. ICAIR's Current Focus and Capacity
3.1 Staffing
In addition to the Director, ICAIR has two full-time staff and two seconded staff from the NZ

Department of Survey and Land Information . Additional staff are contracted part -time and two
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postgraduate students from the USA will join ICAIR for 12 months from December 1994. ICAIR
will host a science teacher for 12 months commencing in January 1995 under a MORST Science
Teacher Fellowship .

3.2 Technical Capacity
ICAIR uses the latest technology to provide the computing environment for capturing,
documenting, manipulating and preserving useful Antarctic data and information. Such
technology includes:

•

meta - databases or directory systems,
geographic information systems,

satellite image processing,
•

global positioning systems,

• World Wide Web and Mosaic.
ICAIR's current hardware configuration consists of a network of four Sun SPARC Stations with

1.9GB storage running Environmental Systems Research Institute's Arc/ Info , Arc View and
ERDAS Imagine, three 486/50 PC's running Arc View , word processing and spreadsheets. All

computers are backed up to a mass storage device capable of holding 5GB on disk with two 5GB
tape back -up units. Data can be input from a variety of media including CD -ROM , floppy disk,
tape and directly from two ( AO, A3) digitising tablets. Two colour scanners are also available to
input hard copy text, maps and images directly into GIS databases. Output devices include
postscript laser printers and colour plotters. The network runs on an Ethernet backbone and uses

a Frame Relay connection to Internet. These systems make it very simple to move data between
workstations while projects are underway, and when complete many of the databases will be
accessible to others via World Wide Web on Internet.

3.3 Current Programmes
Environmental management and research
• Preparation of protected area management plans for the Ross Sea Region (US, NZ and
Italy )

• Ross Sea region environmental database
• Databases and directories

• New Zealand Antarctic Science Directory
• International Database on Antarctic Tourism ( IDAT)
SCAR /COMNAP Antarctic Master Directory

Coordination of international collaboration and research
• 'Gateway to Antarctica' — a World Wide Web server providing information on science,
logistics, environment, news, the Treaty, tourism and education
( http://www.icair.iac.org.nz/).

UNEP -GRID node for Antarctica ( under negotiation ).
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5.4 Museums and the Antarctic

W.N. Bonner1
South Georgia Whaling Museum

1. The Role of Museums
Museums originated as collections of antiquities, natural history specimens or works of art. Such

collections were often open to public viewing and, with the development in the nineteenth century
of ideals of public education , this has become an almost invariable criterion for museums today.

In recent years there has been a move away from the traditional character of collections.
Specialist museums ( for example, of industry , building, or farming) have been established on a
thematic basis. Many of these more recent museums have taken advantage of abandoned industrial
sites whose derelict machinery plays an important role in the theme of the museum .
At the same time, museums have assumed an important role in public education and, to some
extent, the display of a vast array of specimens has become less important.
From the time of their inception , museums have been important to scholars pursuing their
research. Access to collections is vital to many disciplines and even where collections are not
generally available to the public, they are usually opened to persons with a specialist interest.

2.

A Modern Museum

The museum of the Scott Polar Research Institute in Cambridge, UK is an example of an important
smaller thematic museum. Members of the public are admitted to view a collection of artefacts of
relevance to life in polar regions, particularly about the exploration of these regions. Though the
number of artefacts is limited, some are represented in more extensive collections, such as
examples of scrimshaw , or Polar Medals. Additional to displayed specimens, the museum contains
reserve specimens and is supported by an extensive archive. Scholars visit the museum to further
their research studies, taking advantage of the opportunities afforded by the collections and
archives. Additionally, the museum has available a series of publications, posters and postcards
relevant to its theme.

A museum such as this is used by scholars in the course of their research, and is also visited by
the general public, to follow a particular interest or perhaps merely in the search for intellectual

stimulation. A museum also serves a role in educating school children in polar matters.
The parts of a museum, as typified by the Scott Polar Research Institute Museum, are :
displayed collections

reserve collections
archives
research facilities

Died 27 August 1994.
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South Georgia Whaling Museum .
Photo : W. N. Bonner
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educational facilities
publications
souvenirs.

3.

Museums in the Antarctic

It is not practicable to transfer a museum like that of the Scott Polar Research Institute to the

Antarctic. Because of the remoteness of the region it would be irrational to assemble a wide range
of collections or archives at such a great distance from those who may wish to make use of them .
The Antarctic -based museum is thus left with the major roles of interpretation and education. Here
a considerable level of overlap with visitor centres becomes apparent.
Purpose -built museums in the Antarctic would be justified only at the largest stations or tourist

sites where the turnover of personnel ( scientists, support staff or tourists) would be sufficient to
ensure a steady stream of visitors. I am not aware of any such facility. At some research stations

there is a shelf or a cabinet of specimens, but more from the interest of the station staff, than as a
means of catering for visitors. Postcards, and occasionally posters, are for sale at several stations
but other interpretative materials are usually lacking.

What should an Antarctic museum contain ? Although human occupation is recent, the Antarctic
still has a very considerable history. All but the newest research station could, for the benefit of
its staff, assemble a collection of items ( photographs and so on ), which relate to its history. Most
of these would be of very local interest and perhaps comprehensible only to people at the station .

However, such a collection would, if well documented, eventually be ofconsiderable significance
to future historians.

For most purposes, however, the main function of such a local museum would be interpretative.
A collection of local mineral specimens or lichens, for example, would be invaluable in helping
staff to become familiar with their surroundings. Photographs ( rather than stuffed specimens!) of
birds and seals would aid in identification and lay-recording. While such a collection would have
as its main purpose the education of station personnel, it could easily be adapted to appeal to a
wider audience if the station were often visited by tourists. Poster-type displays of research being

carried out at the station would help support staff to understand what the scientists were doing and
help to demonstrate the importance of the role of the station. These, too, would appeal to other
visitors.

Such collections and displays would probably not merit the title of ‘museum' in the minds of
most people. Nevertheless, they could have important educational and interpretative functions,
analogous to those provided by museums in centres with a long cultural history.

4. Antarctic Industrial Museums
The Antarctic region, in the broad sense, has supported two now -defunct resource industries,
sealing and whaling. Both these have left traces in the form of derelict equipment and machinery
at former sealing and whaling sites.

Sealing remains from the nineteenth century , in the form of try -pots, barrel staves and hoops,
blubber presses and coolers are found at South Georgia, Marion and Heard Islands. The South

Shetland Islands, particularly Livingston Island, had in the recent past many relics from sealers'
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The Allardyce Room displaying a range of whaling implements used at Grytviken and Leith
Whaling stations.
Photo : W. N. Bonner
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habitations. These have now for the most part been removed, though hut foundations remain at
several sites. Later relics from the present century are conspicuous at Macquarie Island, where
relatively sophisticated plant for the rendering of seal and penguin blubber remains and is being
actively conserved by the Tasmanian authorities.

Whaling, too, has left its mark in the Antarctic. South Georgia has the largest concentration of

stations, with four in a relatively complete state. The Hektor whaling station on Deception Island,
South Shetland Islands, is very incomplete and has suffered from souveniring and disturbance by
subsequent Antarctic expeditions and from volcanic eruptions. The shore station at Signy Island,
South Orkney Islands, has been dismantled and built over by the present British Antarctic Survey
research station, though many dams and water installations are still present on Signy Island. Water
points and moorings are to be found at several locations on the Antarctic Peninsula ( e.g. Port
Lockroy, the Melchior Islands, and Waterboat Point).

5. The South Georgia Whaling Museum
For the most part, the above -mentioned remains are too fragmentary to provide the basis for an
industrial museum . South Georgia, however, provides an exception. Here three whaling stations

that were in use up to the 1960s remain with most of their plant intact.
During an operation in 1989 to survey the practicality of clearing these whaling stations of
remaining fuel oil and other potentially hazardous substances, it was suggested to the
Commissioner for South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands (the administrative head of this
territory) that the importance of the Antarctic whaling industry to the British colonial regime in
the South Atlantic, and to the development of Norway as a leading industrial nation , was such that

active steps should be taken to preserve something of the whaling stations for the future.
The Commissioner agreed to this suggestion and government funding was made available for
the purpose of setting up the South Georgia Whaling Museum . Grytviken, the station set up in
1904 by the Norwegian C. A. Larsen , the pioneer of Antarctic whaling, was chosen as the site of
the museum . Grytviken is the only port of entry on South Georgia and hence all tourist ships

visiting the island are obliged to call there.
Work began in 1991 on repairing the manager's house or ‘ Villa' at Grytviken. This is a large

building which housed the senior staff of the station and served as the office block . Since the
abandonment of the station by the whalers in 1965, and particularly following the Argentine
invasion in 1982, there has been a great deal of vandalism at Grytviken. All the windows of the
Villa needed to be reglazed with clear plastic and 43 doors were rehung.

During 1992 two expeditions were made to South Georgia by a team of three to work on the
museum. Six rooms in the Villa have been stripped and decorated and are used for displays.

Additionally, various items of heavy equipment (harpoon guns, propellers, anchors, bone saws,
etc.) have been assembled outside the Villa. A sign -posted visitor's trail has been laid out through
the whaling station, directing visitors to points of interest and providing brief notes at each on the
sign -boards.

The displays include photographs of scenes at the whaling station dating from about 1913 to
the 1960s. These cover whaling operations, elephant sealing and social activities. One room
contains artefacts relating to the catching and processing of whales. Another is devoted to the first
decade of the establishment of the station (1904–14 ). One room contains a re -creation of a whaler's
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bunk room , with furniture and contemporary fittings removed from elsewhere in the station.
Another room contains material relating to the interaction of the whalers with the government
administration of South Georgia.
At a desk in the entrance hall, free pamphlets are available dealing with the history of the whaling
company, the whaling factory and the remaining ships at Grytviken . A limited amount of souvenirs
are also available for sale.

The museum has proved exceedingly popular with visitors. Besides tourists (who make up the
majority ), persons associated with the maintenance and supply of the Army garrison quartered
near Grytviken find the museum of interest. Between 26 January (when the museum first opened)
and 6 March 1992 , 481 people signed the visitors' book at the Museum . Persons questioned
expressed a high level of satisfaction with the displays and literature provided, and this was also
reflected by favourable comments in the visitors' book. Personally -conducted tours around the
factory were very popular.
No charge is made for entry , but a charge of US $ 50 per passenger is made to tourist companies
landing passengers anywhere on South Georgia. The revenue arising from this is intended
eventually to finance the museum and other visitor facilities.

The whaling museum has no permanent staff on site. For about two of the four months of the
previous two Antarctic tourist seasons, the museum team has been on site, and hence available to
conduct visitors around and to answer questions. For the rest of the time, the museum is opened
for anyone who wishes to visit it , the key being held by the civilian harbour -master who is resident
with the garrison.
The museum is devoted exclusively to the whaling (and subsidiary sealing ) industry . However,
it is hoped to extend its scope in the future to cover a display on the biology of harvested whales
in the South Georgia region, and photographs of plants and wildlife that a visitor might encounter
on the island.

The Grytviken whaling museum maintains no archive , other than a register of specimens. No
suitable storage is available for an archive and even if such existed, it would be excessively
inconvenient for scholars to make use of records at Grytviken . Similarly, no attempt has been
made to assemble a large series of specimens or artefacts, other than those required for display.
The only research facilities available at South Georgia relating to the museum are those provided
by the buildings and machinery at the whaling stations themselves . Norwegian industrial
archaeologists have already taken advantage of these but it is likely that much work remains to be
done.

The Grytviken whaling museum is unique in the Antarctic region . Probably nowhere else is
there so dense a concentration of industrial artefacts and buildings that could support a museum .
Visitor numbers in some other places, for example Teniente Marsh station in Maxwell Bay, King
George Island, exceed those at South Georgia and such a site could usefully house a museum
associated with local and recent) history and draw attention to wildlife and environmental features
of the region. In both cases the intention would be the same — to provide information and
understanding so as to increase visitor awareness of the area.
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The South Georgia Whaling Museum has relied heavily on volunteer assistants, shown here with

Nigel Bonner in the centre. The cast ironfrypots were originally used forboiling seal blubber to
extract oil.

Photo : W. N. Bonner
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Conclusion
There are few places in the Antarctic which can justify a museum on the scale normally accepted.
However, mini-museums could add to the attractiveness to both station staff and visitors at many

research stations. The South Georgia Whaling Museum at Grytviken is unique in the Antarctic
region as an interpretative centre for the Antarctic whaling industry.
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5.5 Public Education and Antarctica : The Role of
Libraries
W. J. Mills

Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge , United
Kingdom .
1.

Introduction

A survey ofthe literature reveals little written specifically about the role of libraries in relation to
Antarctica despite the importance attached by the Antarctic Treaty to the exchange of scientific

information (Article III) and recommendations at Consultative Meetings concerning public
accessibility of documents relating to the Antarctic Treaty System (Recommendations XII - 6,
XIII- 1, XIV - 1).

This paper questions whether this lack of discussion may have resulted at least in part from an
undervaluation of the potential contribution of libraries particularly with regard to public
education, defined here in its broadest terms as including all those people not professionally active
in Antarctica but with an interest, even if only of a tax -paying nature. The paper begins with a
brief overview of Antarctic library collections, going on to outline potential information services

which might, on the basis of such collections, be developed by libraries prepared to adopt a more
active role in relation to public education. Several recommendations are included .

2.

Collections

Annexes 1 and 2 give details of libraries known or believed to possess collections of books and
journals about Antarctica. Annex 1 has been compiled largely from entries made in Minion and

Cooke ( 1985). Supplementary information has been derived from the first edition of thatdirectory
(Corley, 1975), primarily where no entry was submitted by a library to the later edition. Annex 2
lists some other libraries believed to possess significant Antarctic collections but for which no

entries were submitted in either edition of the directory.

The information presented in Annex 1 is subject to the defects associated with any questionnaire
survey. Exhaustiveness cannot be guaranteed and the results are only as up -to -date as is the survey,
in this case 1985. Given these provisos, Annex 1 does appear to indicate that in a number of
Antarctic Treaty signatory states there may be no collection of published works relating to

Antarctica to which members of the general public may have access. While there is no specific
requirement upon signatories to maintain a publicly accessible Antarctic collection of this kind,
given the importance of ensuring that the public is kept informed on Antarctic matters, a strong
case could be made for introducing such a requirement. One way to achieve this might be to add
this function to those already exercised by national contact points. This is my first
recommendation.

My second recommendation is that, in the absence ofany purpose -designed survey ofAntarctic
library collections, all such collections should at least ensure that their existence and general nature
is recorded in subsequent editions of Polar and cold regions library resources : a directory, the
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third edition of which is at this moment being compiled (April 1993 ). Annex 3 provides a
questionnaire form together with contact details indicating to whom the completed form should
be sent. Coupled with this is a third recommendation that, in order to foster international
collaboration in information matters, Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties (ATCPs) should seek
to ensure the attendance at the biennial meeting of the Polar Libraries' Colloquy' of the librarian
or other staff in charge of the national Antarctic collection .
My fourth recommendation concerns public libraries and school libraries which, in relation to
public education, may well be as important as the more specialist libraries listed in Annex 1. On
the basis of surmise rather than scientific survey , I would suggest that most such collections are
likely to present an unbalanced view of current Antarctic activities and that this, in turn , reflects
a scarcity of appropriate general works introducing the public to the Antarctic Treaty System and
present science. While these subjects are undoubtedly less easily portrayed in a popular manner
than exploration , penguins and the like, the award at regular intervals of a book prize for
high - quality non -technical works on Antarctica might prove beneficial. Recent years have seen
an encouraging number of books written for children. The major lack now is of appropriate books
written for adults.
Ship libraries may be regarded as a special form of public library. It is clearly important that
ships carrying more than a certain number of passengers to the Antarctic should maintain at least
a small library to ensure that crew , guides and tourists are kept properly informed both as to how
to behave and as to what they are likely to see. Such libraries will also be very much in the interest
of the operators since this is a service that their passengers will certainly expect of a high -quality
cruise. My fifth recommendation is that appropriate international Antarctic organisations be
approached with regard to the establishment of suitable guidelines with regard to ship libraries.
To assist in this, I suggest that existing ship libraries be first surveyed to discover the size and type
of such libraries as currently exist and that an indicative bibliography be prepared of titles to be
considered in building up a collection. If desired, the library of the Scott Polar Research Institute
would be happy to compile this bibliography.

3.

Information Services

In this section , my aim is not to review existing services which are for the most part essentially
bibliographic and focused on the needs of the scientific community, but instead to offer certain
suggestions for realising new opportunities.
Antarctica exemplifies to an extreme degree the problems posed by geographical separation
between the would -be reader and the library. While most true for the scientist in the field or on
base, geographical separation is also an important factor for the journalist, schoolteacher or
diplomat as an inescapable factor where the community of those actively interested in Antarctica
is diffuse and the number of specialist libraries few . Allowing readers ready access to collections
is no longer sufficient and ways must be found to develop information services appropriate to the
needs of the remote user. As examples of what can be done, the library ofthe Scott Polar Research

' The Polar Libraries' Colloquy was founded in 1971 with the purpose of establishing a forum through which those
concerned with libraries and information provision, eitherin or relating to the polar regions, could exchange ideas
and explore issues of mutual concern . From its origin, the fostering of greater international collaboration has been
central objective. The 15th Polar Libraries' Colloquy, on the theme ‘Bi-polar information initiatives: the needs of
polar research ', met in Cambridge, UK, July 3-8, 1994.
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Institute conducts database searches, provides regular current awareness services, and has started
a document-delivery service. More specifically, to assist television and film -makers, a special

media information service is under development consisting of a package of services designed to
improve the efficiency of information -gathering processes on such projects and, in particular, to
minimize the need to spend extensive periods of time doing library research.

From this last service, it is only a short step to the suggestion that a press information service
be developed forjournalists and as a much needed back -up to Antarctic information officers. It is
not too difficult to envisage the general form that such a service might take. Various databases
and electronic bulletin boards would be maintained , readily accessible to the international
Antarctic community and offered on a fee- paying basis to commercial concerns and to the press.
One database, for example, might contain downloaded news items extracted from the world press
by means of daily searches carried out on the several online hosts which now include full - text for

all major newspapers in most languages. Another database might contain the text of information
sheets on topics attracting frequent media interest such as ozone, global change and environmental
protection. At present, there is a tendency for each operating agency to produce its own series of
such sheets. This could continue but the task of compilation would be considerably eased by a
databank including examples of similar publications produced by other agencies especially if kept
up -to -date by digests of recent relevant developments and publications. Another database might
contain details and text of press releases emanating from Antarctic agencies. Others might contain
text of SCAR and CCAMLR documentation, or of the Handbook of the Antarctic Treaty System
(Heap, 1990), the regular updating of which could be ensured to a degree impossible in a purely
printed publication.

An information service of this kind clearly makes most sense if established as an officially
recognised international information centre . Given the information resources already concentrated
in the major Antarctic libraries, it would make most sense for it to be located as an adjunct of an
established library. As to whether such a service is really necessary, we should ask ourselves, can
we expect the general public ever to be fully and impartially informed about Antarctic issues when

by far the most effective disseminators of information about that continent are the environmental
pressure groups ? Whilst these groups perform a very valuable role, they should surely not be relied

upon as sources of objective information. My sixth and final recommendation is, therefore , that

consideration be given to the establishment of an international Antarctic information service as
an adjunct of an existing major Antarctic library.

4.

Recommendations

1.

That all ATCPs ensure access by their nationals to at least one library maintaining a

collection of books and journals about Antarctica.
2.

That details relating to these collections be included in Polar and cold regions library
resources: a directory, 3rd edition ( see Appendix 3).

3.

That all ATCPs should seek to ensure the attendance of the librarian , or other responsible

staff, of the national Antarctic collection at the biennial meeting of the Polar Libraries'
Colloquy
4.

That potential patrons be sought for a prize to be awarded at regular intervals to authors
of books about Antarctica written for a popular rather than academic audience in the
language of any signatory state.
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5.

That international Antarctic tourist organisations be approached with regard to
establishing appropriate guidelines for the maintenance of ship libraries on all ships
carrying above a certain number of passengers. These guidelines should include the size,
composition and accessibility of collections.

6.

That consideration be given to the establishment of an international Antarctic information
service as an adjunct of an existing major Antarctic library, the objective of which should
be to provide an authoritative and impartial source of up - to -date and historic information
covering all aspects of Antarctica.

5.
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ANNEX 1 .
Libraries with Antarctic collections recorded in Polar and cold

regions library resources: a directory (1975 and 1985 )1
Country and

Geographical
coverage

Size of
collection

Open to

organisation

Associacion Antarctica Argentina

Antarctica

100 books

Yes?

AUSTRALIA
Antarctic Division

Antarctica

8,000 volumes

Yes

Antarctica

650 journals
7,000 pamphlets
450 books

Yes

public

ARGENTINA

University of Adelaide, Barr
Smith Library and the Mawson

Institute for Antarctic Research?

26journals

BELGIUM

Comité Antarctique Belge3
Expeditions Antarctiques Belges/
Belgische Antarctishe Expetities

Antarctica

Antarctica

No size indicated

?

1,000 volumes

?

5-6 journals
1,000 pamphlets

BRAZIL

No entry in either 1975 or 1985 directory

CHILE
Instituto Antarctico Chileno

Antarctica

CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
ECUADOR

1,500 books
215 journals
1,000 pamphlets

Yes

No entry in either 1975 or 1985 directory
No entry in either 1975 or 1985 directory

FINLAND

University of Oulu Library

Arctic & Antarctica

No size indicated

Yes

for polar collection
FRANCE

CNRS, Laboratoire de Glaciologie

Arctic & Antarctica

Expeditions Polaires
Françaises, Centre de Documentation

Arctic & Antarctica

Terres Australes et Antarctiques
Françaises

Antarctica

1,000 journals
75 journals
2,500 books
70 journals
18,100 pamphlets
200 volumes

Yes

Yes

Yes

36 journals

GERMANY

Alfred -Wegener-Institut fur
Polar -und Meeresforschung
University of Munster, Institut
fur Geophysik, Polararchiv
INDIA

Arctic & Antarctica

100 books

200 pamphlets
Arctic & Antarctica
2,000 books
448 journals
No entry in either 1975 or 1985 directory

Yes

No

ITALY

Centro di Documentazione
Umberto Nobile

Arctic & Antarctica

2,500 books

Yes

23 journals
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Country and
organisation

Geographical
coverage

Size of
collection

Open to
public

Comitato Glaciologico Italiano

Arctic & Antarctica

2,500 books
4 journals

Yes

Instituto Geografico Polare,
Biblioteca Polare

Arctic & Antarctica

9,000 books
140 journals
3,000 pamphlets

Yes

JAPAN
Hokkaido University, Institute of
Low Temperature Science

Arctic & Antarctica

16,000 books
660 journals

Yes

National Institute of Polar Research

Arctic & Antarctica

8,155 books
1,178 journals
2,934 pamphlets

Yes

KOREA (SEOUL )

No entry in either 1975 or 1985 directory

NETHERLANDS
Tyler's Foundation, Library

Arctic & Antarctica

160 books

Yes

NEW ZEALAND
Antarctic Division

Antarctica

1,378 books
180 journals
2,500 pamphlets

Yes

Antarctica

900 books
30 journals
2–3,000 pamphlets

Yes

NORWAY
Norsk Polarinstitutts Bibliotek

Arctic & Antarctica

20,500 books
300 journals
7,000 pamphlets

Yes

PERU

No entry in either 1975 or 1985 directory

POLAND

No entry in either 1975 or 1985 directory

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Arctic and Antarctic Institute, Science
and Technology Library

Arctic & Antarctica

44,799 books

Yes

SOUTH AFRICA
Meteorological and Transport Library
( formerly Weather Bureau Library )

Antarctica

50 books
65 journals
700 pamphlets

Yes

SWEDEN
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
Library

Arctic & Antarctica

43 shelf metres
15 journals
170 pamphlets

Yes

Antarctica

3,000 books
330 pamphlets
7,000 journals

Yes

Directorate of Overseas Surveys,
British Antarctic Survey Section

Antarctica

400 books
30 journals
300 pamphlets

Yes

Polar Postal History Society

Arctic & Antarctica

30 books
6 journals
320 pamphlets

No ?

Canterbury Museum ,
P.J. Skellerup Antarctic Library

UNITED KINGDOM
British Antarctic Survey
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Country and

Geographical

Size of

Open to

organisation

coverage

collection

public

Royal Geographical Society

Arctic & Antarctica

1,750 books

No 8

30 journals
University of Cambridge, Scott

Arctic & Antarctica

Polar Research Institute

15,500 books

Yes

800 journals
25,000 pamphlets

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

American Society of Polar Philatelists

Arctic & Antarctica

200 volumes

No

60 journals
2,000 pamphlets

National Geographic Society Library

Arctic & Antarctica

950 books

No

16 journals
105 pamphlets
National Science Foundation,

Arctic & Antarctica

750 volumes

Yes

20 journals

Polar Information Service

extensive m /fiche
collection

Ohio State University, Byrd
Polar Research Center, Goldthwait
Library

Arctic & Antarctica

1,250 books

Yes

50 journals

6,000 pamphlets
3,500 books

US Army, CRREL Library

No '

350 journals
32,000 pamphlets
extensive m /fiche
collection

University of Alaska Fairbanks,
Elmer E. Rasmuson Library

Arctic & Antarctica

45,000 books
1,700 journals
11,000 pamphlets

Yes

World Data Centre A for Glaciology

Arctic & Antarctica

3,000 books
70 journals
7,500 pamphlets

Yes

URUGUAY

No entry in either 1975 or 1985 directory

Notes
1

Entries are derived from Minion & Cooke ( eds.) Polar and cold regions library resources: a directory. 2nd ed .

(1985), unless otherwise indicated. To ensure consistency, no attempt has been made to incorporate more up- to -date
information where known to the author.

2 The Mawson Institute no longer exists as a separate institute. The future location of its collections has yet to be
determined .
3

All entries so marked only appear in Corley (ed.) Polar and cold regions library resources: a directory ( 1975).
Details given here are based on this earlier information.

* Expeditions Polaires Françaises has since closed and its collections amalgamated with those of Terres Australes et
Antarctiques Françaises.

5 Polararchiv may be used by universities and members of Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Polarforschung.
6

The library of the Tyler's Foundation specialises in natural history. Its polar collection consists largely of

nineteenth -century books.

? The library ofthe Polar Postal History Society is normal restricted to members but individual requests from others
would be considered.

8 The RoyalGeographical Society library may be used by fellows and members ofthe RGS only.
9 Non-US citizens wishing to use the CRREL Library must make prior arrangements for clearance.
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ANNEX 2.

Some other libraries with significant Antarctic collections
known to staff of the Scott Polar Research Institute but not

recorded in Polar and cold regions library resources: a directory ( 1975
and 1985)
Country and organisation

Library

ARGENTINA

AUSTRALIA

Instituto Argentino Antarctico
University of Tasmania

FINLAND

University ofHelsinki Library

GERMANY

University of Kiel, Polararchiv

KOREA ( SEOUL )

Korean Ocean Research and Development Institute

NEW ZEALAND

Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington

NORWAY

Fridtjof Nansens Institut, Oslo
Kdr Chr Christensens Hvalfangstmuseum
Tonsbergs Hvalfangstmuseum

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Institute of Geography, Moscow

SOUTH AFRICA

University of Cape Town Library

SWEDEN

Uppsala University Library

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Library of Congress
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ANNEX 3.

Entry form for Polar and cold regions library resources: a
directory. 3rd edition.

* 000/

IN INSTITUTE :
ICP CONTACT PERSON :
IAD ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:

TELEX:

TELEFAX :
E -MAIL :

HOURS OF SERVICE:
KW KEYWORDS:

/PC PUBLICATIONS:

ILI LIBRARY ACTIVITIES

History of library:

Description of Polar Collection :
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Languages:

Printed Brochure Available :
Size of Polar Collection :
Books:
Periodicals:

Pamphlets and reprints:
Photographs:
Transparencies:
Phono -records:
Audio tapes:
Classification system used:

Participation in Bibliographic Networks :

User Policy :

Circulation Policy :

Special Services Available :

Copying Facilities :

In -house databases:

Completed forms should be returned to :
Liisa Kurppa, Arctic Centre, University of Lapland, PO Box 122,
96100 Rovaniemi, Finland
fax. 358-60-324-777
tel . 358-60-324-775
A separate form is available for Archives.
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5.6 The Role of the Media in Educating the Public
about Antarctica
N. Sitwell

92A Earlsfield Road, London SW18 3DP, United Kingdom

1.

Introduction : the Available Media

This paper discusses four kinds of media:
·

Newspapers
Radio

• Magazines
I Television

1.1 Newspapers
These are probably the easiest place to get coverage of Antarctic subjects. However, the general
level ofcoverage is likely to be fairly superficial. Newspapers ofall kinds have a constant appetite

for news. They have space to fill every day and, if they think the news is likely to interest or
entertain their readers, they will print it. The information has got to be newsworthy, however. The
trick is to identify what will interest the readers of a newspaper, which is not necessarily what
interests Antarctic people.
1.2 Radio

Some of the same considerations apply to radio . Although most radio output today consists of
headlines or music some radio programmes include documentaries which deal with serious
subjects like science and the environment. Examples are BBC Radio 4 in Britain, Public Radio in
the United States, and also the BBC World Service.

1.3 Magazines
There is probably a wider range of subject matter and approach among magazines than the rest of
the media. The important thing to remember is that most magazines are specialised, i.e. they
address fairly specific audiences on specific subjects. They also tend to use mostly ‘ feature'
material, which allows space for in -depth treatment. Most magazines depend heavily on good

photographs, and nowadays this normally means colour slides. There should be no shortage of
photos to illustrate an Antarctic story. Magazines generally have news sections also, and these
may be the most likely area to place a story about Antarctic topics. The more specialised magazines
will be the ones most likely to welcome a contribution aimed at their specific readership.
1.4 Television

It is not easy to get TV coverage unless you are dealing with a disaster or some hard news that is
obviously of mass appeal. However, even here there are possibilities. Natural history and
environmental programmes are very popular on British television, thanks in particular to the efforts
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Angel www turBen Poker

There are many ways to draw public attention to Antarctica and humour can be an important
devicefor the printed media .
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of the BBC's Natural History Unit and the producers of Anglia Television's Survival series. In
America, too, there are many such programmes on the Public Broadcast Service.

2. Some General Principles in using the Media
Most ofwhat follows applies primarily to the print media. Newspapers and magazines are probably
the most appropriate outlets for Antarctic material.
2.1 The audience

What audience — which people - do we want to reach ? This is the first and most important question
to address because it dictates which publications to approach.

2.2 What do they read ?
What does our target audience read for information and /or for pleasure ?
For example:

• If we want to reach scientists, leaving aside purely academic journals, we might think
of New Scientist, Science, or perhaps Nature. At a somewhat different level, there are
magazines like Wildlife Conservation (published by NYZS The Wildlife Conservation
Society) or the British magazine BBC Wildlife.
• If we want to reach the travel and tourism trade, we would aim for publications like

Travel Weekly, Travel Trade Gazette and Cruise News. But if we are more concerned
with those who travel — the tourists themselves — we might try Travel & Leisure or

Conde Nast Traveler. In addition, there are the travel sections of newspapers. Good
examples are in the Sunday New York Times and the Saturday edition of Britain's Daily
Telegraph.

Many people whether they are professional environmentalists or general members ofthe public,

belong to environmental organisations. If we have something important to say about
environmental protection in Antarctica, their house magazines will certainly be interested .
If wewant to inform people who work in pollution control or the shipping industry , for example,
there are specialised publications that address their particular interests.
I have only mentioned magazines in this list. Magazine readers also read newspapers and there
the choice is much more diverse. However, it is fair to say that the ones most likely to be interested

in the Antarctic would be the more up -market papers. They tend to have more space at their
disposal, and are more likely to consider stories about environmental protection to be of interest
to their readers.
2.3 Don't aim for the moon

The larger a publication's circulation, the harder it is to place a story. Freelance journalists regard
this as axiomatic. The National Geographic, for instance, is offered several thousand article ideas
( and in many cases actual articles) every month , but can publish only about 60 or 70 a year. It
would be wonderful to get a story in Time or Newsweek, but that is likely to be very difficult. In

any case, the effort maynot be worthwhile because ofthe number of non-target readers involved .
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2.4 What does the public want to read about ?
There is no simple answer to this question and even editors do not always get it right. It is worth
noting that scientists, on the whole, are not very good atjudging what interests other people. They

are very good at knowing what interests their peers ( they have to be to get published in scientific
journals ), but they are less good at knowing what non -specialists want to read. Some scientists are
prejudiced against the popular press, and many are reluctant to speak to journalists.
2.5 How to deal with the Press

Given that most non -professional communicators do not know what makes a good story, or which

are the best markets for it, or do not actually know any journalists, the best solution is for their
institution to hire a Press Officer.

The best press officers come from the ranks of the press. They are or have been experienced
print or broadcasting journalists. They know what makes a story . They know the media, in all its
diversity, and they have, or will soon develop, a wide range of contacts working in the media.

Scientists and others working for, or under the auspices of, National Antarctic Programmes should
make themselves available to the press officer and suggest stories to him or her.
Ifno press officer exists, then the only way to get press coverage is to make contact onselfwith
appropriate journalists and editors. If a newspaper has an environmental correspondent, try them .
Try the science editor, if there is one. Sometimes the news desk may be the best place to start.
Remember that if you have something interesting to say , and if you are prepared to give the
necessary time and information to a journalist, they will be grateful.

2.6 Personal experience
Very fewjournalists know much about Antarctica, because very few of them have been there. One
sure -fire way of interesting them and ensuring coverage is to invite them to visit the Antarctic. It

will certainly produce results. Incidentally, if you have a good story to tell and have nothing to
hide, it is worth considering inviting a politician or even a critic, such as the head of an
environmental organisation. Such a person will be glad to come, and on their return will be happy
to be interviewed.

3. A Summary of the key Principles in using the Media
The main objective is to place the right story in the right place. To achieve this, you will need to
do the following:

first decide what point you wish to make;

then decide which audience you want to reach ;
next choose or devise the story, the message, or the information that you want to get
across;

select the most likely medium for the message; and
cultivate appropriate journalists or editors, or employ a press officer to do so .
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5.7 The Role of Publishing in Information Dissemination
D.W.H. Walton

British Antarctic Survey, Natural Environment Research Council, High Cross,
Madingley Road , Cambridge CB3 OET, United Kingdom
1.

Introduction

Publishing is traditionally thought of as the activity of commissioning, printing and marketing
books. At the end of the 20th century publishing is changing and this short paper will attempt to

draw together some comments on the much wider remit of modern publishers.
The majority of publishing is driven by commercial objectives. For books, magazine and
journals the publisher normally has two main aims: first, to make a profit from the product, and
secondly to produce a product which is indicative ofthe reputation and experience ofthe publisher.
Of course this is not always true — sometimes the publication is subsidised so a profit is not
required, sometimes the publisher is the author whose only aim is to get his words to the widest
possible audience, sometimes there is simply a legal need to document information or data
publicly — but in general the commercial imperatives hold true .

There are, however, other types of publishing which need to be considered. These may be
non -commercial, driven instead by educational needs ( for example, government information
leaflets), or political objectives ( for example, Greenpeace material on the Antarctic World Park ).
They may be commercial, but the published product is essentially advertising material for another

activity ( for example, brochures produced by Antarctic tour companies).
The published output on Antarctica is so varied that it is difficult to assign any precise value to
the part played in information transfer by any one type of product. Each reaches a different

audience, each individual product is produced under different requirements for accuracy and
accessibility and the key role of every publisher - marketing of the product — is undertaken in a

bewildering variety of ways. There is no coherent and agreed way tomeasure success in terms of
information dissemination for such a wide range of products, so that any comments on this paper
must necessarily be personal ones.

2.

Books

Books are the first product that springs to mind when considering publishing. Each new title arises
from an individual proposal. This may be generated by a prospective author who believes that he
or she has something of importance and interest to say, or it may be an idea ofthe publisher who
perceives a gap in the market and searches for an author with the right expertise to fill it. While
most books on Antarctica are first published in English , there is a growing number in German,

French, Spanish, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Chinese, Norwegian , Swedish, and Dutch (to name
only the principal languages ). Some ofthese have been translated and published in English. Rather

less English material has been translated into other languages. The major fields represented
amongst Antarctic books are exploration, history, science, politics, law and natural history together
with books on logistics, medicine, and some fiction. There is a growing literature for children and

an interest in poetry, drama and human experience.
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How does a book get to be published ? When looking at a new book proposal the publisher

normally undertakes an assessment exercise to determine both the standing ofthe putative author
and the information /market niche that the book proposes to fill. Often, especially for the more
academic and scholarly books, an extended outline of the contents will be sent out for review .
Assuming that the proposal passes these tests the publisher will then roughly estimate the costs of

producing the volume and undertake a market assessment to decide how many copies are likely
to be sold, over what period, where and at what price. Ifit is felt the book might have wider appeal
than the country of publication the publisher may seek a joint publication agreement with a
publisher in another country . Once the manuscript is delivered the publisher will decide on design,
marketing leaflets and outlets for review of the book when published. You will notice that none
of these decisions is taken on the basis of information dissemination but on commercial
profitability. Thus, books which may contain very valuable information could be judged to have

a very limited sale and be declared unprofitable to publish. In some cases the provision ofa grant
or some other form of subsidy, e.g. guaranteed sale ofa significant number ofcopies, may tip the
balance and persuade the publisher to go ahead.

What about books that are not profitable but are essential? For instance, there are the Admiralty
Pilots, essential for navigating in the polar regions. Such reference works are often official
publications ofgovernment or statutory authorities, which are not concerned with profitability but
require absolute editorial control over content to ensure its accuracy.
It might seem from all of the above that it is almost impossible to publish books for a limited

audience. Using the old style printing technology it was, but with camera ready copy or direct
typesetting from computer disk allied to modern printing it can now be profitable to publish books
in editions as small as 300 or even less .
How do readers acquire the books? While new books are usually sold through major bookshops
or by mail order directly from the publisher, there also exist several specialised polar booksellers
in the UK, USA, Australia and New Zealand. These are primarily mail order businesses which
sell both new and secondhand polar books, as well as in some cases publishing books themselves.

The interested reader can hear about books by seeing a catalogue or leaflet mailing, by finding
books in bookshops, by reading a review of a recently published book, or by finding it listed in
the Antarctic Bibliography. Despite all these marketing opportunities it can be extremely difficult
for a potential reader in one country to trace and purchase a new book published in another country.

Problems with ordering, international payment and the unreliability ofsome national mail services
can certainly hamper this form of information dissemination.

What do books do for information dissemination ? Most importantly, they stay in existence often
for a very long time and are traded secondhand as well as new , so extending their usefulness. They
are all recorded on databases with their international book numbers making them traceable, and
copyright libraries store them for ever, thus making them permanently accessible. In addition, they

often remain on sale to the public for many years, offering a large number ofpeople the opportunity
to purchase them . For the serious student of Antarctic information they remain the most important
primary source .

3.

Magazines and Journals

Serial publications are often thought ofas being more ephemeral than books, but this is not always
the case. In many countries the more scholarly serials are collected and kept by major libraries,
making them as accessible as books for reference purposes.
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The serial literature is very considerable, with abstracts from over 2000 different magazines and
journals collected by the Antarctic Bibliography. The range of languages is even greater than for
books, with popular articles on Antarctica published in countries that have no direct scientific or
political interest in the continent.

In general, all magazines and journals share the same characteristics: they are commercially
based, many have a regular list of purchasers,they have an editorial review system with the editor's

decision (not the author's) being final, and many of the popular ones demand a degree oftopicality
in their articles.

The serials can be grouped into two major fields: those which carry articles on the Antarctic as
a minor part of a wider disciplinary content, and those devoted primarily or wholly to Antarctic
and polar material. Good examples of the former category are daily newspapers, or monthly
magazines such as the National Geographic. The second group can also be sub -divided into those
for the general reader, for example, Polar Record and Antarctic, and those for the specialist, for

example, Antarctic Science and Antarctic Journal of the United States.
How can their contribution to information dissemination be summed up ? First, in topicality.
Newspapers and magazines insist on it and papers in scientific journals represent the latest
information in their respective fields. Secondly , in the audience they reach. Newspapers number
their readers in millions, while magazines sell hundreds of thousands of copies. Thirdly, in cost.
The unit cost is often very small, making them accessible to a large number of purchasers. But

there is a negative side to this: often space considerations result in a superficial treatment ofa story
while printing deadlines mean that information may not be rigorously checked, resulting in

misinformation getting into print.

4. Maps, Charts , Posters and Postcards
Maps, charts, picture posters, postcards and wall charts are all generally published by different
publishers. Map and hydrographic chart production is usually the responsibility of government

bodies who make them available as official publications within the country of production. They
are often very difficult to obtain from overseas and unlike books, are rarely stored comprehensively
in publicly accessible places.
Picture posters are the least informative of the various published products but often the most

evocative of the special features of Antarctica. While they may be produced by commercial
publishers many have been produced by Antarctic agencies and interest or lobby groups simply
to publicise Antarctica. If pictures matter more than words in producing an emotional response ,

this product has a disproportionate effect on public interest in Antarctica. There does not appear
to be any systematic attempt to collect them .

Postcards might not normally be included in any survey ofpublishing,but they do provide visual
information about Antarctica and are produced by commercial companies as well as by Antarctic
agencies. Selling at very little cost they are often supplanted by newer images and can be seen to
provide both historical data on logistic and science activities as well as a wide range of pictures
of scenery and wildlife.

Finally wall charts. Not yet very common , they have been produced recently by government

agencies, NGOs and educational publishers to provide educational material mainly at a secondary
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school level. Ephemeral and difficult to source , they are not systematically recorded and are usually
difficult to obtain outside the country of origin .
These visual materials provide a different type of information dissemination . Characteristically,
most of them are poorly advertised, of limited availability, difficult to obtain and difficult to
reference. Yet the posters can provide stunning images that excite new interest in Antarctica, and
the wall charts and postcards provide excellent project material for schools.

'Grey ' Literature

5.

'Grey' literature consists of all the printed material that does not fall into the previous categories,
e.g. , reports, leaflets and booklets.
Numerically, this group probably has the largest number of individual items, but since there are
no good catalogues this must be considered an inspired guess!
Many organisations produce reports without international book numbers, often in small print
runs and with flimsy bindings. These may contain a great deal of factual information for example,
Greenpeace reports on Antarctica which is not available elsewhere, but are often not deposited in
any appropriate library or listed in the international bibliographies. They may be produced for a
limited audience (e.g. the handbooks for tourists prepared by the tour companies), or produced to
meet educational requirements (e.g. theses).
Even more difficult to trace and collect are small booklets and leaflets produced by companies,
societies and research groups. A good example are those leaflets produced by companies running
Antarctic tours. While their informational content may be relatively limited, what they can provide
is a view of intentions, expectations or even opinions. They are meant to be ephemeral, yet for a
student in a relevant field , are key material in research .
It seems likely that grey publications play an important part in information dissemination, but
without some more systematic collection and collation of them we will be unable even to begin
to quantify it.

6.

Other Publications

Electronic publishing is growing and the role of compact disks (CD ) and videos should not be
overlooked . They are most often published by new companies rather than traditional publishers
and do, of course, require specialist electronic equipment to be played. Video players are now very
common and there is strong growth in the sales of CD -ROM readers. NGOs are increasingly
considering video as the primary medium through which to get their message across, especially
when it can be tied to exciting images of Antarctic landscapes and animals.
CD -ROMs are principally appearing in the educational market, aimed at providing
‘ encyclopedias on a disk ' which can be readily searched to find the information required. They
can combine pictures, graphics and text in many new ways and seem certain to become a major
tool for information dissemination over the next decade.

In the science field they are becoming more important. The major polar bibliographies are now
available on CD - ROM and, more recently, the Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research, in
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collaboration with the World Conservation Monitoring Centre in Cambridge UK, has published
a CD-ROM map of Antarctica.

7.

Discussion

The previous sections have demonstrated what a diverse range of products are produced by
publishers. All ofthem have a role to play in information dissemination, which is the fundamental
reason for all publishing.
All the products need to have been through a series of selection criteria before publication if
they are to stand any chance of success. The publisher should ask : who is the target audience ?

what precisely does this audience need to know ? where is the target audience ? how valuable will
the publication be ? what competing publications cover the same ground ? is there a measure that
can be used to assess success?

It is the answers to these questions that allow the publisherto tailor content, design and marketing
in the most cost -effective way. One way of measuring success is to see how many copies of an
item are sold. Another is to see how often a scientific paper is cited as a reference source.
One feature that has not been discussed is the price of publications. Many large science
publishers producing monographs charge high prices which inhibit individuals from purchasing
the product. They justify this on the small market ( say 1000 copies or less), the need to maintain
a very high standard of copy -editing, and design costs. The same may also apply to some of the
learned journals. However, when the product has a popular appeal with high sales (e.g. 10,000+)
the unit price comes down very considerably. The marketing strategy will vary accordingly.
There have been some important initiatives to make key information more widely available — for
instance, the provision by SCAR of the English text of the Visitor's guide to the Antarctic (which
was then republished in other languages) or more recently the initiative by Oceanites Foundation

to disseminate a basic code ofconduct to tourists and to all other visitors. Despite such efforts and
despite a considerable number of publications every year in a wide range of languages, a great
deal of misinformation about the Antarctic still exists. Information dissemination should become

more accurate and thereby more effective with more coordination and collaboration among
countries and interest groups.
Antarctic information dissemination through publishing follows the same rules as anywhere
else, with the single exception that very little is actually published in Antarctica. There are clearly

considerable opportunities to increase information availability and accessibility in all fields:
Better marketing is essential - use all the outlets you can . The series of workshop
proceedings, of which this is one, is a good example, being produced jointly by SCAR

and IUCN and distributed through both organisations.
The listing of all material published and its deposition in a permanently accessible library

should make it more traceable and easier to access.
1 More material could be translated so as to reach a wider audience .
Different types of information could be presented together (e.g. release of television
documentary or video and book ).
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Educational material on Antarctic issues could be more closely linked to school
curricula.
Wider interest in the Antarctic could be stimulated by the production of fiction with an
Antarctic setting ?
Finally, we could consider the case of the official reports of Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Meetings. These are key documents in Antarctic information and should be widely available .
Unfortunately this is not the case . They are impossible to purchase, only distributed through
diplomatic channels (which makes them very difficult for the public to access ), have at times taken
a long time to be published and are not written in easily understandable English. They are clearly
not a good model of information availability and dissemination , but do show not only how essential
it is to improve information flow but also how difficult it can be.
This field is clearly unresearched and seems likely to provide a range of interesting problems
for masters and doctoral students. It is to be hoped that any publications resulting from their work
will be adequately disseminated !
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5.8 Public Education and the Role of Non -governmental
Organisations
B. Marks

The Antarctica Project, 424 C Street, N.E. , Washington D.C. 20002, USA
1.

Introduction

Non - governmental organisations (NGOs) have traditionally played a significant role in educating
the public about the environment. In the USA, the increasing awareness during the 1960s that

‘everything is connected to everything else ', coupled with the impacts from rapid industrialisation
and population growth (air and water pollution , soil erosion, depletion of natural resources), set
the stage for the first Earth Day , on 22 April 1970. Conservation organisations realised that public

awareness was the only way to address these issues, and gain support for passage of strict
environmental laws. An educated, environmentally -aware public is more likely to want to work

for change, and will be less resistant to its particular lifestyle.

2.

The Nature of Environmental Education

The goals ofenvironmentaleducation have been defined as follows: 'to develop a world population
that is aware of, and concerned about, the total environment, and its associated problems, and

which has the knowledge, attitudes, motivations, commitment, and skills to work individually and
collectively toward solutions of current problems and the prevention of new ones' ("Framework

for Environmental Education ', Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education ,
Tbilisi, USSR , 14-26 October 1977 ).
The objectives ofenvironmental education are to help the public acquire a basic understanding

of the environment, to motivate the public to participate actively in environmental improvement
and protection, to help the public acquire the skills for identifying and solving environmental
problems, and to provide an opportunity to be actively involved at all levels in working toward
resolution of environmental problems. NGOs have provided the focus to enable the public to be
involved in these objectives.

It is important to differentiate between information and education. Education is a process, while
information will help in education, but will not necessarily precipitate action and involvement, or

ensure that education will follow . The skills acquired from education are critical for action. For
example, giving information will not teach a person how to write a letter or speak up at a hearing,

and does not ensure action. Through education, one can connect to the issue, and action is more
likely to follow .

3. Antarctic Environmental Education
With respect to the Antarctic, NGOs have been able to apply the same educational tools thatworked
successfully in other arenas. Unfortunately, NGOs have not devoted as much time to educating
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the public about the Antarctic as has been devoted to other global environmental issues. Most of
our educational efforts have been ad hoc and reactive, rather than planned and proactive. I
anticipate that this will change in the near future. Antarctic environmental issues occupy an
increasingly larger portion of the daily news media, and educational television brings the issues
into most schools and homes. The Antarctic Project has been getting information requests from
an increasing number of teachers, students, and the public, who want to be kept better informed .
That more information and education is needed is becoming very clear.
Our approach to Antarctic education has been two-fold:

3.1 Linking Antarctica with the Global Environmental Ethic
We have tried to educate the public, including people who may never visit the Antarctic, by
focusing on a basic environmental ethic ', and drawing the global connections between Antarctica
and the rest of theworld . With respect to visitors to Antarctica, NGOs have been active in educating
members of the Antarctic Treaty System (ATS) about the environmental consequences of their
actions, and in educating scientists and base personnel about the reasons that they should be
concerned , and about the ATS. For example, during its expeditions, Greenpeace provided

educational and practical suggestions to base personnel. NGOs have also been active in informing
the public at large about the actions of their governments .

3.2 Raising Awareness of Antarctic Environmental Values and
Challenges
With respect to the importance of Antarctica, the goal is to raise awareness about the region: to
focus on Antarctica in its own right as a wonderful place, teeming with wildlife which have adapted
to the rigorous environment, with spectacular wilderness and scenery , and as a source of
inspiration; to raise awareness about the conservation challenges that Antarctica represents

climate change, ozone depletion, biodiversity and habitat protection, oceans and global commons
issues, and the roles of science and international cooperation .

4. NGO Involvement in Environmental Education
4.1 Outreach to the Public
Educational material for both adults and children: newsletters, fact sheets, magazines,

books, film , videos and slide shows that can be read or watched in conjunction with
studies on history, literature, writing, etc, as an example of integrating environmental
studies with other disciplines.

• Symposia and lectures aimed at the public through schools and universities; other NGOs
(conservation , garden clubs, camera clubs, UN Association ); debating societies; student

groups and clubs; teacher groups ( active and retired, e.g., ‘Elderhostel'); professional
groups (e.g., a member of Greenpeace -New Zealand lectures at Auckland Medical
School on the significance of environmental issues to physicians); religious groups;

environmental conferences; armed services ( annual lecture each year to Junior Officers
of the Royal New Zealand Navy at the Naval Training School's Strategic Studies

Seminar on the strategic importance of Antarctica for New Zealand ); and government

employees (this improves the institutional understanding of the specific issue,
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Antarctica; improves their understanding and empathy with NGOs generally; and means

that the relatively junior people who often attend move up through the ranks with NGO
ideas on board).

Chapter or branch structure of nationalNGOs (e.g. Sierra Club in the USA, Royal Forest

and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand) have regular meetings, lectures, outings,
special branches, events for children to help to introduce the public to environmental
issues.

Educational television - can provide materials on Antarctica.
Environmental fairs .

• Magazine and newspaper features.
•

Briefings for journalists.

• Responses to information enquiries.

Provision ofa watchdog role in Antarctica - communicates independent information to
public and media, and government delegations.
"Open days' on Gondwana (in New Zealand) attended by adults and children.
4.2 Outreach to Educators

• Environmental understanding must be integrated into all disciplines: science, history,
art, social studies, etc. (New Zealand students studying Antarctica often visit Greenpeace
ships as part of their units on Antarctica; Greenpeace -New Zealand has an outreach
program to schools ).
General development ofenvironmental education (curricula development). For instance,
the 1990 Trans - Antarctica Expedition (Will Steger) and American Women's
Trans-Antarctic Expedition developed curricula and programs in concert with their
expeditions; these fed into educational television, and were covered by TV and the press.

Teacher training ( e.g. Sierra Club annual teacher training week on environmental issues;
The Antarctica Project involvement with teacher training workshops).

• Educational resource lists for elementary, middle and high school levels have been
prepared by The Antarctica Project to provide educators with a comprehensive list of
resources to enable them to put together a solid curriculum on the Antarctic.
4.3 Outreach to Students

Counsel students, authors, journalists on theses, papers, articles, etc.
Respond to information enquiries from children, teachers, journalists, government,
authors, and public in general.

Contests (e.g. photo/essays).

Model UN programs with United Nations Association (program for high school
students )
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4.4 Outreach to Government Officials

Review /comment on Antarctic Treaty meetings and documents (for members/general
public/press ).

• Serve on delegations to Treaty meetings/national and international advisory
boards/observers at ATS meetings and Consultative Meetings/CCAMLR /SCAR.
Educate members of the ATS about the environmental consequences of their actions,
and educate scientists and base personnel about the reasons that they should be
concerned, and about the ATS.

Where appropriate, make a case for proper funding ofAntarctic science, lobby or put in
submissions to this effect. Example: in USA for the Antarctic Marine Living Resources

Program funding; in New Zealand submission to the relevant ministry stressing the
importance ofcertain aspects ofAntarctic science (global importance etc.) when funding
was threatened.
Policy development (e.g. tourism ).
4.5 Outreach to Visitors to Antarctica

Provide lectures on trips to Antarctica.
• Provide educational materials and information on the Antarctic Treaty System to cruise
ship personnel and guides.

• Provide educational materials to passengers on cruise ships.
• Provide education and advice to bases in Antarctica itself, e.g. Greenpeace expeditions

provide information on the Protocol, and practical solutions to base personnel who are
interested but have not had adequate education /training from their authorities.

5. Future Prospects and Plans
5.1 To Generate Support for Inclusion of Antarctica in School Curricula
In the US, the Antarctica Project has contacted each state's Department of Education to generate
support for including Antarctic issues in a variety ofeducational curricula , including geography,
science, art, history, and environmental studies, and apprise them of the topical nature of the

subject. Personal contacts are followed up with information on the Antarctic, including resource
lists and general information. These contacts have generated substantial interest in the Antarctic
among educators.

5.2 To Reach out to Membership Organisations
A particular aim is to feed materials and information into newsletters e.g. to environmental
education association publications. Notices have been placed in the bulletins of environmental
educator associations, science teacher associations, and nature centres by The Antarctica Project
on the availability of curricula materials, and educators who currently include Antarctic issues in
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their curricula have been invited to collaborate in developing curricula. The New Zealand
Association of Environmental Education has produced materials on Antarctica in its Newsletter.

5.3 To Take Advantage of Press Opportunities
In particular to make the connection between Antarctica and the rest of the world (e.g. ozone
depletion, other exciting scientific news, unusual trips, historic events.) News stories about

exciting research being conducted in the Antarctic, commemorating historic events ( e.g. the
signing of the Antarctic Treaty, first overflight of the Pole) or global issues which impact the

Antarctic (ozone depletion, climate change) can provide opportunities to insert information about
the importance of Antarctica to the global environment.

5.4 To Connect Antarctic Issues with ongoing Global Campaigns
In the US The Antarctica Project will be collaborating with other NGOs in a major outreach

campaign to raise public awareness on the environmental threats of ozone depletion. The
protection of Antarctica is the central theme of this campaign, for impacts on the Antarctic
environment from ozone depletion, especially on primary production, can endanger the
environmental security of the entire planet. Therefore, by acting locally to reduce harmful

emissions of the chemicals which destroy the ozone layer, people can take an active role in
protecting Antarctica and the world .

5.5 To Develop and hold Speaker-training Workshops on Antarctic
Issues , and Develop Speaker Kits
NGOs usually receive more requests for speakers than they can fulfil.This can be overcome by
holding speaker-training workshops on Antarctic issues, and by developing kits ( including slide
shows) for the speakers.

6. Requirements to Improve NGO Performance
NGOs need to be more proactive with respect to educating the public on Antarctica, especially in

the northern hemisphere. On the basis ofdiscussions with members ofmany northern hemisphere
NGOs, it appears that most of the time we are reacting to public education needs, rather than
actively spearheading an educational campaign designed to draw public attention and concern to
the issues facing Antarctica. By virtue ofproximity to Antarctica, southern hemisphere NGOs are
more proactive. School curricula also include study of Antarctica in the southern hemisphere,
while it is barely mentioned in the north (although this is changing ). NGOs need to:
Draw connections with /take examples from campaigns on Global Commons/
Biodiversity /Global Warming, and tie to ongoing campaigns (e.g. both Sierra Club and
Greenpeace have active campaigns on oceans). NGOs need to focus on what the

' commons' means — that humans have to take care of the commons as an obligation to
future generations.

Generate greater support for inclusion of Antarctica at every school level - promote
interdisciplinary approach (tie social studies/history/science /environment and
development disciplines ).
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Commit to publicising the importance of Antarctica (to global environment/ science/
inspiration )/Antarctic conservation Antarctic issues, to as wide a public as possible (give
it the visibility of the rainforest campaigns).
Influence the context in which Antarctica is viewed by the rest of the world — we need
to promote the “ artistic ' or ' inspirational view of Antarctica rather than a commercial,
exploitative view . In this respect, we need to advocate for the artistic discovery of
Antarctica, to encourage artists (poets, choreographers, composers and painters) to visit
the Antarctic, and to inspire the public.
•

Spend more time at the bases, educating scientists and base personnel, and make
information on the Antarctic and the ATS available in the language of each base.
Create ( encourage ) big events, such as a World Fair for Global Commons; a Year of
Antarctica or Year of the Poles (Greenpeace Australia , for example, organised a display
for an expo in Brisbane ).

•

7.

Sponsor exhibits at big events, e.g. 1995 UN celebration ; tourism conferences; World
Parks Conference ; Earth Day celebrations.

Desired Outcomes
•

A compendium of available resources/educational materials from NGOs and countries.
The Antarctica Project has started to compile an information resource on educational
materials available on the Antarctic . This will help to start filling in any gaps, and prevent
duplication of materials that might already be available .

1

A statement on the need for public education about Antarctica and the need to stress the
global connections.
A public awareness campaign: suggestions for increasing the number of people the
Antarctic community can reach.

•

8.

A commitment /mechanism to work closely together to develop /distribute educational
resources.

Conclusions

One of the reasons that NGOs have focused their attention on Antarctica is that it is truly the last
remaining ecosystem which bears few of the scars of the industrialisation that has overtaken most
of the world's natural places. Open space is now at a premium , and a true ‘nature' experience in
much of the world can only be had by those capable of backpacking great distances in remote
areas.
Antarctica is important to global modern society because it represents the last place that nobody
owns — the last frontier — not only in a physical, adventuring sense, but also on an emotional,
intellectual plane. When children learn about the politics of Antarctica, it opens up the possibility
that sovereign national ownership, and control of parts of mother earth, are not the only options.
Maybe it makes it possible for them to envisage other ways to organise the global community . At
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least, it may help them to think critically about the importance we place on sovereignty, and about
possible alternatives, such as a global community with no boundaries.
Antarctica is beginning to show the scars ofhuman intrusion. But if we tread softly, and always
with an environmental ethic, we (humans) should be able to leave intact at least one place on earth
to show future generations how truly spectacular nature can be.
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Editorial Note
The 1991-92 Greenpeace Antarctic Expedition Report (October 1992) was tabled at the
Workshop. This was the seventh trip by Greenpeace to Antarctica undertaken in support of the
organisation's campaign for an Antarctic World Park . A practical activity was to remove the World

Park base at Camp Evans - completed according to the findings ofa comprehensive human impact
study. A second focus was evaluation ofthe US Antarctic Program clean -up ofMcMurdo Station,

undertaken by a five -member team resident for three weeks.These expeditions and the ensuing
reports have done much to raise the general awareness of environmental concerns about human

activities in the Antarctic, and consequently have played a significant educational role.
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5.9 Public Education by the New Zealand Antarctic
Programme
G. Wratt

New Zealand Antarctic Programme, International Antarctic Centre,
Christchurch , New Zealand

1.

Visitor Attractions

1.1 Visitor Centre

The New Zealand Antarctic Programme (NZAP) is a major supporter of the Visitor Centre,
International Antarctic Centre. The Visitor Centre has a contemporary focus on all activities in
Antarctica — science, general physical information, wildlife and lifestyle. NZAP has provided
major support to the Visitor Centre in the form of equipment used in exhibits and has sponsored
architects, designers, and photographers to Scott Base and the Ross Sea region. This allowed a
large volume of original photographic material to be gathered for the audio -visual show .

The Visitor Centre's education unit is also provided with Antarctic clothing, camping and
cooking equipment, NZAP manuals, videos, and information leaflets which support the teaching
programme and are used by teachers as information resources .
Since the Visitor Centre opened in September 1992, NZAP has continued its support and
recognises it as an important provider of Antarctic information to the public and education sector.

Joint tours of the Visitor Centre and NZAP facilities are run when required and there is
considerable cooperation in sharing resources and information.

1.2 Kelly Tarlton's Antarctic Encounter
In 1993 Kelly Tarlton's Underwater World added an Antarctic Encounter to its attractions. NZAP
was involved in the establishment phase through the provision ofadvice, information and exhibit

material. The attraction's Exhibition Officer visited Antarctica with NZAP in 1993–94 . A close
relationship is continued in recognition of the Antarctic Encounter as an important provider of
information and educational resources.

2.

Exhibitions

NZAP has a portable display board which outlines its role and operations both in New Zealand
and Antarctica. This display is used in conjunction with field camp equipment, such as a polar
tent, supply boxes, dressed mannequin , skidoo and sledge to depict the life of a science party in
the field .

The display is used throughout the year to promote NZAP at university open days, science and

technology exhibitions and other special events. Exhibitions are mounted in the Christchurch
Cathedral at the start of the season .
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;
Whatever the purpose for visiting Antarctica everyone needs effective education and training
beforehand.
Photo : D. W. H. Walton
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3.

Museums

NZAP's primary contact with museums is with the Canterbury Museum , which has a dedicated
Antarctic display. When the display was established, NZAP donated equipment for exhibits and
continues to provide equipment for displays and cooperates with special exhibitions.

4.

The Media

NZAP provides the media with regular information on science and operational matters. It also

supports visits to Antarctica by media organisations each year and employs a journalist to cover
science activities from Scott Base .
News and feature articles are produced for daily newspapers, science magazines, popular
magazines, and radio programmes to keep the public, science community, educational institutions,
politicians and science policy -makers informed about new developments in Antarctica .
NZAP has provided considerable support for documentary makers in Antarctica. These have

included natural history units from Television New Zealand and the British Broadcasting
Corporation.

5. Resources
NZAP’s principal source of information is its Antarctic library. Resources include:
extensive collection of Antarctic literature including scientific databases, papers ,
periodicals, Antarctic Treaty reports;
• set of 19 information pamphlets covering specific topics relating to NZAP's role, the
Antarctic Treaty, science activity , wildlife, history, natural history;
NZAP videos — three produced to cover all operations ( In Support of Science, Antarctic
Field Training, and Scott Base: Home in the Antarctic); used for NZAP staff training,
education and general information purposes;

• NZAP introductory brochure;
extensive photographic materials including slides, aerial photographs, black and white
photographs, films and videos available for public use;

maps; and
archival material related to the above.
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6.

Conclusions

As a first attempt to consider all aspects of Antarctic education and training the workshop was a
success. It is clear, even from the limited national coverage possible, that pre -Antarctic training
is a major commitment for national operators and the manuals that they produce are an important
distillation of a great deal of field experience. There has not been a comparative appraisal of the
training techniques used, nor is there any indication that operators have in place assessment
systems to evaluate the success ofthe training. Not all countries appear to use actual field training,

nor is it clear at present how successful these programmes are in encompassing all the individuals,
including support staff, who visit Antarctica. There is clearly an excellent opportunity for more
detailed investigations in this field , paying particular attention to the common features of the
national programmes and considering if any differences are related to bureaucratic procedures or
to different educational objectives.

It is clear that the Madrid Protocol has produced new legal requirements which necessitate
greater attention being given to education and training. This has been taken seriously by the tourist

industry, which has demonstrated considerable commitment to educational objectives in what is,
after all, a leisure industry. The involvement of experienced Antarctic scientists as leaders and
lecturers on tour ships has provided a new and welcome linkage between the science community

and this sector of the public.
The range of routes and formats that can be used to transfer knowledge to a public audience is
already being utilised . However, there are always new opportunities and while books and

magazines will continue to be major outlets, the new electronic possibilities are increasingly being
considered. CD-ROM digital imaging and the internet electronic data opportunities are important
ways forward. The appearance of Antarctic pages on the World Wide Web and the accessibility
of Antarctic databases from the PC on your desk are powerful steps in information availability.
Formal teaching about Antarctica in schools and universities is probably not satisfactory,
although it is hard to draw firm conclusions on the basis of the limited surveys. Yet it is essential
that we do find ways of passing on to younger generations the inspiration and fascination that

Antarctica has inspired in so many before. We need to look again at how it can be incorporated
in school curricula and what potential exists for new courses in tertiary education.
What are the next steps? SCAR and IUCN need to consider how they can best use the

information gathered at this workshop. Neither body at present has a specific policy on Antarctic
education — that ought to be a primary consideration. Equally important is for each organisation
to consider if linkages between them , and perhaps with other NGOs, are necessary to take
education and training forward in an effective way.

Finally, an encouraging note. The Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting has, for the first time,
put education and training on its agenda. The workshop has been successful in opening up a new
field for international discussion and initiative. This might have been the first workshop in this
field - it should not be the last. There is much to be done.
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IUCN - The World Conservation Union

Founded in 1948, The World Conservation Union brings together States,
government agencies and a diverse range of non-governmental
organizations in a unique world partnership : over 842 members in all ,
spread across some 132 countries.
As a Union , IUCN seeks to influence, encourage and assist societies
throughout the world to conserve the integrity and diversity of nature and
to ensure that any use of natural resources is equitable and ecologically
sustainable . A central secretariat coordinates the IUCN Programme and
serves the Union membership, representing their views on the world
stage and providing them with the strategies, services , scientific
knowledge and technical support they need to achieve their goals .
Through its six Commissions, IUCN draws together over 6000 expert
volunteers in project teams and action groups , focusing in particular on
species and biodiversity conservation and the management of habitats
and natural resources . The Union has helped many countries to prepare
National Conservation Strategies, and demonstrates the application of its
knowledge through the field projects it supervises. Operations are
increasingly decentralized and are carried forward by an expanding
network of regional and country offices, located principally in developing
countries.
The World Conservation Union builds on the strengths of its members,
networks and partners to enhance their capacity and to support global
alliances to safeguard natural resources at local, regional and global
levels.
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